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Hidden camera
snaps trials of
Volkswagen cars
German carmaker Volkswagen said a spy
camera, triggered by the heat of passing cars,
has been snapping prototype VoftswageM at a
test site in Germany. The company said a senior
detective had been appointed to investigate the
clandestine picture taking, thought to be the
work of well-organised professional photogra-
phers rather than a rival- Page 16

China's reserves top Taiwan’s: China -

expects Its foreign exchange reserves to swell to
$lOObn by the end of this year, ranking it second
behind Japan and ahead of Germany and
Taiwan among countries with healthy foreign
exchange balances. Page 16

Israeli president plains Arafat meeting:
Israeli president Ezer Weizman said he would
meet Palestinian president Yassir Arafat in an
attempt to revive Israeli-Palestinian peace
Pages

Papermakers may refect EU plan:
European Union efforts to improve environmen-
tal standards for paper making may be boycot-
ted by big EU and US producers. Page 2

O&K to restructure ahead of sale:
Loss-making German construction and mining
equipment specialist Orenstein & Koppel, which
the Krupp conglomerate wants to sell, is plan-
ning a DMSOm ($54m1 restructuring programme
to make the company more attractive to poten-
tial buyers. Page 17

Estonia prepares to pick president: The
Estonian parliament meets today to elect a pres-

ident for a critical five-year term during which
the smallest Baltic country will be pressing for

membership of the European Union. Page2

BombanBer plans 7Q-seat Jet: Canadian
aerospace and transport group Bombardier
hopes to announce next week at the UK's Fam-
borough air show that it plans to build a new 70-

seat jet. Page 17

$20m boost for Esprit Telecom: US-based
venture capital company Warburg Pincus,
which has special interests in telecommunica-
tions, is investing about $20m in Esprit Telecom,
a fast-growing, privately-held European opera-
tor. Page 17

Kurds ignore ceasefire call: Fighting
continued between two Kurdish factions in
northern Iraq despite US calls for a ceasefire to

stabilise the region. Page 2

Lloyds Chemists dears way for bids:
Lloyds Chemists, the UK high street pharmacy
group, cleared the way for a takeover bid from
two rival suitors - Gehe and Unichem - by find-

ing buyers for its pharmaceutical wholesaling
businesses. Page 17

Japan set to take Indonesia to WTO:
Japan is poised to take Indonesia to the World

;

Trade Organisation, claiming tax and tariff

breaks in Jakarta's “national car” programme
discriminate against Japanese imports. Page 3

IMF to ratify credit for Egypt: The
Internationa] Monetary Fund is to ratify a 24-

month standby credit for Egypt, partly in recog-

nition of the government's successful manage-
ment of the economy. Page 3

Russian swimmer stabbed: Russian
swimmer Alexander Popov, the only man to

retain the Olympic 50 metre and 100 metre frees-

tyle titles, was seriously ill in hospital after

being stabbed in a Moscow street

Schumacher wins m Belgium: World
champion Michael Schumacher of Germany in a
Ferrari won the Belgian grand prix. Jacques Vil-

leneuve of Canada was second in a Williams

Renault, cutting British team-mate Damon Hill’s

championship lead to 13 points.

Cricket: Pakistan declared at 521-8 giving

them a first-innings lead of 125 runs against

England on the fourth day of the third Test at

Tbe Oval. England were 74-0 at the close. Pakis-

tan lead the three-match series 1-0.

European Monetary System: Tbe French
franc was unable to move off the bottom of the

EMS grid last week, after a round of reciprocal

interest rate cuts following tbe Bundesbank’s

lead on Thursday. The peseta remained top,

after the Spanish central bank did not cut its

rates. The Austrian schilling moved above the

Portuguese escudo. Currencies, Page 23

EMS: Grid
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e chart shows the member currencies of the

•Jmnge rate mechanism measured against the

nicest currency in the system. Most of the

rendes arepermitted to fluctuate within 15 per

it o/agreed central rates against the other

mberstfthe mechanism. The exceptions are
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Chicago radicals of ’68 back in suits and ties
By Laurie Morse in Chicago
and Jurak Martin in Washington

Tom Hayden is back - but he is
wearing a tie. Hie former president
of the radical Students for a Demo-
cratic Society group returned to Chi-
cago for the National Democratic
Convention to bold a “heal-in" last
night to commemorate the riots of
1968 - the last time the Democrats
visited the city. He sold tickets,
through Ticketmaster. for $15 a pop.
When the Democrats were last in

town, the entire US political system
had been strained by three years of
war in Vietnam and frequent out-

Democrats prepare for happier return after 30 years

bursts of race-based rioting in the big
cities. Young protesters like Tom
Hayden took to the streets, bringing
the convention to a violent end as
they battled with police and National
Guardsmen on tear-gas-choked Michi-
gan Avenue.
The chances of anything similar

upsetting this year’s besuited Demo-
cratic delegates, who were gathering
last night, are remote. Bat there are
some uncanny parallels.

Tbe 1968 convention was held from
August 26-29, precisely thl« year's

dates. On both occasions the mayor
of Chicago was a Richard Daley: now
it is the eldest son of the last of the
great big city bosses.
But today there is no anti-war

movement flooding tbe streets, nor is

there much internal Democratic dis-

sent, now that rightwing Republican-
ism has emerged to help keep the
party together. President Bill Clinton
and Vice-President A1 Gore have been

tn their pursuit of a
second term - unusual given tradi-

tional Democratic factional rivalries

and Mr Clinton's embrace of many
policies once deemed “conservative”.
That has not deterred Mr Hayden

and others from capitalising on nos-
talgia for the beady days of their
youth.
Most of the other members of the

Chicago Seven, the activists accused
by the government of inciting the
1968 riots, are in town. Bobby Seal
and Abble Hoffman are dead, but for
mer “Yippie" Mr Abe Peck, now a
journalism professor at Northwestern
University, is giving interviews with

National Public Radio. Mr Bobby
Rush, former “defence minister” of
the Illinois Black Panther party, is

throwing a smart cocktail cruise on
Lake Michigan, thanks to corporate
sponsors such as Ameritech.
Mr Michael James, once on the

National Interim Committee of the

radical SDS. stayed in Chicago all

along, and continues his community
outreach work while running the
Heartland Cafe in a polyglot north-

continued on Page 16

Editorial Comment, Page 15
City hopes to wipe slate of

tarnished past. Page 4

Lloyd’s plan
for recovery
wins 75%
support
Hopes for insurance market
deal after US court setback
By Ralph Atkins in London,
Richard Waters in New York
and Christopher Parkas
in San Diego

Lloyd's of London last night
announced that 75 per cent of
the insurance market's mem-
bers had accepted its £3-2bn
(&L9bn) recovery package as it

struggled to keep the plan on
track after a serious setback in
the US courts late on Friday.

The high level of support
will encourage hopes that
Lloyd’s may this week be able
to declare the recovery plan
unconditional - In spite of a
ruling by a court in Richmond,
Virginia, that, in effect, put
the proposals on ice in the US.
The Virginia ruling caused

last-minute alarm at Lloyd’s
and threatens considerable dis-

ruption. If implementation of
the recovery plan were
delayed. Lloyd’s might be
unable to pass the UK Depart-
ment or Trade and Industry’s
solvency tests, usually set
about this time of year.

Even if the DTI was flexible

about timing. US regulators
might not be as sympathetic -

raising questions about the
future of the 308-year-old
insurance market
Hardline Names — the indi-

vidual members whose assets
have traditionally supported
the insurance market -
warned at the weekend that
the ruling might encourage
further legal challenges

agnir>«t Lloyd’s, irrehirting by
the US Securities and
Exchange Commission.
One Names' lawyer

described as “hogwash" claims
by Mr Ron Sandler, the chief

executive, that delaying the
plan's implementation could
be devastating for Lloyd’s. In
private, Lloyd's leaders are
confident that either the US
court ruling will he overturned
- an appeal starts tomorrow -
or that ways will be found of
allowing the plan to proceed.
The ruling by Judge Robert

Payne would force Lloyd’s to
meet the requirements of US
securities laws an information
disclosure and gives US Names
until October 30 to accept or
reject the plan.

Lloyd's was last night stick-

ing to its deadline ctf Wednes-
day. It would not discuss con-
tingency planning although
senior executives spent the
weekend discussing possible
responses to Friday’s ruling.

Lloyd's said that by noon
Saturday 75 per cent of its

34,000 Names had accepted.
Among UK Names, the level of
acceptances is believed to have
exceeded 80 per cent. But the
US figure is likely to have
been much lower. Recent poll-

ing by Lloyd’s suggested only
about 50 per cent of tbe 3,000

Continued on Page 16
Lloyd’s 'may face farther
court challenges’. Page 5;

Editorial Comment, Page 15

Pulling out: a Russian armoured personnel carrier passes a checkpoint as the withdrawal from southern Chechnya begins iw»

Lebed raises Chechnya peace hopes
By Cfvysba Freeland
in Moscow

Mr Alexander Lebed, Russia’s
security chief, flew back to
Moscow yesterday after super-
vising a partial withdrawal of
Russian troops which has cre-

ated the best chance for peace
in Chechnya since the war
began 20 months ago.
Hie next step is a political

agreement, which Mr Lebed
hopes to negotiate shortly
with separatist leaders. Mr
Lebed said he wonld meet
President Boris Yeltsin and
Mr Victor Chernomyrdin, the
prime minister, to win their
approval for the political set-

tlement before returning to
Chechnya to finalise the deaL

“I hope the president will

approve of my action, i will

return to the Chechen republic
to continue the negotiations
with documents, impeccable
from the legal point of view,”
Mr Lebed said at the Khan-
train military airport outside
Grozny, the Chechen capital
before setting off for Moscow.

Although he did not give
details of the proposed agree-
ment, Chechen officials said
the two sides hoped to resolve
the most contentions issue -

the region’s political status as
an independent state or as
part of the Russian federation
- by leaving it up to a local

referendum.
Mr Lebed’s initiative could

dramatically alter the balance
of power in Moscow. If the
tough-talking former general
arranges peace in Chechnya,
he will . earn a tremendous
boost in the straggle to suc-
ceed the ailing Mr Yeltsin.

But Mr Lebed’s triumph as a
peacemaker could threaten

many of Russia’s more estab-
lished politicians. Many
observers fear his rivals may
try to sabotage a deal.

“Lebed told the Chechen
side yesterday that he needed
to check a few details so that
the agreement wonld not be
attacked by the ‘party of
war*,” said Mr Movladi Udu-
gov, the separatist spokesman.
He was referring to a shadowy
group in the Kremlin thought
to be opposed to a peaceful
resolution of the conflict
Mr Lebed's efforts could also

be upset by Russia’s military
leadership, some of whose
members could feel humili-
ated by a retreat from a tiny

rebel region of less than lm
people.
His plans are most likely to

be resisted by the interior
ministry. General Anatoly
Kulikov, the interior minister,
has already been attacked by
Mr Lebed.
Mr Lebed's ability to stop

the planned bombardment of
Grozny last week and to
enforce an almost immediate
Russian troop withdrawal
have earned him the respect of
many Chechen leaders.
A fragile ceasefire continued

to hold in Grozny, scene of
fierce fighting last week.

Lex, Page 16

Court victory set to boost

US tobacco industry shares
By. Richard Tomkins
in New York

The beleaguered US tobacco
industry was yesterday cele-

brating a badly needed victory

after an Indiana jury threw
out a lawsuit brought by the
family of a smoker who died of
lung cancer.
The six-member jury decided

unanimously that Richard
Rogers, who smoked for 44
years before dying at 52, had
chosen to incur the risks of
smoking and bore a greater

responsibility for his own
death than the tobacco compa-
nies.
The verdict is likely to boost

tobacco companies' battered

share prices when trading re-

opens on tbe New York Stock

Exchange tills morning. A
defeat . or hung jury bad been
ywi as the most likely out-

come.
Tbe jury reached its verdict

late on Friday night after

Share price (5)

110

106 . 9s-

deUberattng for two days. Only
hours earlier, President Bill

Clinton had declared nicotine
an addictive drug and imposed
tough restrictions on cigarette

sales and advertising in an
attempt to curb under-age
rnnHiring

Earlier in the week, Arizona.
Kansas, Michigan and Okla-
homa joined the list of states

filing multi-bilUon-dollar law-
suits against the tobacco

CONTENTS

industry in an effort to recover
the costs of treating smoking-
related illnesses under public
assistance programmes.
The Indiana case had

attracted intense scrutiny on
Wall Street because it was the
first to go to trial since the
tobacco industry suffered a
stunning defeat in a Florida
court two weeks earlier.

In that case. $750,000 In dam-
ages were awarded to Mr
Grady Carter, a lung cancer
patient who smoked for 44
years, and his wife, Mildred. It

was only- the second case the
industry had lost. The first

was overturned on appesL
If the Indiana case had gone

against the tobacco manufac-
turers, it would have indicated

that US juries bad begun to

take a radically different view
of the industry’s liability.

' Continued on Page 16
Advertising curb may lift

tobacco profits. Page 4
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In this world of perpetual change

there is one constant on which yon

may rejy at any time.

Tbe process of privatization bos opened tip tremendous opportunities for investment in

the Croatian economy.

As the country's largest bank. Privredna banka Zagreb AjL provides the main support

for leading Croatian companies. Through our well developed network uv are able to

provide both a widerand moreeffective market cover than any other bank m die country.

In this way, we supply the best service end support for all entrepreneurial projects

associated with the Croatian economy, in their concept, organisation, management and
supervision.

We are fully cognizant ofthe fact dot successful FFrVRFXIMA
business operations demand a sound basis ofSupport.

We stand ever ready to provide that for you. ZAGREB HO. IB
WEKNOWTHE LAND.WE KNOWTHE PEOPLE.ANDWEKNOWTHE BUSNESS.

HEAD OFFICE U&agf 6.MOB Zap*>.FO Bar 10J2 •V *JM 1/4UMZ2 fo .JSJ U4472J4 7eUx 2i J»
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Eco-labelling

plan upsets

paper makers
By Caroline Southey
in Brussels and
Bernard Simon In Toronto

European Union efforts to

improve environmental stan-

dards Tor paper making
could be boycotted by big EU
and US producers, following

strong Industry resistance to
an EU-wide eco-labelling sys-

tem for some paper products.
Pulp and paper producers

on both sides of the Atlantic

are mapping out strategies

to challenge a scheme under
which office, fax and copy
paper would be eligible for

an ecology label if certain
production standards axe
met. The scheme, approved
by EU member states last

month, is due to come into

effect soon.
Producers will be able to

apply Tor the eco-label if they
reduce toxic waste, energy
consumption and sulphur
emissions and provide proof
that they are using wood-
fibre from ecologically man-
aged forests.

The EU uses 3. 5m-4m
tonnes of paper a year,

excluding recycled paper, on
“cut-paper" products. The
leading producers are Fin-
land. Sweden and France.
The Confederation of

European Paper Industries
(CEPI). which represents
European pulp and paper
manufacturers, said there
was “widespread Industry
unease about the value of
the label".

A CEPI official said it

believed that the system
would not reap serious envi-

ronmental benefits and that
it discriminated against
smaller paper producers.
“We believe the current sys-

tem is elitist and that tt will

have marginal impact on the
environment," the official

said.

The official denied CEPI
would launch a boycott cam-
paign against the EU regula-

and New Zealand have also

protested against the plan.

The AFPA is considering
referring the scheme to the
World Trade Organisation
on the grounds that it win
affect US market access to

the EU. The industry has the
support of the US govern-
ment, which will argue its

case again next month when
EU and US officials meet for
further talks.

Kurds ignore

ceasefire plea
By John Barham In Ankara

Fighting continued
yesterday between two
Kurdish factions in northern
Iraq, in spite of US calls for a
ceasefire to stabilise the
region, which was wrested
from the control of President
Saddam Hussein after the
1991 Gulf war.
Communications with the

mountainous region, virtu-
ally cut off from the outside
world and governed by rival

militia leaders, ore poor. But
officials from both sides said

clashes were continuing
even though leaders of both
factions had agreed to US
pleas to stop fighting.

The two Kurdish groups,

the Kurdistan Democratic
Part)' (KDP) and Its rival,

the Kurdistan Patriotic
Front fPUK), began fighting

on August 17.

The bitter conflict, which
one group claims involved
Iranian artillery barrages,
has claimed hundreds of
lives and forced thousands of
civilians to flee their homes.
The battles have also shat-

tered a Washington-backed
ceasefire agreed last year
after negotiations in Dublin
that ended a previous cycle

of violence that killed about
3,000. But the US fhtied to

force the two sides to accept
a full peace deal.

Mr Bilshad Miron, KDP
London representative, said,

the PUK “attacked at 4am on

August 17 while we were
celebrating our 50tb anniver-
sary. They were trying to
sabotage US mediation,
which was gathering
momentum and was backed
by the KDP." He claimed the
PUK attacked with Iranian
logistic and artillery sup-
port.

However, Mr Lateef
Rashid of the PUK blamed
the KDP for restarting the
struggle “for total control of

Iraqi Kurdistan". He said:

"We accept a ceasefire if it

leads to a comprehensive
solution. The KDP has to
stop attacking."

One independent observer
said the fighting was “a con-
tinuation of what has had
been happening over the last

years". The PUK was chal-

lenging the KDP’s monopoly
of "customs" dues levied on
Turkish traders, who barter
basic supplies for Iraqi fuel.

The failure of the two par-
ties to settle their feud -

which began 30 years ago
when the PUK split from the

i

KDP - is wrecking attempts
by the west, particularly
Britain and the US, to bring i

peace to the region.

Instability also increases
the scope for Iranian
involvement.
As well as interfering in

this week's fighting. Iranian
revolutionary guards briefly

attacked Iranian Kurdish
rebel bases in northern Iraq
last month.
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Samashki: a symbol of unbroken spirit
•/ rAfinrrs

How a Chechen village lives on despite Moscow’s military excesses. Chrystia Freeland
° r

_ i irr— weary sons, the tactic appears ro

tion. However, an EU indus-
try official said "it is clear

that CEPI hopes no company
will apply".

Although the scheme is

voluntary, industry officials

believe it will take just one
or two big producers to
adopt the label to put strong

competitive pressure on
other companies. “It may be
voluntary but it can still be
used as a market instru-

ment," an EU Industry offi-

cial said.

The American Forest and
Paper Association (AFPA).
which has led the US cam-
paign against the scheme,
said its biggest concern was
that “voluntary will become
mandatory". An official said
that this could especially be
the case with government
procurement if government
departments started insist-

ing on the eco-label.

EU and US industry offi-

cials believe the scheme dis-

criminates against “non-Inte-

grated" mills, which buy
pulp supplies, often from a
number of sources, and
favours “integrated” mills

which produce both pulp
and paper.
The AFPA also argues that

“many if not ah" US suppli-

ers will not qualify for the
labels “without spending a
lot of money". An AFPA offi-

cial added that specific emis-
sion limits had been placed
on two pollutants which
were not measured in most
US mills.

Brazil, Canada, Australia

T he bullet-riddled fences of
Samashki are one of the rea-

sons why Russian troops
this weekend began a reluctant
withdrawal from Chechnya.
Twice overrun by Russian forces

during the past 20 months of war,
Samashki Is one of the Chechen
villages that have taught Russian
soldiers that no matter how vio-

lently they attack they have little

hope of securing lasting control
over their victims.
In April 1995 Sarwanhlri was the

site of one of the greatest atrocities

commlted during the Chechen con-
flict, when Russian soldiers, many
of them alleged to be drugged or
drunk, unleashed a frenzied massa-
cre on the village, killing and
maiming hundreds of civilians.

Then last March, Moscow struck
again, pounding Samashki with air
and artillery attacks, despite the
weapons and cash which the villag-

ers offered to silence the Russian
guns.
The barbarism of these two

attacks has turned Samashki into
the My Lai of the Chechen war.
Like the infamous US slaughter of
villagers in Vietnam, this village in

south-western Chechnya has
become a symbol of the cruel
excesses of the Russian military.

But, perhaps more importantly,
Samashki is also one of the hun-
dreds of towns and villages where
Russian soldiers have learned that,

no matter how fiercely they fight-

their efforts are largely in vain.

The futility of the Kremlin's
attempt to beat the Chechens into

becoming loyal citizens of the Rus-
sian Federation is apparent at the
Samashki bazaar, a collection of
fragile wooden stalls where food
and clothes are traded in the
shadow of the skeletal remains of
the bombed-out building which
was once Samashki ’s “House of
Culture."
A metre-long, dull grey bomb fin

ItSw oKeualve ha,

turned even the children of

Samashki. who have the sklmu

bodies and spotty faces of vaider-

nourishment and

into junior fighters in what tbej-

are being taught to see as an

MamieJihad. „

“We respect the separatists.

When they fight, they fight for

Allah," says Khamza Khusienov, a

14-year-old wearing a traditional

round white cap with gold trim.

Returning from the village's daily

instruction in the Koran and Ara-

bic. Kbomza translates the

exchange for the younger children,

who no longer understand Russian,

This cultural shift away from the

Russian language and secular tra-

ditions Imposed by the Soviet

Union is another one of the unin-

tended consequences of Moscow's

crackdown and tt is a development

which could make Chechnya an

even more unwilling vassal in the

The centre of Grozny at the weekend: residents are suffering the same devastation as those in Samashki

rests at the foot of the .rickety

kiosk from which Mrs Aset Salger-
ieva peddles a sad assortment of
fly-covered tomatoes and dusty
boxes of macaroni.

“This is our memory," she says,

pointing to the bomb case, which
she has carefully left where it fell

in the heat of the first Russian raid
on the village.

“It is a monument to how we
were beaten, how we were minced
up and cut into small pieces, to

how the Russians treated live

human beings like pieces of meat,"
says Mrs Salgerieva, who, together
with her extended family of six

adults and six dffidren, lives in a

nearby tent without electricity or
running water. The family's origi-

nal home and the prefabricated
shelter they built to replace it were
both destroyed in the two succes-

sive Russian attacks.

Mrs Salgerieva’s attitude is typi-

cal of the Chechen village, whose
residents uniformly say that the
repeated Russian bombardments
have hardened their determination
to resist Russian rule, rather than
eroding it.

i.iifw the bomb in the bazaar,

the charred corpses of destroyed
homes have been intentionally
left in place throughout the
village, turning Samashki into a

bleak museum of Russian excesses,

“We do not plan to rebuild until

the Russian army leaves," says Mr
Shansaiev, a muscular 35-year-old

agronomist at the local collective

farm, who has left his job in the

fields to join the separatist fight-

6T8.

Men like Mr Shansaiev, separat-

ist soldiers who periodically return

to their families in Samashki to

rest from the strains of battle, are

the official reason the Russian mili-

tary gave for its attacks.

But if Moscow's purpose was to

chill civilian, sympathies for the
fighters by mafc-hig the entire vil-

lage suffer for sheltering its war-

years to come.
Even the Russian soldiers at a

checkpoint 5km away are begin-

ning to see their army’s repeated

efforts to subdue Samashki, and

villages like it. as pointless.

“I have mixed feelings about

what we did in Samashki." says

Ruslan, a tanned 22-year-old who is

one of the voluntary contract sol-

diers who have a reputation far

being less squeamish than the

younger draftees. “It is good,

because the fighters had to be

chased out. but it Is bad because

the civilians suffered."

But upon reflection, Ruslan

admits even this ambivalent ver-

dict is too generous. "Of course it's

true that after our attacks, Che-

chen fighters can return to

gamashiri when they like," Ruslan

concedes “If you live here, and it’s

your homeland, it is always easy

for you to hide from outsiders."

Onassis trust seeks to fight

off ‘mismanagement’ claim

EUROPEAN NEWS DIGEST

A ristotle Onassis,
Greece's most col-

ourful shipping
tycoon, died over 20 years
ago but his Inheritance has
triggered a new drama that
mixes ancient tragedy and
television soap opera in
familiar style.

The Greek trustees of a
billinn-doUar fortune belong-
ing to 11-year-old Athins,
Onassis's grandchild and the
last of the dynasty, have
been accused of criminal
mismanagement by her
father. Mr Thierry Roussel, a
French businessman.
Mr Stelios Papadimitriou,

the chief trustee, says: “We
reject these charges. Mr
Roussel wants control of
Athina's money. But her
mother was determined that
he shouldn't have it and we
are responsible for carrying
out her wishes.”

Onassis left half his for-

tune, estimated at $lbn
when he died in 1975, to his

only daughter, Christina.
The other half went to estab-

lish the Alexander Onassis
Foundation, a Liechtenstein-
based charity in memory of
his only son. who was killed
in an air crash In 1971.

However, the legal dispute
threatens to undermine the
reputation of the foundation,
where Mr Papadimitriou and
his associates have worked
hard to transform the ship-

owner’s Image from a philan-
dering jet-setter to that of a
dignified International bene-
factor.

The foundation awards a
scholarship for Greeks to
study abroad, runs a cul-

tural institute in New York,
and hands out international
prizes for humanitarian
achievement. It has also
built a $80m cardiac hospital
in Athens which Is soon to

be extended at a cost of

Battle over inheritance mixes ancient tragedy
and TV soap opera. Kerin Hope reports

Bosnian polls

may be put off

Onassis at his wedding to Jackie Kennedy: ‘overriding priority to preserve faiswealth' s*»

A former associate, who

recalls Mr Onassis hosting
Mr Winston ChurchfD on his

yacht, his much publicised

affair with the opera singer
Maria Callas, and his mar-
riage to Jackie Kennedy,
says: “He loved publicity and
lavish spending but like

every other shipowner, his

overriding priority was to

preserve his wealth.”

Mr Papadimitriou, a prom-
inent lawyer and the founda-
tion's president, guards the
Onassis heritage from its

headquarters, a neo-classical

mansion in Athens. He
three co-trustees are accused
Of mishandling1 the shipping
business that forms the basis
both of the foundation's
income and of a separate
trust set up by Christina in

1986, shortly before she
divorced Mr Roussel, her
fourth husband.
The law suit was filed by

Mr Roussel in Athens earlier
this year, after a Swiss
appeal court rejected his bid
to take control of the trust
Since her mother’s death in
1988, Athina has lived in
France with her father.

Mr Papadimitriou says the
charges are "ludicrous". He
claims that since Onassis
died, ASO Naviera, the hold-

ing company for his shipping
interest has helped to qua-
druple the foundation’s net
worth after renewing the
tanker fleet and making
property investments in Lon-
don, New York and Monte
Carlo.

He says: "We run 17 ships
all under the Greek flag,

among them eight new tank-
ers that make up the world's
most modem dirty cargo
[tanker] fleet"
To back the trustees'

defence, Mr Papadimitriou
has produced a letter in Ms
Onassis 's handwriting which
appears to reveal a deep mis-
trust of Mr Roussel.
Written in English it says:

“I came to ask you for help
to protect me against
Thierry. I built a house
made of cement. In this
house I put all my capital
and the job erf the protectors
Is to keep the door closed."
Mr Roussel now receives

over $6m a year from the

Onassis fortune, both from a
marriage settlement from Ms
Onassis’s will and under a
later deal with the founda-
tion in which he agreed that
Athina would learn Greek,
be brought up In the Greek
Orthodox faith and keep in
touch with family, friends
and relatives In Greece.
However, tt is several years
since Athina came to Greece.
The Onassis family's private
island, Skorpios, is no longer
used. Her grandfather's
yacht is rusting in Piraeus.
Mr Roussel’s most recent

business venture, an envi-
ronmentally friendly agricul-
tural project in Portugal, has
collapsed. Two earlier ven-
tures, a construction project
in Algeria and a timber trad-
ing company, also failed.

The foundation’s charter
provides for Athina to take
over Its presidency when, she
comes of age in 3003. But she
will not have to learn how to
run her shipping business:
among her colleagues on the
foundation's board will be
the sons of Mr Papadimi-
triou and his co-trustees.

International officials will meet in Sarajevo today to

consider postponing the local elections due in Bosnia on
September 14 because of apparent manipulation of the

electoral roll of refugee voters by the Serbian government
of President Slobodan Milosevic.

Postponement of the local polls would further poison
the atmosphere for the national elections also planned for

September 14. The international community is determined
to hold the national elections on schedule in spite of the
absence of political freedom in most parts of the country.
The row arises from the provisions of the Dayton peace

I agreement — allowing Bosnians to vote where they now
five, by absentee ballot where they lived before the war.
or where they Intend to reside if they cast their ballot in

person. What was apparently not foreseen was that Mr
Milosevic would use this last option for a large-scale

electoral engineering operation, designed to cement the
effects of “ethnic cleansing" in northern and eastern
Bosnia.

UN officials say that the Yugoslav authorities gave tens
of thousands of refugees forms with their “intended"
place of residence - in districts of Bosnia where they had
never lived - already filled in. The districts include
Srebrenica, the former UN "safe area" whose Moslem
defenders were massacred after surrendering last year,
and Brcko, in the strategic corridor linking Serb-held
areas. Edward Mortimer and Laura SUber, Tuzla

Ukraine starts new currency
Ukraine w£Q start using its long-awaited new national
currency, the hryvna, next week. Mr Viktor Yushchenko,
the chairman of the national bank, said the hryvna would
be introduced on September 2 under a presidential decree

j

signed yesterday. The new currency, named after money
used in Ukraine before Russian rule 300 years ago, is an
important symbol for the state, which celebrated its fifth
independence anniversary at the weekend.
The hryvna will replace the temporary karbovanets,

which has been national tender since the collapse of the
Soviet Union. It is seen as a sign of government
confidence that its tough economic reforms are beginning
to work. New and old currencies will circulate
simultaneously for a fortnight Chrystia Freeland, Moscow
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The Estonian parliament meets
today to elect a president for a criti-

cal five-year term during which the

smallest Baltic country will be press-

ing for membership of the European
Union and firmer security guaran-
tees from the west
Mr Lennart Men, the publicly pop-

ular incumbent, appears some eight
votes shy of the 68 needed to gain
re-election on the first ballot in the
101-seat parliament. But his only
declared opponent, Mr Arnold
Ruutel, has been unable to broaden
his support beyond his agricultural

party.

If no winner emerges today, parlia-

ment Dill vote again tomorrow,
before the electoral college expands
to include local government leaders

on Wednesday, possibly giving Mr
Ruutel more votes. An outside candi-

date could step in at any- stage.

Mr Meri, an urbane film maker,
turned a presidency of limited pow-
ers into a platform at home and
abroad for Estonia’s “return to

Europe" after 50 years of Soviet
occupation.

The campaign for the presidency
has not exposed any fissures in the

consensus for market reform, which
produced 3 per cent growth last year

and quickly reoriented trade west-
ward when the Soviet Union broke
up. But Mr Ruutel, a 68-year-Old for-

mer state Earn boss, represents a
more nationalist and less Eorophfle
wing of Estonian politics, which
opposes the country’s duty-free

import regime.

An alternative to Mr Meri is more
likely to come from the ruling parlia-

mentary alliance of the mildly social

democratic Coalition party and its

staunchly pro-market partner, the
Reform party.

Western officials hi Tallinn believe

the coalition which has been in
power for nearly a year has strength-
ened the case for Estonia's admis-
sion into the EU along with the first

wave of central European countries
and possibly ahead of its two other
Baltic neighbours. Latvia and Lith-
uania.

Three-quarters of the economy has
been put in the private sector, and in
November the government is expec-
ted to give formal approval far the
sale of the remaining state-held tele-

communications, transport and
energy companies.

Inflation and public sector debt,
two areas of concern, have been
brought under control this year -
consumer prices ere expected to rise
20 per cent in 1996 - but the current
account deficit of EKr2bn ($l68m)
last year continues to grow.
The biggest threat to Estonia’s

integration with the west is posed by
Its troubled relations with Russia.

The two countries have an out-
standing border dispute and Moscow
also complains about the treatment
of about 500,000 ethnic Russians,
although a western diplomat said
"by common consensus of western
observers there is no human rights
problem here".

Mr Sinn Kallas, the foreign minis-
ter, said close cooperation with Swe-
den, which US President Bill Clinton
last month said should take a lead
on Baltic security, could never
replace a Nato defence guarantee
which Estonia wants. But he
acknowledged Nato membership
might prove difficult, given Russian
sensibilities. He held out the hope
that Estonian security could yetban-
efit from joining the EU.
"The EU. of course, is not a secu-

rity organisation.” he said, "but it is

a very important part of the peaceful
environment created in the past few
years.'*
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Japan ready to take Swamp bank loans

Indonesia to WTO leave Thais bemused
By Mlchlyo Nakamoto
In Tokyo and M&rtueia
Saragosa In Jakarta

The Japanese government Is

poised to take Indonesia to
the World Trade Organisa-
tion over Jakarta's “national

car” programme, which
Tokyo claims discriminates
against Japanese vehicle
Imports into Indonesia.
The Timor 1500 cc saloon

has been granted the status
of national car by the gov-
ernment, Which enables it to
receive tax and tariff breaks.
The car is being developed
by Timor Putra National, a
company owned by Presi-
dent Suharto's youngest son,
Mr Hutomo Mandate Putra,
in collaboration with South
Korea's Kia Motors.
Because Timor Putra

National has no facilities to
develop a car In Indonesia, it

is being allowed to Impart
up to 45,000 completed cars
from South Korea duty-free
over the next year and sell

them tax-free in rndqmwfc
the first batch of national
cars Is due to arrive at an
Indonesian port this week.
Analysts say the imparts

violate a WTO article which
stipulates that imports can-
not be treated differently
from locally, manufactured
products. Established for-
eign car manufacturers in
Indonesia are subject to a
heavy and complicated tariff

regime for the car compo-
nents they impart.
“We have told [the Indone-

sian side} that if cars are
Imported into Indonesia free
of tariffs, we will have to
adopt a serious response,
which could include asking
for a WTO dispute settle-

ment panel," an official at
Japan's Ministry of Interna-
tional Trade and Industry
said.

Indonesia's national car
programme has drawn criti-

cism from Japan, the US and
European Union. All have
claimed the programme

breaches Indonesia’s WTO
obligations. The issue has
particularly angered Japan
because Indonesia's car mar-
ket is dominated by Japa-
nese brands,
Indonesia’s Ministry of

Trade and Industry has sent
delegations to Japan towpiahi its naHmwi car pol-

icy in an effort to keep it out
of the WTO. The last meet-
ing between the two sides
was held in Jane this year
but officials described them
as ^inconclusive".
The programme has also

cast a shadow over Asian
family cars being made by
two Japanese carmakers In
Thailand, which will be
dearer >hnn the Timor.
Although Honda’s Asian

car has been a tremendous
success, and Toyota expects
substantial demand for its

family ear to be launched
next year, both companies
admit costs will be under
pressure from the Indone-
sian competitor.

Israeli president agrees
to meeting with Arafat
By AvI Machlls in Jerusalem

President Ezer Weizman of
Israel yesterday said be
would meet Mir Yasair Ara-
fat, the Palestinian presi-

dent, In the latest effort to

revive stalled Israeli-Pales-
Hnlan peace talks.

Mr Weizman. the ceremo-
nial head-of-state, said the
Palestinian leader had sent

him a letter expressing fears

for the future of the peace
process and requesting a
meeting. At a press confer-

ence with Mr Benjamin
Netanyahu, Israel's prime
minister, the president said

Israel could not Ignore Mr
Arafat's “great political

achievement**.

“Today he has control of
over 2m Palestinians.’* he
said. “When a leader like

that who is my neigh-
bour. . . asks to see me, I

think I have to agree.”

Although a meeting
between Mr Arafat and Mr
Weizman is symbolic, it

places pressure on Mr Netan-
yahu to follow suit. The
prime minister said he
will not meet Mr Arafat
unless it Is vital for Israel’s

security.

Mr Weizman said the
meeting would take place by
the end of the year. He infor-

mally met Mr Arafat in 1994,

at the inauguration of Mr
Nelson Mandela, South Afri-

can president.

Mr Nabil Abu-Irdeinah,
spokesman for Mr Arafat,
said: “We are ready for a
meeting with President
Weizman. This is important
as a signal for restarting the
frozen peace process.”

According to Israeli politi-

cal etiquette, the apolitical

president Is expected to keep
out of public debates, but Mr
Weizman frequently has

ignored this rule. His deci-

sion is typical of his pen-
chant for voicing his often

controversial opinions. He
was widely criticised in
Israel after appealing to the
previous Israeli government
to rethink peace moves with
the Palestinians following
Palestinian extremist suicide

bombings in Israel In 199&.

Hie move follows threats

made test week by President

Hosni Mubarak of Egypt to

cancel a regional economic
conference planned for
November In Cairo if Mr
Netanyahu did not revive
the talk*

The hardline Mr Netan-
yahu, elected in May, said
talks would begin soon. But
Mr Abu-Irdeinah said
although “minor” meetings
were planned between
Israeli and Palestinian min-
isters, “we are still waiting
to see things move”.

Ted Bardacke reports from So Phisai on land
scandals that are causing political shockwaves

M r Somsak Pima-
wan, a rice farmer
near Thailand’s

border with Laos, always felt

there was something a little

strange about the deal.

Two years ago. he says, a
broker for the local hia (Chi-

nese tycoon) offered to buy

[

his two plots of flooded land
for Bt3,000 ($118) per rai

I

(1,600 square metres). One
l plot measured 30 rai, the
other 4 rai.

“He said he wanted to
build a factory. But I don’t
think you can build any-
thing there. It’s a swamp,”
says Mr Somsak, who sold

the tend anyway.
In April, as a 91.8bn scan-

dal involving the Bangkok
Bank of Commerce (BBoC), a
mid-size commercial bank,
began to unravel, Mr Som-
sak found out just bow
strange things had become.
Companies and people

affiliated with Mr Suchart
Tancharoen. then deputy
interior minister, whose
responsibility Included over-
sight of the Land Depart-
ment, had colluded with
local department officials to

acquire title not only to the
two plots Mr Somsak had
sold, but also to all the land
in between, covering more
than 1,000 rai.

“They even took the land
where the temple is," Mr
Somsak says, shaking his
head in amazement.

Officials at Thailand's cen-
tral bank were even more
amazed. The land had been
valued at BH7.500 per rai -

an increase of nearly 500 per
cent - and used as collateral

to barrow money from the
BBoC. loans the finance min-
istry admits it will be hard
to recover now it has taken
over the bank.
Of the $3.12hn in low qual-

ity and high risk debt on
BBoC books, 9105m went to

the Tancharoen family,
according to central bank
documents. Mr Prinya Nak-
chudtree, director general of

the Land Department, says
as much as 45,000 rai could
be connected to the scandal.

Flooded fields to fool's gold

Four land officials have
been arrested and a warrant
for the arrest of Mr
Suchart’s father, Mr Wichian
Tancharoen, was issued test

week. Police say a request
far permission to arrest Mr
Suchart, who has resigned
from the cabinet, will soon
be forwarded to Oen
Pochana Boonyachinda,
police director.

Analysts say because for

many years Thailand's pol-

icy of raising rural Income
was based on uncontrolled
expansion of the country's
land frontier - basically let-

ting peasants cut down for-

est reserves which remained
government property - in
every tend deal there is a
scandal waiting to happen.
“You have a huge number

of people living and farming
on tend they don't have title

to,” says Mr Chalongphob
Sussangkam, president of
the Thailand Development
Research Institute. “This
brings them under the judg-

ment of local officials, who
can be influenced by politi-

cians and other powerful
people."

Last year the government
of Mr Chuan Leekpai col-

lapsed under a wave of evi-

dence that land documents
originally destined for poor
farmers ended up in the
hands of wealthy relatives of
MPs who are members of Mr
Oman's Democrat party.

And when current Prime
Minister Banharn Silpa-
archa faces a no-confidence
motion next month be will

be called on to explain a con-
troversial land deal done by
bis daughter. Ms Kancfaana
SUpa-arcba. also an MP.
In i960 Ms Kanchana

bought 75 rai for Bt29m on
the outskirts of Bangkok.
Four years later she sold It

to the central bank, which
will use the site for a new
mint, far Bt465m, a profit of

1,503 per cent at a time when
land prices in the area were
static at best,

“Every province has prob-
lems like this,” says Ms Nar-
isara Wongphoom, a provin-
cial councillor in So Phisai
who helped unearth the land

grabbing scandal in her
area. “They pay off the vil-

lage headmen, the officials,

whoever can help them. .

.

and the villagers don't
understand what is going
on."
Ms Taween Seemaluang is

one of those villagers. She
sold 10 rai of flooded tend to

a broker a few years ago.
This year she got a tax bill

claiming she owns 190 rat
which was used as collateral

to borrow money from the
BBoC. also under her name.
"They took my identity card
and did it themselves,’’ she

says. “I didn’t know it had
been mortgaged until I saw
it on TV news. I have no
Idea how much they bor-

rowed. I'm afraid. , . I can't

sleep at night.”

Ms Narlsara is also finding

it bard to sleep. At one time
she was friendly with Mr
Suchart and felt protected -

he used to eat in her restau-

rant when he would come to
look at the land. But now. as
result of her meddling, she
must have continual police

protection and sleep in a dif-

ferent house every night.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS DIGEST

IMF to ratify

Egypt credit
Hie International Monetary Fund is to ratify a new
24-month standby credit for Egypt - a recognition. In
part, of the government’s successful management of the

economy.
A decisive factor In the IMF’s decision, to be endorsed

at an executive board meeting In October, was the
acceleration of the privatisation programme since May,
especially the selling off of majority stakes. The
government has recently announced that up to 50
companies will be floated In the fourth quarter.

The new IMF programme will include six-monthly

targets for privatisation, as well as reforms to the tax
regime and tire financial sector. It dears tho way for the
Paris Club of creditors to write off a third and final

tranche of sovereign debt worth about $4bn. agreed in

principle after the Gulf war. Sean Boers, Cairo

Thai refinery for exports
Thailand is set to get Its first export-oriented petroleum
refinery, following the weekend signing of a Bt33.3bn

(91Jbn) contract by the industry ministry and Sukbothai
Petroleum, a small oil trader, to construct a 125,000 barrel

per day (b/d) facility in the southern province of

Songkhla. The move comes in the same month as
Thailand has became for the first time a net exporter of

refined petroleum products.
The refinery, expected to be completed in 2000, will

produce 47.512 b/d of diesel. 25,848 b/d of petrol, 13.962 b/d

of kerosene and jet fuel. 9.555 b/d of low sulphur fuel oil

and 400 tonnes per day of liquefied petroleum gas.

Sukbothai executives said the refinery was the first

project in a planned complex including a Bt3bn
petrochemical facility producing 200.000 tonnes a year of
high-density polyethylene. Ted Bardacke, Bangkok

Move to halt steel dumping
Thailand has put new duties on same steel products after

local steel producers claimed European, Asian and Latin

American producers were dumping products on the local

market. Tariffs on cold-rolled stainless steel sheets are
now 10 per cent, up from l per cent. H-beam, I-beam, and
U-beam structural steel tariffs were increased to 20 per
cent from 4 per cent and wire rod imports duty will now
be doubled to 20 per cent Ted Bardacke, Bangkok

Hong Kong to stay in Apec
Hong Kong will stay in the Asia Pacific Economic Co-
operation (Apec) forum after its handover to China next
year, according to Mr Donald Tseng, financial secretary.

He said Hong Kong’s continued membership was accepted
by all other Apec members: “Apec is a collection of
economies, not of sovereign states. So the change in 1997

for Hong Kong is a change of sovereignty which should
not affect that underlying status that Hong Kong la an
autonomous economic entity." John Ridding. Hang Kong

Hanoi ponders cash machines
Vietnam's currency, the dong, may soon be available from
cash dispensing machines under a proposal to be put to

the central bank. The only fully operational cash machine
in Vietnam - in Hongkong Bank's Ho Chi Mlnh City
branch - dispenses 50,000 dong ($4£0) notes and US
dollars, which are still widely used. Jeremy Grant, Hanot

KPN: solid results.
KPN* sales increased to NLG 10.285 billion to the first half of

1996 despite price reductions in the telecommunications sec-

tor. Volumes grew Id all areas of KPN*s core business.

Operating Income rose fay 12.7% to NLG 2,196 million.

The growth stems partly from the relatively small increase

of 3.6% in operating expenses thanks to the controlled

development oflabor costs. Smaller additions to reorga-

nization provisions also had a positive effect on the

growth of operating income. For the full year of 1996,

the Board ofManagement continues to expect a further

growth of sales and an increase in net income. The

Board has proposed azz interim dividend ofNLG 1 in

cash per ordinary share ofNLG 10 par value, or, at the

shareholder’s choice, an interim dividend in ordinary shares.

The value of the interim dividend in shares will be 2 to 5%

lower the value of the cash dividend.The final interim

dividend will be published on September 17, 1996.

pyT Post had an excellent first half, with sales up by 8.3% to

NLG 3,217 million. The growth came mainly from higher

mail volumes and from acquisitions in die first six months.

Vblumes increased in all postal sectors, even in die highly

competitive international mail market. Operating income

increased to NLG 418 million, partly due to cost reduction

programs.

PTT Telecom increased its sales by 3.3% in the first half Sales

increased by 7.8% to rearia NLG 6,919 million When adjus-

ted for die effect of VAT introduced on January 1 , 1996.The

growth of sales came mainly from mobile telephony (40%),

end-user equipment and national telephony. Growing com-

petition in international telephone traffic has put pressure on

prices and caused a decrease in sales in this part of the mar-

ket. Nevertheless, operating income increased by 10.7% to

NLG 1,770 million. PTT Tfelecom is rapidly expanding its

international position.The most recent example of expansion

is the interest inlfelecom Eireann of Ireland.

KPN Ksbol recorded sales ofNLG 171 million in the first half

of 1996 compared with NLG 118 million in the same period

last yean KPN Kabel has high initial costs. The same

applies to KPN Multimedia which had sales ofNLG 46

million, a rise of NLG 24 million compared with the

first half of 1995.

KPN Half Year Reports are obtainable by filling in the

coupon, or by faxing +31-6-0997794 or phoning

+31-6-0998894 during office hours. They are also

available for collection from ABN AMRO Hoare

Govetx, 4 Broadgate, London EC2M 7LE.
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The 1996 Democratic convention in Chicago: The circumstance may be great but the ideas will be sm
^

Clinton set to reign over a week of grandeur

:OC

1

Over the
last four
years, in a
variety of
ways, Presi-

dent Bill

Clinton bas
downsized
the presi-

dency. And
there is

Ug every sign

ELECTIONS tliat voters

November a P £
1 a « <}that

restructuring. However,
from today until Thursday,
the Democratic party will

meet in Chicago to hold a
giant coronation for the
downsized candidate. Every-
thing about the convention
will aspire to grandeur, from
the size of the multi-tiered

podium to the emotions
scripted for opening night,

when quadriplegic actor
Christopher Reeve will

address the hall from his
wheelchair.

But the presidential figure

will loom largest of all: video
screens in the hall will carry
outsized images of Mr Clin-

ton travelling cross-country
to Chicago in a train called

the 2lst Century Express.
Delegates will follow his

progress via giant tracking

maps. They win watch him
greeting the crowds which
cannot Ml to turn out to see
him ride into town aboard a
campaign train once used by
President Harry Truman.
And they will note that he
looks. . . well, president*aL
The man who was reduced

to protesting, not two years

ago, that he was -relevant,"

has since learned an impor-
tant lesson: how to fill the
psychological space in the
mind of the nation which is

reserved for “the President".

At moments of national
adversity - the bombing at

the Atlanta Olympics, the
crash ofTWA flight 800 - he
has assumed the national
grief and made it nobler. Mr
Clinton has developed a
knack for the presidency.

He has done so by master-

ing the art Of the miniature:
the small idea, the micro-
reality of American life. He
has abandoned great
schemes for re-engineering
American society to work
“inch by inch” for change.
As the irreverent political
columnist Maureen Dowd
puts it: "Instead of the Great

Society. Mr Clinton now
brings us the Itsy-Bitsy Soci-

ety. Instead of a rendezvous
with destiny, he has an
appointment with detail”
All last week he was keep*

lular phones for neighbour-
hood watch groups.
But nothing was so sym-

bolic of his downsized ambi-
tions as the law be signed

last week to make health

Mr Clinton has mastered the art of
the miniature: the small idea, the
micro-reality of American life

tog appointments with detail

in the Rose Garden of the
White House, signing a law
to raise iriinimmn wage
slightly and announcing an
assault on teen smoking. For
months already, his cam-
paign - and his presidency -

have focused on the smallest
of micro-issues: school uni-

forms. teenage curfews, cel-

insurance portable from job
to job. The man who came to

office with a grand plan to
revolutionise American
healthcare had been reduced
to micromanaging change.
Campaign officials plan to

maintain the barrage of
small ideas throughout con-
vention week: the President
will announce one new mea-

sure - on crime, education

or the environment - every

day. On Thursday, when he

accepts his party’s nomina-

tion, Mr Clinton will try to

package the bits into some-

thing grander: a vision for

America’s future.

If his new book is any
guide, the whole may not

exceed the sum of its parts.

But the president's pollsters

argue that it is those parts

which matter most.

The argument is that vot-

ers, deeply distrustful of big

government and big prom-
ises, prefer their president to

be practical rather than
visionary. That leaves Mr
Clinton’s pollsters to decide

how he can make himself
most useful. Ideas, phrases,

even words are tested on
“focus groups” of voters.

The irony is that many of

bis best lines sound more

Republican than Democratic:

curfews, welfare reform, and

attacks on big government

are traditional conservative

themes. Republicans accuse

bim of ideological theft-

This is deliberate. Mr Dick

Morris. Mr Clinton’s shad-

owy political consultant, has

pushed the president to

“neutralise” traditional

Republican issues by adopt-

ing conservative positions.

That frees him to campaign

on issues closer to people’s

hearts, like the “V” chip

which allows parents to

block indecent television

programming.
As described to journalist

Bob Woodward’s new book.

The Choice, this means Mr

Clinton must occupy "a

dynamic centre that is not to

the middle of what is left

and right but is way beyond

tt." Mr Morris calls this tri-

angulation.”

Others call it ideological

confusion, and question

whether tho president obeys

any principle except elec-

toral expediency. And that

makes it bard to predict how

Mr Clinton will act if he

marches from Chicago to a

new term in Washington. In

his first stint in the White

House he has displayed mul-

tiple political personalities:

new Democrat, old Demo-

crat. and moderate Republi-

can by turns. No one knows

which would dominate, if he

keeps bis seat in the Oval

Office.

Patti Waldmeir

Memories of the 1968 demonstrations linger but Chicago and its delegates have moved on

City hopes to

wipe slate of
tarnished past
None of the delegates
gathering for this week's
Democratic convention in
Chicago expects to wake to

the smell of tear gas.

While the Democrats play
out their made-for-television

renomination of Bill Clinton
for President this week,
thousands of reporters and
most of the American public
will be treated to flashbacks
to the 1968 convention, when
the Vietnam War rent the
Democratic party, and the
dissent spilled into Chicago’s
streets and parks.

Back then. Chicago was a
shot-and-a-beer kind of town,
with factories running three
shifts to feed the escalating
Vietnam war. The police
force was white and male,
and the Democrat's legend-
ary Machine, which pene-
trated every aspect of life in

every neighbourhood in Chi-
cago, was the force behind
Mayor Richard J. Daley's
national reputation as a
kingmaker, the man who put
John F. Kennedy in the
White House.
Nowadays, the city is more

3 place of health clubs than
factories, many of which
have migrated out of town.
Gin mills have been replaced
by coffee bars, and while
there will be hundreds of
young people in Chicago’s
lakefront parks this week,
they will be playing beach
volleyball, as they usually do
in August, and. unlike in

1968. would not dream of
protesting against anything.

Political observers such as
Mr John Schultz, who chron-
icled the 1968 demonstra-
tions. agree the convention
that year was a turning
point for Chicago, as well as
for the Democratic Party.
“Richard J. Daley was the

most powerful political per-

son in the US going into the
convention, and be came out
stripped of his power,” Mr
Schultz said.

It took the Daley family
years to recover the mayor-
alty, and in the meantime,
the city diversified, thanks
in large part to the adminis-
tration of the late Mayor
Harold Washington, Chica-
go’s only black mayor, a
man who was able to bring
together the city’s fractured
ethnic minorities into a
majority coalition.

The Harold Washington
legacy is visible today in the
remarkable diversity in Chi-
cago's police force and other
public agencies. Chicago’s
police chief today, Mr Mat-
thew Rodriquez, was a
young hispanic patrolman
during the 1968 convention.
The private sector and Chi-
cago’s universities have also
opened up to women and
minorities over the past two
decades, leaving the face of
downtown more like Mr
Jesse Jackson's Rainbow
Coalition than the old Mayor
Daley’s white establishment

Clinton seeks to

derail Dole with

train campaign
By Patfi Wakfmefr
in Chicago

M

"

The stuff that memories are made of: police and demonstrators clash at the Democratic convention, Chicago 1968 umsacmi

The United Center, the
new basketball arena where
the convention will take
place, and where Michael
Jordan is king, anchors the
city's renewal. Convention
delegates, looking out of the
windows of air-conditioned
buses that shuttle them from
their hotels, will see the
reconstruction of Horner
Homes, a notorious public
housing project tidily fenced
vacant lots clean of rubbish
for the first time in decades,
and budding new neighbour-

hood businesses that two
years ago would not have
ventured into the area.

The “new” Mayor Daley,
Mr Richard M. Daley, popu-
larly known as Richie, is

more of a negotiator than his
father. Now in his second
four-year term, Mr Daley
and bis brother William
have risen to prominence in

the Democratic party, sup-
porting Mr Bin Clinton early
in the 1992 campaign and
then backing him unreserv-
edly in his presidency, using

their influence to put the
president on top of critical

battles such as.the-Nafta
trade legislation.

•' "*

With elaborate plans to
accommodate what is hoped
to he a diverse group of doc-
ile demonstrators (permits
have been issued, time slots

assigned, toilets set up and
parking passes distributed),

city officals and federal secu-
rity agents are more worried
that Chicago will draw the
kinds of terrorism that may
have destroyed the TWA

flight 808 over Long Island
last month, and put a pipe
bomb in a-, park- at . the
Atlanta Olympics. .

Convention security will

be the tightest in history,

with convention passes, even
for media, strictly limited.
Although specific details are
confidential, Chicago this

week, sadly, is prepared far

the worst, down to emer-
gency evacuation plans in

the event of injuries.

Laurie Morse

President Bill Clinton is

whistle-stopping his way
across the Midwest in a Hol-

lywood-scripted campaign
trek to Chicago, where the

Democratic party today
opens the convention which
will nominate him to seek a
second term In the White
House.
Riding the same campaign

train used by former Presi-

dent Harry Truman nearly

50 years ago, candidate Clin-

ton will stump through the

key swing states of Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana and Illin-

ois.

He has given the train a
New Age facelift, rechristen-

ing it the 21st Century
Express. But the ritual of the
whistle-stop campaign is vin-

tage American. Presidents
from Abraham Lincoln to

Franklin Roosevelt have
wooed voters from the rail-

ways. in 1948. President Tru-
man travelled 30.000 cam-
paign miles by train to come
from behind and beat rival

Thomas Dewey.
As convention proceedings

begin to Chicago, Mr Clinton
faces no such uphill battle.

A Newsweek opinion poll
released at the weekend
showed the president’s lead
over Mr Bob Dole, the
Republican challenger, wid-
ening. An earlier Newsweek
poll, taken Immediately after

the Republican convention
in San Diego, had shown the
two candidates to a statisti-

cal dead heat. The new sur-

vey puts Mr Clinton ahead

by 7 points, while other polls

give him a much larger lead.

Campaign officials have
scripted thin week's two con-

ventions - the stationary

one in Chicago, and the

mobile one aboard the cam-

paign train - to converge at

a point which will boost that

lead further. To that end.

they say. Mr Clinton will

spend the daytime generat-

ing news from the railways.

announcing a new initiative

on education, crime or envi-

ronment every day, and
being joined en route by
what campaign officials call

"American heroes” who em-
body his campaign themes.

The aim will be to manu-
facture the drama which the

convention is likely to lack,

building suspense for the tri-

umphal arrival of the presi-

dent on Wednesday night.

That is the kind of drama
which convention organisers
will welcome: controlled
excitement not the tumult
and violence of the 1968 con-
vention, when police beat
demonstrators outside the
convention hall.

Like the Republicans in
San Diego, the Democrats
will stress unity in their bid
to return President Clinton
to the White House, and
their party to power in Con-
gress. Also like the Republi-
cans, delegates to the Demo-
cratic convention are likely
to be more extreme - in this

case more liberal - than the
leadership.

NOTICE OF FULL REDEMPTION

To lilt Holders of

BTM (Curacao)

Holdings N.V.
(formerly known as Bank of

Tokyo(Carabao)Holding N.V.)
U.S.$220,000,000
8.875 per cent

guaranteed Bonds Due 2001

Clinton’s book rushed out to catch convention sales
By Patti Waldmeir

NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN to the holdersofthe U.S.
$220,000,000 8.875 percentSub-
ordinated Guaranteed Bonds
due 2001 (the “Bonds") ofBTM
iCura^ac) Holdings N.V„ (for-

merly known as Bonk of Tokyo
(Curacao) Holding N.V.), a
Netherlands Antilles corpora-
tion established in Curasao (the

‘Company"), that pursuant to

Condition 6(b)oftheTermsand
Conditions of the Bonds, the

Company haselected toredeem,
on the next Interest Payment

.
tkrte failing on September 26,
W96,' all of the Bonds then out-

standing at the principalamount
thereof.

Payment of the principal
amount of each of the Bonds
will be madeon or afterSeptem-
ber 26. 19V6 upon presentation
and surrender of the Bonds, to-

gether with ol) coupons apper-
taining thereto maturing after

September 26, 1996 at the princi-

pal office of Bank of Tokyo -

Mitsubishi Trust Company, 100
Broadway, New York, New
York 10005 or at the principal

officein theoty indicated erfany
of the following Paying Agents:

Bank of Tokyo - Mitrobnbi,

(Switzerland) Ltd, Zorich

The Bank of Tokyo -MHuNsfa, Ltd,

Brussels

Bank of Tokyo - Mitsobisbi

lUmnbeaig) SJt, Lnwmbouig
TheBank crfTol^o- Mitsubishi, Ltd,

London

President Bill Clinton's new
book. Between Hope and History,
rushed into shops today, promises
a “vision for America at fixe dawn
of a new century”. What it deliv-

ers is much more modest: a
mosaic of small political Ideas
interspersed with fragments of
rose-tinted glass.

Hie effect is bitty rather than
grand. And some of the bigger
bits are missing altogether: the
future of social security. Medi-
care and Medicaid (public health
care for the elderly and poor) rate

hardly a mention. The book
aspires to be a statement of phi-

losophy; but reads like a hybrid
of campaign platform and stomp
speech.

Mr Clinton's aides insist that
the 178-page book. Is not meant
to be a campaign tract. But the
timing of its release would sug-
gest otherwise.
Mr Clinton says the book is

part of “the conversation I have
had with the American people
about oar destiny as a nation, oar
duty to prepare for the new cen-
tury, and our need -for a shared
vision of twenty-first century
America that will enable ns to

grasp the extraordinary opportu-
nities of the age of possibility.”

But it does relatively little to

throw that conversation forward.
The tone is relentlessly cheer-

ful, like a speech by former presi-

dent Ronald Reagan. It is infused
with the spirit of can-do optimism
which made America great in
President Clinton’s childhood.
But the path It charts to the 21st
century Is sketchy, marked by the
smallest of milestones: tbe prom-
ise of 24 hours of annual leave to
allow parents to attend parent-
teacher meetings;, a ban on
so-called “cop-kfiler*’ bullets; tax
credits for college tuition.

All of these are popular with
voters, bat they hardly support
Mr Clinton's claim to have “a
different. . .a truly

.
progress-

ive vision of our future."
The president may be wise to

limit himself to small boasts, bat
if he wishes to secure his place in
history as a leader and not just a
political operator, he cannot
ignore issues of the gravest con-
cern - such as Social Security
and the other entitlement pro-
grammes threatened with col-
lapse in the next century..Jf the
president has a plan for dealjpg
with these problems, voters will
have to wait for his next book to
read about it.

Disappointingly, the book
offers no glimpses into foe soul of
a man, who is one of the world’s
most ' Intriguing politicians.

Almost everyone wants to know
what makes Bill Clinton tick:
there are few clues here.
Instead, there is the repetition

of the familiar New Democrat
mantra: opportunity; responsibil-
ity; community. One section of
the book is devoted to each.
The first outlines government's

role in “creating opportunities
for all Americans.” for example
by raising the minimum wage
and offering education tax cred-
its.

The second argues that govern-
ment most “demand responsibil-
ity from all Americans” — includ-
ing “the responsibility erf young
women not to get pregnant, the

responsibility of men not to get
them pregnant. . .

” and so on.
The third outlines ways to

“forge a stronger American com-
munity” based on families and
neighbourhoods.
Mr Clinton uses large parts to

defend the record of his presi-
dency, and to outline the ways
Republican rule would destroy
his achievements. As history, it is
persuasive. But tt largely fails to
fulfil the promise of Its title: to
bridge the gap Between Hope and
History.
Between Hope and History: Meet-
ing America’s Challenges for the
21st Century. Published today by
Random House, SIS,95.

Advertising curb may lift tobacco industry profits
But companies are more worried about the FDA’s power, writes. Richard Tomkins curbing under-age smoking
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t is a rare day when the
president or the US gives

a boost to the tobacco
industry profits, bat that is

what Mr Bill Clinton may
have done with his attempt

to crack down on under-age
smoking.
At tbe end of last week.

Mr Clinton announced a
series of tough restrictions

on cigarette advertising and
sales with the aim of halving
tobacco use by children and
adolescents during the next
seven years.

One of the new rules will

limit outdoor advertising to

black-and-white text, so
terminating the billboard

careers of the Marlboro Man
and Joe Camel: another will

apply the same restriction to

advertisements in magazines
with a significant youth
readership: and a third will

ban brand-name sponsorship

of sports events.

If the measures succeed in

cutting cigarette sales, the
tobacco industry's profits

will falL But few believe the

rules will have that effect

instead, they seem likely to

produce big savings for the
industry in advertising and
marketing costs, which will

flow straight to the tobacco

companies’ bottom line.

One reason for the cyni-

cism over the effectiveness

of tbe new measures is that
under-age smoking is

already illegal across the US.
and advertising is heavily
restricted: yet 82 per cent of
smokers start before they
are 18.

As with cigarettes, so with
drugs. According to govern-

ment figures released last

week, drug use among teen-

agers is soaring in the US in

spite of prohibition and a
total absence of advertising.

Among youths aged 12 to 17,

use of marijuana rose by 141

per cent between 1992 and
1995.

The tobacco industry says

studies in tbe US and the

rest of the world have dem-
onstrated that there is no
link between advertising and
the propensity to smoke. The
most significant factors are

peer pressures and the influ-

ence of other smokers in the
family.

Against this background,
the tobacco companies them-
selves have felt safe in pub-
licly supporting curbs on
under-age smoking. Earlier

this year Philip Morris, the
biggest US tobacco manufac-
turer. proposed a package of

measures similar to those
announced on Friday by
President Clinton.

But if the tobacco Industry
has so little to fear from a
crackdown on under-age
smoking, why did it react so
angrily to Mr Clinton's pack-

age?
One reason is that some

tobacco companies could
lose through further restric-

tions on advertising because
it will lead to brand consoli-

dation. If companies cannot
promote new or smaller
brands, smokers will tend to

buy the better known prod-

ucts. such as Philip Morris’s
Marlboro.
But the bigger factor has

little to do with the mea-

sures themselves. Rather, It

is Mr Clinton’s decision to
declare nicotine an addictive
drug and bring the industry
under the jurisdiction of the
Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA), which win make
and enforce the new rules.

That decision puts the
tobacco industry in danger-
ous territory, because the
FDA fa required to ensure
that the products it regu-
lates are safe - a test that
cigarettes may fafl.

Mr Bert Rein, an attorney
for Brown & Williamson
Tobacco, the US arm of
Britain's BAT Industries,
says: “The FDA’s regulatory
regime is basically a ban, no-
ban, regime. That doesn't
mean they are going to do it

today, bat they have power
under their law and govern-
ing statutes that goes all the
way to banning the prod-
uct.”

The anti-tobacco lobby
says this fa just scaremon-
gering. Mr Edward Sweda,
senior attorney at Northeas-
tern University's Tobacco

Products Liability Project,
says: “Prohibition Is not
at all practical, and no
one is proposing it. In
fact, it’s the tobacco indus-
try and Its allies that keep
bringing it np in public dis-

cussion."
The danger for the tobacco

industry, however, is that if

the FDA does not ban ciga-
rettes of its own volition,
anti-tobacco lobbyists will
bring lawsuits demanding
that it should do so: and,
given the FDA's remit, such
lawsuits could succeed.
The tobacco industry is

therefore taking legal action
to block the president’s
move. In a federal court in
the state of North Carolina,
tt will argue that FDA juris-
diction over tbe industry is

unlawful and unconstitu-
tional; and Wall Street
tobacco analysts say
its arguments may well
prevail
Among other things, tbe

industry win argue that tt is
for Congress to decide
whether the industry should

Curbing under-age smoking
The new Food arid Drug Administration tide* wflfc ..
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be regulated by the FDA
and on at least 20 previous
occasions, it has decided
against the idea: so the presi-
dent fa defying the will of
Congress.

It will also argue that the
advertising restrictions are
an infringement of tts consti-

tirtfonal right to free speech-
The case fa likely to drag

on for years, during which
«me the tobacco industry
vnu probably press Congress
to Pass a law explicitly bar-

FDA regulation: for this
fa one battle the industry fa

determined not to lose.
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NEWS: UK
Insurance market chief executive says delay to recovery programme would be ‘devastating’ London’s

Lloyd’s ‘may face further court challenges’ ^
By Christopher Parke® member of the American Names the Lloyd’s recovery project in the as “pure, unadulterated hog- injunction or resolve it out of Chiate said he expected non-ANA
in San Diego Association, which represents US. The decision marks the first wash”. The $3i5m claimed from court. It did either.” he said. members to accept the rescue pro- |T*QVp||A)(C|

1.000 Names - indivtdunls whose time a TIS court haa ruled that 2.700 US investors was dwarfed hv ANA. which has already SDent nosals. "They are either too fLM. d ^
By Christopher Parke®
in San Diego

Further legal challenges to
Lloyd’s can be expected following
a landmark court ruling last Fri-

day, embittered US Names said
yesterday.
Court moves included likely

“pursuit" by the Securities and
Exchange Commission, the fed-

eral watchdog, and possible con-
sumer fraud action by the Colo-

rado attorney general's office, said
Mr Kenneth Chiate. a leading

member of the American Names
Association, which represents
1,000 Names - individuals whose
assets have traditionally sup-
ported the insurance market.
Mr Chiate. an ANA board mem-

ber and fihe i irm*»n of its litigation

committee, was speaking after a
hurriedly called association meet-
ing which drew 300 members to
San -Diego in southern California

on Saturday. The meeting fol-

lowed an injunction issued on Fri-

day by Mr Robert Payne, the US
district judge, which could stall

the Lloyd's recovay project in the
US. The decision marks the first

time a US court has ruled that
Lloyd's falls within the scope of

US securities legislation.

Giving evidence in last week's
action brought by S3 US Names
who claimed they had been
offered insufficient information.
Mr Ron Sandler, Lloyd's chief
executive, said delay would be
“devastating” for the recovery
programme.
Mr Chiate, a Los Angeles law-

yer, scorned Mr Sandler's claims

as “pure, unadulterated hog-
wash”. The $315m claimed from
2,700 US investors was dwarfed by
the global sums involved and the
worldwide tally of some 34.000
Names, he said.

He noted that last week, while
Mr Sandler was warning a US
court of the dangers of delay, Mr
David Rowland. Lloyd's chairman,
was saying in London there was
no need to worry about the US
situation. “If Lloyd's was really

concerned it would have taken
steps either to delay Friday’s

injunction or resolve it out of

court. It did neither.” he said.

ANA, which has already spent
$2m os its campaign and which
raised a further SI00.000 for a
court bond at the weekend, was
prepared to go on defending its

members, Mr Chiate said. “But we
would prefer a compromise.”
Although Mr Payne's ruling

applied to all US investors,
extending the deadline for accep-
tance of the recovery plan until

October 30 provided Lloyd's made
the necessary disclosures, Mr

Chiate said he expected non-ANA
members to accept the rescue pro-

j

posals. “They are either too
embarrassed by events or so

,

wealthy that they are indifferent
1

to the cost.” he claimed.
,

Mr Chiate said Friday’s ruling

was a breakthrough. “It provides

;

US Names with the opportunity of

getting information they need and

,

which Lloyd's has refused to pro-

vide. We are used to full disci o-

,

sure in this country."

Editorial Comment. Page 15

Manoeuvres enter final phase
A week. ago. the warn-

ing from Lloyd’s was
stark: if a small

group of US Names suc-
ceeded in getting a US court
injunction delaying the
insurance market’s recovery
plan, the impact on Lloyd's
would be “devastating” -
with dire consequences for

t^e world's insurance indus-
try at large.-

Late on Friday, an injunc-

tion was indeed issued, by a
federal court In Richmond,
Virginia. But by yesterday,
the world had not fallen

around Lloyd’s ears. And, to
judge by the market's
authorities, the £3.2bn
($4.96bn) recovery plan can
stick to its timetable, with
Names having to accept by
noon on Wednesday. Mean-
while. an appeal against the
injunction will be heard in
Baltimore tomorrow.
The nth-hour manoeu-

vring over the restructuring
of Lloyd's has entered its
final phase, and the time, has
come for bluffs to be called

on both sides.

According to same of the

3,000 US Names, the warn-
ings of catastrophe were
intended to browbeat the US
courts into accepting Lloyd's
arguments. But Judge Rob-
ert Payne, in the Richmond
hearing, showed no inclina-

tion to be swayed. While
acknowledging Lloyd's pre-
dicament, he concluded that
"the irreparable injury that
plaintiffs and the other
American Names would suf-

fer if their motion is denied
significantly outweighs any
demonstrated harm to
Lloyd's” of issuing the
injunction. That said, he
extended his ruling to all

3,000 Names, not just the S3

plaintiff* in the case.

Moreover, Judge Payne
concluded that - to Lloyd’s

dismay — the insurance mar-
ket was covered by US secu-

rities law. The result should
the market fail to have the
judgment overturned, is that

Lloyd’s will have to disclose

far more information about
how Names’ liabilities have
been calculated.

.

In addition, the way may
have been opened for those

Names who reject the recov-
ery plan to sue in US courts
under US law, perhaps offer-

ing greater redress if they
can prove securities fraud.

Lloyd’s, meanwhile, con-
tends that the US Names are
using a bluff at their own.
According to this view, few
of them would reject the
recovery plan - which offers

relief from their full losses -

to pureue uncertain action.

Rather, they are seeking to
strengthen their negotiating
position as part of a plan to

farce Lloyd’s to sweeten the
deal far them.
Lloyd’s has already made

concessions to the US Names
once, by agreeing to a settle-

ment with the states’ securi-

ties regulators. This reduced
US Names* liabilities in
return far a promise that no
regulatory action will be
talean against the market.
Last night, a further

sweetening for US Names
was being dismissed as an
option by Lloyd’s insiders.

But it Is obvious that some
pretty frantic thinking was
going on Inside Lloyd’s head-

Decision of US court

dismissed as a ‘mess*
By Nicholas Denton

British Names who oppose
the Lloyd's recovery plan
and those who support it

share a common belief that

the decision by the US dis-

trict court judge last week
will-not; demolish the plan.

But they have come to that
conclusions by different

routes.
' Sir David Berriman, chair-

man of the Association of

Lloyd’s Members, dismissed

the judgement as “just the

sort of mess that American
courts can come up with".

Names - the wealthy
investors who provide capi-

tal for Lloyd’s and have until

Wednesday to decide to sup-

port the rescue plan for the
insurance market - are

known for the passion of

their divisions. Yesterday
their reactions were surpris-

ingly uniform.

Labour
accused
over
takeovers
By David Wlghton and
WWttam Lewis

The opposition Labour
party's plans to make take-

overs more difficult will pro-

tect inefficient companies
and their “fat cat” manag-
ers, the governing Conserva-
tives will nl.itm in a public-

ity campaign next month.
Conservative strategists

will focus on Labour's pro-

gramme for boardroom
reform in an effort to bolster

their business vote.

Mr inn Lang, the trade and
industry secretary, will high-

light Labour’s proposal that

companies be required to put
representatives of their sup-

pliers and staff on the board.

Although the idea does not

appear in recent Labour pol-

icy documents, Mr Lang is

expected to argue that it has

not been publicly ditched.

Mr Geoff Hoon. a Labour
industry spokesman,
accused the government of

•Tack of leadership'* in an
area where there is “wide-

spread acceptance across

industry" of the need for

change. "The point about
Labour’s industry policy is

that we have consulted with

industry and are acting on

their concerns," he said.

The Conservatives will

also attack Labour's pro-

posal that when a bid is

referred to the competition

authorities, the bidder must
show' a manger to be posi-

tively in the public interest.

At present, takeovers are

allowed unless shown to be

against the public interest.

Both supporters and oppo-
nents of the market’s' recov-

ery scheme said the US deci-

sion on Friday was
important
Moderate action groups

have taken their tone from
Lloyd's management.; Mr
Ronald Sandler, chief execu-

tive of Lloyd's, said earlier

that defeat would be “devas-
tating” to the market Some
critics have said Lloyd’s was
exaggerating the danger in
order to win its court battle

and encourage rebel Names
to compromise. Before other

audiences, Lloyd’s manage-
ment, which does not want
to alarm regulators, often

downplays the threat Sup-
portive Lloyd's members are

putting out a similarly
nuanced message.
Mr Damon de Laszlo,

chairman of the Feltrim
Names' Association, which
supports the package.

warned of a potential apoca-

lypse. “If they [the rebel US
Names] derail the whole pro-

cess and Lloyd’s ceased to

trade, that would be a disas-

ter for all Names."
Sir David said compliance

with the US order, which
calls for Lloyd's to disclose

more information to US
investors, would be damag-
ing.

However, neither organisa-
tion of Names expected the
restructuring to fail. Sir

David said that the judg-
ment would not overturn the

Mr de of Feltrim did

not expect the decision,

which could farce Lloyd’s to

barrow money, seriously to

affect UK investors. “I
assume that Lloyd's will con-

tinue with the restructuring

in the UK It would be Amer-
ican Names that would suf-

fer most," he said.

Tool company
signs Simmons
royalty deal
By Peter Marsh

Webster & Bennett one of

the most venerable names
within the UK machine tool

industry, signed an inno-

vative deal with a US
machinery company to share

the costs of making and sell-

ing a new toed for the aero-

space and railway indus-

tries.

The company has joined

up with SiTprnrtriK Machine
Tool to expand sales of a UK-
designed system called Mil-

lennium which costs up to

film and which is geared

mainly to export markets.

Simmons will make and
sell the Millennium products

in north and south America,

with Webster & Bennett

receiving a royalty on sales .

Mr Ian Exeter, managing
director and joint owner of

Webster & Bennett said the

deal was a “sensible move"

to share the cost of launch-

ing the new product. Its

design was completed earlier

this year after a two-year

development costing some

£400.000.

Expanding sales of Millen-

nium by the Coventry-based

company, with royalties

received from the US group,

should mean that annual

revenues of Webster & Ben-

nett will Increase from same

EfiiSm this year to between

SIftm and £i2m next year,

Mr Exeter said-

For Webster & Bennett, set

up in Coventry in 1887, the

deal is an Important part or

its effort to reestablish itself

after a disastrous period in

Six jobs may be created at

the factory In Coventry in
England’s Midlands, bring-

ing the staff count to 56, Mr
Exeter said. As recently as

the 1360s the company had

2£00 employees-

quarters building. Usually
the insurance market files

returns to the UK Depart-
ment of Trade and Industry
about this time of year veri-

fying its solvency. That
timetable is not set precisely

but soon Lloyd’s is going to

have to satisfy regulators -

including in the US - that it

remains a going concern.
Under Judge Payne’s rul-

ing, however, US Names
need not worry about such
time pressure- The market
has been given until Septem-
ber 23 to produce the infor-

mation required by US secu-

rities law. The 3,000 US
Names then have another
week to pay the money they
owe Lloyd’s into an escrow
account with the court in

Richmond, and until October
30 to decide whether to
accept the market’s plan.

Lloyd's, however, says the

judges' demands would be
Impossible to meet. In an
unfortunate metaphor. Mr
David Rowland, chairman,
said at the weekend the
amount of information
required would fill the

A series of disasters such as Humean Hugo, which hit South Carolina in the US in 1989,

also created turmoil at the Lloyd’s insurance market encouraging legal action from Names

Titanic. That raises the ques-

tion of whether Lloyd's
could proceed with its recov-

ery plans with US Names
either left out completely, or

at least pondering whether
to accept. At best. Lloyd's
might need to arrange bridg-

ing finance or find other
ways of covering the liabili-

ties of US Names to the sat-

isfaction of regulators.

Yesterday the prevailing
wisdom at Lloyd's was that
- even if the worst happened
and Lloyd's lost tomorrow's
appeal - some way would be
found of keeping the plan on
track. The high level of sup-
port from the 34.000 Names
worldwide was evidence of
the momentum behind it.

But Lloyd's is deliberately

keeping its cards close to its

chest. In seeking to have Fri-

day's ruling overturned it

has an incentive to exagger-

ate the difficulties presented.

Its lawyers are likely to

argue in Baltimore, once
again, that insolvency for
the 300-year old institution

remains a possibility.

Richard Waters
Ralph Atkins

By Deborah HargreavM

Long-suffering London bus
commuters will no longer be
allowed to wait in silence.

Some 350 bus shelters
have been fitted with loud-

speakers to blare out
adverts while travellers
wait for buses. On Wednes-
day shelters across the capi-

tal will he playing Virgin
Radio as part of a campaign
for the UK-wide station.

Bus shelters will soon be
harking too as wait Disney
advertises the video of 101

Dalmatians In 101 shelters

nationwide.
Advertisers are exploiting

the fact that people spend so

long waiting for buses that

they are an easy target for a
product pitch.

Last week the food com-
pany Del Monte announced
it would be launching a
lemon-smelling shelter to

advertise a fruit drink.

“Bus shelter advertising
has become much more sexy
and attracts clients that
would have been unheard of

a few years ago like perfume
companies," said Mr Vin-
cent Levin, managing direc-

tor of More O'Ferrall. the
UK’s leading billboard
advertising company.
The Virgin Radio shelters

will play music only
between 7am and 8pm to
avoid disturbing neigh-
bours. They will also have
an off-switch.

More O’Ferrall must be
sensitive to public and local

authority concerns, says Mr
Levin.

Lucy Kellaway, Page 8
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the early 1990s when the
receivership of the Wickman
machine tool group, of
which it was then part,

almost led to its demise.
Webster & Bennett was

bought from the receiver In

1992 by Mr Exeter along with
S. A. Muller Machines, a
Swiss trading company.
Both Mr Exeter, who had
formerly been joint manag-
ing director at Wickman,
and S. A. Muller own 50 per
cent of the company.
The compands main prod-

ucts, iweTw/Hrig Millennium,

are highly precise and speci-

alised turning and boring
marfrunaa far use in the mili-

tary equipment, aerospace
and railway industries.

A particular application is

refurbishing aircraft
engines. Customers include
General Electric of the US,
GEC-Alsthaux. British Air-

ways and Hughes TooL
Mr Exeter said taking a

manufacturing partner early

in the sales phase was a way
of Increasing sales world-

wide while reducing the risk.

The Millennium tools sold

in north and south America
will carry the names both of

Webster & Bennett and Sim-
mons. Simmons is known,

mainly for machine tools

specifically for building rail-

way equipment, especially

Manhattan skyline
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F
undamentals In South
Africa come in three cat-

egories: the good, the bad
and the ugly. And the

government Is increasingly baf-

fled as to why the rest of the
world, and an important part of

South Africa, does not under-
stand this, and shape their reac-

tions accordingly.

The good fundamentals are pre-

dictably much talked about by
ministers. They include democ-
racy. a liberal constitution and
commitment to improve the lot of

the deprived. More immediately,

they embrace an expected 3 per

cent growth rate this year, infla-

tion that is just about under con-

trol, and a macroeconomic policy

framework broadly welcomed by
the business community.
Yet the rand keeps tumbling,

and has lost nearly 25 per cent of

its value against the dollar since

mid-February. Pressure is again
increasing on interest rates, and
any further rise in the 16 per cent
bank rate will exacerbate weak-
ening investor confidence.

Ministers are at a lass for a

Weighing the good, the bad and the ugly
response. They do not believe
they can do what is demanded by
the markets, such as scrapping

remaining exchange controls, or
accelerating the privatisation
programme. The first would risk

a disastrous outflow of capital,

the second would wreck the
understanding reached with a

suspicious trades union move-
ment. In the short term, not
much more can be done.

Even less can be achieved in

the short term about the bad fun-

damentals, essentially the Inheri-

tance bequeathed by the National

Party and its apartheid policies.

These include massive disparities

of wealth, continuing racial ten-

sions, poverty, deprivation and
unemployment officially mea-
sured at more than 34 per cent of

the workforce. A start is being
made, but ministers know the

consequences of apartheid will

take generations to overcome.

DATELINE
Johannesburg:
Goodwill doesn’t
last forever. The

w&rld is starting to

suspect what is

wrong with South
Africa, says

Roger Matthews

Much of the ugly Hows directly

from the bad. Crime has this year
forced Itself to the top of the

national agenda, and - without
some sign of a more vigorous offi-

cial response - will soon begin to
threaten those fundamentals of
which the government is proud.

The statistical evidence is

alarming enough, putting South
Africa at the top of the world
league for murder and rape. But
worse is the growing perception

that the government is powerless
to act The Moslem community In

Cape Town has taken the law
Into its own hands by publicly

murdering a known gangster,
defying the authorities and
threatening more direct action
nationwide. Even more bizarrely,

the gangsters staged their own
armed counter demonstration.
Dnliah Omar, mfnigtflr of justice,

was later forced to abandon his

Cape Town home because police

could not guarantee his safety. -

“I grew up among the gangs.
They have been above the law for
years,” a deputy minister said
resignedly. “Until you have a
police farce in which the people
have confidence, you will not get
witnesses [or] convictions.”

There could not, therefore, he

much hope of a significant

improvement in the short term.

But the short term is beginning

to influence the long term. South

Africa's savings rale is so low

that little progress will be made
in attacking any of the bad or the

ugly- without a strong and sus-

tained Inflow of foreign capital.

Last week the chambers of

commerce from South Africa’s

four largest trading partners

warned that violence was damag-

ing foreign investment prospects.

That fallowed the death of a lead-

ing German businessman, shot

dead at his home in northern

Johannesburg by car hijackers.

At a subsequent meeting of the

German business community, 16

of the 80 senior executives pres-

ent' said they bad been the vic-

tims of violent crime.

Christoph Kopke. the local

bead of Daimler-Benz, accused

The Monday Profile: Tom Bata, Bata Shoe Organisation

Patriarch still on his feet

the government of not trying to

crime seriously: "It must

dedde whether Its main objective

Is anarchy or creating employ-

ment. If anarchy is the objective,

then It is doing a good Job."

Tourism, which has the great-

est short-term capacity for gener-

ating foreign exchange and creat-

ing jobs, has already begun to

feel the impact, arrivals and

hotel occupancy both dipping

below last year’s levels. Mean-

while. there is growing evidence

of skilled South Africans seeking

work outside the country.

Ministers might be excused

some bewilderment. At the start

of the year all looked relatively

rosy, with the rand stfll appreci-

ating' in value and the economy
poised for stranger growth. The

talk then was how many interest

rate cuts couldbe expected in the

12 months ahead-

The African National Congress

FT GUIDE TO

was also warming to power, con-

fident It had the time to

consult and form democratic

structures and policies which

would provide the plaifopu far

the transformation of society in

U» decades ahead. But it Is jin

organisation which, by it*

diverse nature. Is ill-equipped to

deal with crises.

president Mandela plays hu?

main role as conciliator splerr

didly. but at 78 cannot cope with

all the burdens of office Thabo

his obvious successor, is a

skilled diplomat and party strate-

gist, but shows few signs of offer-

imr more dynamic leadership.

Mandela has yet to fire anyone

on grounds of incompetence, and

briefings given by ministers to

diplomats and journalists to Cape

Town last week underlined how-

great are the disparities in talent.

Old loyalties can be admirable

but like international goodwill

they do not last forever. The

ANC does not know what is

wrong with the world, but the

world is starting to suspect what

is wrong with. South Africa.

Life with the utilities regulators

T om Bata Is a polite and
gracious man. He also

has strong views on
things that matter to

him. He urges foreign executives

hired by his family's Toronto-
based shoe business to become
Canadian citizens, and he wants
the Bata Shoe Organisation to
remain a private company
because he and his managers
have no time to attend to outside

shareholders.
Bata - 82 next month - has

especially strong views about
shoes. “This is a very, very pecu-

liar business,” be said in a recent
interview. “We may be in the
unique type of business where
knowledge of the product is very
important.”
Czech-born, he inherited the

family's industrial conglomerate
after his father died in an air

crash in 1932. With the help of
relatives, he transferred the busi-

ness to Canada ahead of the Nazi
occupation of Czechoslovakia.
His forcefulness transformed

Bata into one of the world’s big-

gest footwear makers and retail-

ers. By the late 1980s. Bata
employed 70,000 people in 40 shoe
factories, tanneries and rubber
processing plants, and 6,300 shoe
shops around the world. In its

heyday, the group produced and
sold 300m pairs of shoes a year.

But the last few years have
been difficult, and much of the
blame has been directed at the
man who describes himself as
"the interfering patriarch” -
Bata himself. The organisation
has shed more than a fifth of its

retail outlets. A large subsidiary
in France has sought bankruptcy
protection. And an 800-store
chain in. the US filed for protec-

tion from Its creditors last Febru-
ary, less than a week after Bata
sold it for a nominal sum. Bata
India, with 1.200 outlets, has been
in turmoil after big losses.

For decades, Bata had a win-
ning formula: company-owned
factories churning out cheap,
sturdy shoes sold through Bata
shops. The strategy was espe-

cially successful in unsophisti-
cated third-world markets where

there was little competition.

But the formula became
Increasingly costly in western
Europe and North America,
where upstarts such as Nike. LA
Gear and Reebok wooed consum-
ers with distinctive brands, flair-

ful marketing, and constant
switching of suppliers.

Bata might have dealt with its

problems in private, which is

how Tom Bata prefers to do
things, if not for an internal
upheaval. Ironically, the turmoil
centred on a team recruited in

1994 and 1995 to sharpen the
group's competitive edge. Six of

the seven recruits have quit.

They include the chief executive,
chief financial officer, head of
European operations, senior
vice-president of human
resources and vice-president of
business development.
Peter Legg, the former human

resources chief, laid the blame
squarely at Tom Bata's door in a
lawsuit earlier this month. Legg's
statement of claim alleged that
despite earlier assurances to the

contrary, Tom Bata “was desir-

ous and insistent on continuing
to control and direct the
day-today operations of Bata”.
Legg recounted an Incident in

October 1995 shortly after the

replacement of the then Chief
executive, Stanley Heath, by
Rino Rizzo, a long-time Bata
employee. “Rizzo outlined his
plan for success [which] in sub-

stance was a return to the past

practice at Bata and in complete
disregard for the mandate and
plans of the senior executive
team. The plan reflected the
stated views of Mr Bata who
interjected and elaborated on the

plan as it was being introduced

by Mir Rizzo.”

Directors of Bata’s holding
company, who Include several

prominent European and North
American executives, have com-
missioned a full review of strat-

egy. The betting is that the
review will reach the same con-

clusions as the recently ousted

management t«iw- The question

is whether the owners and exist-

ing managers will want — or be
able - to implement fh«m.

Outsiders also wonder what
will happen when Tom Bata
finally lets go of the reins. His
son. Tom Jr, Called to impress
during a seven-year stint as chief

executive from 1987to 1994, while
his three daughters sit on the

boards of Bata subsidiaries but
play no active part in operations.

Much could depend on Tom
Sr’s Swiss-born wife Sonja - 12

years his junior and every bit as
energetic and forceful. Sonja
Bata is a director of several out-

side companies, including Alcan,
the 1 aluminium producer.
Tom Bata, who still plays ten-

nis regularly, has no doubt that

the family firm will weather the
storm. Bata remains a name to be
reckoned with in Africa. Latin
America and Asia. It has recently

broken new ground by starting

franchise operations in the Bal-

kans, Middle East and some of
the former Soviet republics. And
in the US it still owns a strong
industrial footwear business.

As Tom Bata himself puts it:

“We’ve had a variety of adjust-

ments, and every time there was
a dramatic change the organisa-

tion fortunately changed with it.”

Bernard Simon

Britain’s electricity and gas industry regulators

have recently proposed the toughest price con-

trols seen since the privatisation of the two

national transmission systems run by the

National Grid and British Gas TransCo respec-

tively. Have the regulators been too tough?

Too early to say. The way utilities are regulated

in the UK is that you don't know if the regime Is

too harsh until after the regulatory period ends.

Then you can see how much more — or less —

revenue the companies made relative to the

amount of money the regulator said they could
Twafep at the start of the regulatory period. For

TransCo this means waiting until 2002, and for

the Grid 2001.

raw the companies try to persuade the regulators

to go easier on them?
Yes, up to a point The sequence of events is that

the regulator produces proposals which she, or he,
piaims to be “demanding, but fair”. In response

the company howls that they are “draconian and
unfair” Discussion - the regulators abhor the

word negotiation - ensues. The Ideal is far the

parties to reach a consensus, but the company has
the right to seek the adjudication of the Monopo-
lies and Mergers Commission (MMC) if it is not

satisfied with the result

Does the regulator have to back down If the MMC
rules in the company’s favour?
No. Regulators can then do what they wanted to

do in the first place, as long as they have made no
procedural mistakes. But to be fair, dare Spottis-

woode. the gas watchdog, has said she will abide

by any MMC finding should the TransCo review
be referred.

So regulators really are the remote, all-powerful

and wholly unaccountable figures that the com-
panies complain about?
Well, that is hardly the view of the watchdogs
themselves, Olgas and Offer. To push through
tough reforms, the regulators have found it expe-

dient to cloak themselves to the garb of consumer
champions, although Professor Stephen Little-

child, Offer's director-general, looks a little

uncomfortable wearing It, and Spottiswoode last

week toned down her rhetoric if not her trade-

mark colourful clothes.

The regulators have all commented on high
executive pay in the utilities, and have become
more attuned to the FR benefits of highlighting
the savings to consumers of their actions - even
if. as in the case of the Grid, the cuts represent
only £1 a quarter to households.
The proposed cuts in gas prices are more sub-

stantial, with an average reduction of about £28 a
year to 1997, rising to £55 by 2002.

Is the latest round of proposed price cuts

politically inspired?

Officially, no. The regulators are independent sur-

rogates- for competition to their industries. But

government officials have “sat to as observers" to

recent talks between British Gas and Ofgas, and

ministers have not been shy to seeking to acceler-

ate gas competition, with a promise of lower

prices, to the approach to the general election.

Is “populist regulation” to danger of undermin-

ing “incentive regulation”?

The idea underlying utilities regulation Is that the

regulator sets demanding targets, but targets

which a good management can beat. The danger

of setting unattainable targets is that the com-

pany loses money and is unable to meet Its capital

expenditure requirement Worse still for the regu-

lator, to the next review he or she may have to

sanction a rise in prices. Unless, of course, they

leave it for their successor.

Have the regulators at least been consistent in

their method of analysis and determination?

In the case of National Grid the company would
answer No. It claims that Littlechild has changed

his method of calculating the company’s assets

from one based on the cost of replacing the assets

to one based on the “market value” established on
the day of the Grid’s listing last December. This

alleged change results to Littlechild valuing the

Grid at £4bn C$&2bn> instead of £5bn.

What about gas?
British Gas also complains that Ofgas has thrown
out the traditional way of valuing TransCo, and
to so doing has reduced the value of its asset base

from £l7bn to £lL7bn. That to turn will result to

deep cuts to its allowed revenues, as the rate of
return will be calculated on a much lower base.

Are all the regulators meting out the same treat-

ment to the privatised utilities?

No- One big exception is the water industry regu-

lator, Ian Byatt, who as director-general of Ofwat
has refused to move the goal posts of the regula-

tory regime before current price caps next come
up for review to 1999.

What is his Justification for that?

He argues that tightening the price limits any
earlier to reduce the profits made by water com-
panies would undermine the incentives for them
to find efficiency savings in the first place.

So he's been soft on the industry?
Well, he has won the praise and confidence of the
water companies and institutional investors.

Robert Corzrne, Simon
HoDberton and Leyia Boulton

Stephanie Flanders • Economics Notebook

deeming up the global economy
Policymakers must ponder the effects of money laundering

When Commonwealth finance
ministers get together in Ber-
muda next month for their
annual meeting, they will be
aiming to condemn one of the
fastest growing sources of Inter-

national capital flows and
announce efforts to reduce it.

That Is not exactly what one has
come to expect from such gather-

ings. But then, international
money laundering is not usually
the thriving multinational busi-

ness under discussion.

By common agreement, the
twin forces of liberalisation and
technological Innovation have
made the global capital market
dirtier at the same time as mak-
ing it larger. There are. of
course, no reliable estimates of
the amount of ill-gotten gains

now finding their way into inter-

national capital markets. The
more conservative experts say

that about $300bn-4500bn is laun-

dered every year. Others believe

it Is closer to Sl.OOObn. more
than the GDP of most countries.

Official outrage at the creeping

contamination of money markets
Is understandable. But before

leaping in to tackle the problem,
governments ought to be sure

they can answer at least three

questions. The first is why, pre-

cisely. the business of interna-

tional money laundering has
increased so dramatically. The
Second is less often discussed:

namely, whether governments
should, to fact, devote time and
energy to the reduction ofmoney
laundering rather than concen-

trating their efforts on the illegal

activities that give rise to it.

Finally, there is the related ques-

tion of what, if anything, an

international crackdown could
hope to achieve.

Several of these issues are dis-

cussed in a recent survey of the
subject by Vito Tanzi, an econo-
mist at the International Mone-
tary Fund. Tanzi starts with the

question: why do criminals want
to launder their money to the

first place? His answer is that
people working to large-scale
organised crime and drug traf-

ficking tend to earn far more
than they can spend, at least in

the short term. Ergo, they need
to find ways to store their loot so
as to preserve its value and -

eventually - legitimise it

The desire to launder assets
overseas arises because the vol-

ume of money involved, and the
concentration of drugs and
mafia-related money In a rela-

tively few countries, means that

authorities to the loot's country
of origin have a better chance of

discovering internal laundering
efforts. The incentive to spirit

cash abroad was always there.

But the author identifies several

recent trends which have made
it easier to invest large amounts
of anonymous capital without
raising suspicion. These include:

• the rapid growth of stock
markets in transitional and
developing countries with gener-

ally lax systems of regulation

and supervision.

• the growing share of interna-

tional capital controlled through
companies technically head-
quartered to tax havens. The
Cayman Islands, for example,
with a population of 33,000.

has more registered companies
than .citizens, and the Islands

could boast bank deposits last
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year of more than $460bn.
• the fact that painful struc-

tural reforms in many countries

have left than thirsting for pri-

vate foreign inflows.

But is money laundering - as
opposed to the crimes which pro-

duce it - necessarily such a bad
thing? We know that crime, in
addition to its well-known social

and political impact, has eco-
nomic costs: it diverts resources

from the formal economy. But
once the money reaches the
laundering stage, the dirty deed
has been done. From an eco-
nomic standpoint, at least, it is

not immediately obvious why
policymakers should seek to
ensure that illegally earned
money continues to be Invested
to illicit activities when it might
be ploughed Into legal busi-

nesses which can be taxed, and
will thus support formal-sector

growth rather than distort it.

A related argument arises with

respect to dirty international
capital. The growth in the vol-

ume and speed of international
financial flows is supposed to
have increased global efficiency

by attracting funds to the most
profitable uses and by raising
the penalties of inept macroeco-
nomic policies. One might won-
der whether it matters, for these
purposes, where large chunks of
the money have come from.
Vito Tanzi argues, forcibly,

that it does matter, because the
distorted incentives at work in
the business of recycling illegal

funds impose costs of their own.
The reason is that, by and large,

laundered funds tend to work
against the goal of economic effi-

ciency because their distribution

is not driven by economic funda-
mentals, such as differences in
after-tax rates of return or real
interest rates.

Rather, they move to response
to differences in controls and

regulations which make money
laundering a safer activity in
same countries than in others.
Thus, global economic efficiency
is reduced, not just because of
the allocation of resources to
crime to the first place but due
to the distorted allocation of the
proceeds.
So perhaps there axe good rea-

sons far the Commonwealth min-
isters to persevere. But that stfll

leaves the question of what they
hope to achieve. The aim of the
Bermuda meeting is to agree on
a model package of anti-money
laundering laws, with each coun-
try promising to explore ways of
implementing it
That resembles the approach

taken by the OECD finnm-fo i

action task force set up by the
G? group of countries in 1999.
But concerted efforts to tights
controls face a “free-rider” prob-
lem; they will always increase
the attractiveness for a country
of being one of a limited number
of safe havens.
That poses a difficulty for any

agreement Intended to include a
wide range of developing coun-
tries. As Tanzi notes, the feet
that money launderers are not
fussy about economic ftmdamea-
tala can help governments con-
tinue to pursue lax fiscal and
monetary policies if they are
equally unfossy about the origin
of capital inflows. A pact with
the devil, perhaps. But for many
countries it may seem more
attractive than signing up to a
global financial market equiva-
lent of Neighbourhood Watch.
• Money Laundering and the
International Financial System,
IMF working paper. May 1996.
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at a pilot over Kuwait it hit a child

in Leicester.

The Royal British Legion exists to support serving

and ex-service men and women, their families and

dependants, A total of more than 16 million people

entitled to call on us for help. Last year, over 200.000

of them did. Here are a few of the ways that yaur

donations enabled us to provide it.

600 severely disabled, people mere given
a badly-needed holiday.

4,300 people benefited from one of our
3 Convalescent Homes.

1,050 people were able to visit relatives*
war graves.

2,800 people made use of our Small
Business Loan and'Advice service.

50,500 people received welfare grants.
These people, cod thousand, more like them,
depend on your continuing support as desperately
os we do. If you con help i„ any woy please eall us
on 0500 1100 11 quoting B12
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In 1995>. LG's annua L. sales grew 40% to over US$64 billion

lt*s nice to meet you.
... ... i :
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It’s Matt RyaaVjo&Ho listen.

As a Senior Designer at LG Electronics Design-Tech, Matt must intimately understand tke different aesthetics of eack European country. And tken
translate that understanding into intelligently designed TVs, microwaves and otker products. (Matt and his colleagues even helped design their company's
Red Oak House headquarters.)

At LG,.we listen a lot to our customers. We think that hahit explains why we're leaders in advanced applications like thin-ftlm transistor liquid

crystal displays and high-definition TV.

Wre active in many 'bther business areas too, including DRAM memory chips, pharmaceuticals, and satellite communications.

And the same dedication and customer focus Matt Ryan and his fellow designers bring to their wodr, our 126,000 other employees bring to our other areas of expertise.

Now. how can we help you? _

http://uuu.lg.co.lir/
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S
ony, the Japanese elec-

tronics giant, has
always exuded an air of
sell-confidence. With a
name that is the best-

recognised brand In the US, a
proven knack for setting the
trend in consumer electronics, a
history marked by its achieve-
ments in paving new paths far
the Industry, the inventor of the
Walkman and the compact disc,

it has had good reason to feel

sure of itself.

But as Sony's management
looks to the challenges that lie

ahead, it will need to muster all

the collective self-confidence it

can to attain the goal the com-
pany has set for itself. In a year
In which it celebrated its 50th

anniversary, Sony has outlined
its ambition to become "the lead-

ing maker of consumer electron-

ics in the digital age." as Nobu-
yukl Idei. Sony's president, puts
It

Idei. who has been at the helm
for just a year and a half, is the

first to admit the enormous chal-

lenges this presents. The ongoing
spread of digital technology "will

affect our way of making things
in very fundamental ways", he
says.

Sony's growth from a small
company selling transistor radios
in war-ravaged Japan to a $4bn
(£2.5bn) global business has been
the history of the development of
consumer electronics using anal-
ogue technology. "But after 50
years, the industry which
depended on analogue technology
is coming to an end." Idei points
out.

In the past several years, digi-

tal technology has spread
through the consumer market in

the form of compact discs and
MiniDiscs - products which Sony
pioneered. But two impending
developments, in particular,
make it certain that the impact of

digital technology on the con-
sumer market will usher In more
fundamental changes in future.

For one thing, the shift to digi-

tal broadcasting in the European
Union, the US and Japan means
that the boxes that receive enter-

tainment in the home - TV and
radios - will have to become digi-

tal. PCs and networks, or infor-

mation technology, will encroach
further into Sony's core business
of providing home entertainment,
ensuring that digital technology
dominates the living room.
This will happen in a big way

when the Internet moves from
narrow-band to broad-band net-

works, through cable and satel-

lite, allowing more visual infor-

mation to speed down the
information highway. "The Inter-

net will quickly become more
like TV,” Idei notes.

These changes, which Idei sees
happening rapidly, represent the
convergence of information tech-
nology and consumer electronics
- particularly the audio-visual
products which have been at the
core of Sony's business.

In the face of what has been a
rapid march towards that conver-
gence, Idei recognised that Sony
would need to change in order to
defend its position in the living

room.
He saw a need for a ‘regenera-

tion'' of the company that would
enable Sony to be the one to offer

the new digital TV services, the

The Japanese giant has had to redefine its strategy to compete

in the digital age, explains Michiyo Nakamoto

Sony’s defence of
the living room

games and other home entertain-
ment on the PC and through net-

works.
"Sony wants to be the company

that brings the PC into the
home,” says Kunitake Ando,
president of Sony's information
technology company. But to do
so it will have to change from an.

analogue to a digital company.
One of the first steps Idei took

towards that objective was to
redefine a strategy for Sony in
the digital age. He coined the
phrase "digital dream kids” to
send a message to employees that
the company would have to shift

the focus of its products from
analogue to digital technology.
But making digital consumer

products will not be enough to
achieve that goal, Idei believes.

The company needs to expand
into information technology, that
is to make and sell PCs which
have an undeniably important
role in shaping the new age of

digital entertainment and partici-

pate in online networks.
That decision by Idei led to the

BBtahiishniMit. of a new IT com-
pany within Sony's iQ-oompany
structure in Japan and a
strengthening of its IT research
and development. Earlier this
year Sony unveiled the Vaio, an
upper-end PC made by Intel, the
US semiconductor manufacturer,
which will go on the market in
the US under the Sony brand this

month.

T he move into PCs Is a
gamble for Sony. The
company Is already
deeply involved in the

computer business through the
peripherals and components it

makes, such as monitors, floppy
disc drives, CD drives and semi-
conductors.
However, as far as PCs are con-

cerned, its record has been unim-
pressive. Sony failed to make
inroads into the PC market with
an early home-use PC which was
developed in the early 1980s
under Idei. It has since brought
out a palm-top PC, which was
dropped after a year, and a work-

station. which has a hmftad mar-
ket.

Competition in the PC market
is already fierce and, conse-
quently. profits are difficult to
come by. Critics have questioned
what Sony can offer PC users - a
market it has little familiarity
with. "Sony, unfortunately does
not have strength in PCs,” con-
cedes Keqji Tamiya, senior man-
aging director in charge of com-
munications. "All the expertise it

has in the audio visual world, it

is beginning to build up in the PC
world.”
“The rules of the game are

different,” adds Ando. “In the
audio-visual world, Sony has
been a holder of the technology
format. But in the IT world not
only is Sony a latecomer, and
therefore unlikely to he a stan-

dard-setter far same time, if ever,

it also feces a market in which it

is very difficult to differentiate

your products from those of your
competitors."
At the same time, the digitalis-

ation of Sony cannot be accom-

plished without some fundamen-
tal changes to the corporate cul-

ture as weJL For one thing, since

software will become increas-
ingly important Sony has had to

nurture a new kind of engineer
who can understand both hard-
ware and software, such, as oper-

ating software, says Minoru
Mario, executive deputy presi-

dent responsible far technology.
An engineer who designs a

video recorder, for example, must
also understand the semiconduc-
tors that will determine what the
video will be able to do and how
it will do it. Trying to educate
hardware engineers on software

"is equivalent to realising a
cultural revolution”, says
Tamiya.
Breaking with age-old habits

which have no place in the digi-

tal age has also been an impor-
tant Issue, Idei admits. "Fast
experiences led to unwritten
rules about what Sony win or
will not do,” he says. "Far exam-
ple, since Sony made magneto-
optical discs, it was taken for

granted that it would, not make
hard discs which compete. But
we have to remove such restric-

tions."

At the same time, Sony, which
~hn« fought its fair share of bitter

standards wars and has a reputa-
tion for going it alone, acknowl-
edges that it needs to co-operate
with others to overcome its weak-
nesses and to embrace the open
culture of the Internet. "My mes-
sage is that Sony will be open
yn<j wants alliances," Moi empha-
sises.

Furthermore, these changes to
the way Sony operates have
made it necessary to re-think the
corporate identity. "Sony used to

make things that were different

from those made by everyone
else. That is what made a prod-
uct, a Sony,” says Idei “We
ourselves may have come
to think that being Sony meant

Perhaps the biggest
risk Sony faces in
its gamble may be
the impact that its

new PC business
'

could have on its

image

doing something different.
"But I think this is wrong. I

think it is possible to make the
same things as everyone else and
still make something that is

uniquely Sony. For users, what
makes something a Sony is that
It is good. It is a perception of

reliability, good design.

sophistication and something

slightly unique. In the age of the

network, we have to continue »
redefine what makes something a

Sony." he notes.

Whether or not Idei’s message

to become “digital dream kids

takes hold at Sony will have a

crucial bearing in achieving it*

pnfiT But perhaps the biggest risk

Sony feces in its gamble may

the impact that its new PC

business could have on its

image.
That image, one of the compa-

ny's greatest assets, will be more

fully exploited in the IT market

where products it now sells

under other companies’ brands

will increasingly be sold under

the Sony name.
The problem Is that Sony is not

used to dealing with the kind °t

customer queries and demands
that are a part of life in the com-

puter world. “Ih the audio-visual

market, users expect to be able to

use a product as soon as they

bring it home. But there is a 15

per cent return ratio in the US
PC market. This is unthinkable

in the audio visual world,” says

Ando.
Against such obstacles, Sony

nevertheless still feels it needs to

be in computers because
knowledge of computers and
what people want from them will

be crucial to maintain its status

as the leading provider of home
entertainment in the digital age.

"Vaio is an entrance fee,” Idei

-says categorically. Because "if

you are not making computers,
tdijrn* change Is happening so rap-

idly, you can’t keep up”, he
explains. "1 don’t aim to take

market share In PCs, but to use

the PC as a step to go on to the

next step.” ...

Sonyis management Is also

driven by the conviction that

their company can be the one to

bring the PC into the living

room. "Existing PCs do not offer

any of the features of a home-use
product,” says Ando, who admits
that he himself finds it difficult

to use Windows, the operating
system launched by Microsoft
which was supposed to make PCs
easy to use.

Not only are PCS difficult to

use, the quality of the sound and
graphics they offer are far below
the standards expected from a TV
or CD-player.
With its experience in mass-

producing consumer products
which people find easy to use, its

expertise in designing and pack-
aging those products attractively,

its knowledge df what consumers
want, its global distribution net-

work: and, above all, the power df
its brand, Sony executives are
confident that the company Is

well-placed to lead the conver-
gence of information technology
and consumer electronics by
making IT “mare fan”, as Idei

says. “Sony knows the- living-

room culture," Mario emphasises.
Having defined a future direc-

tion far Sony and instigated a
cultural revolution within Sony,
Idei is preparing to farther the
company along that route
through a number of alliances
which he sees as crucial in deter-

mining its success in achieving
its goaL “The next three years, I

think, will be a very exciting
time,"he says.

A gimmick that’s a worthwhile tool

T wo rival bits of publicity
arrived in my in-tray
last week. One is titled

"Management tools mea-
sure up”. The other is called
“Take your fad and stuff It”. The
first is research from the Insti-

tute of Management claiming
that benchmarking, TQM. re-

engineering and all those other
fadS really do work. Apparently
73 per cent of senior managers in

the UK say that companies using
these tools are more likely to suc-
ceed than those that do not
The second is on excerpt from

a new US management book. Fad
Surfing in the Boardroom by
Eileen Shapiro. She takes the
(Increasingly popular) view that
management gimmicks are being
churned out by greedy consul-
tants, while poor confused man-
agers no longer have the courage
to make their own decisions.

So who is right? Behind the
headlines there turns out to a
sorry lack of real dispute. Both
sides agree that management

tools do have some worth, but
they need to be custom-built to

suit the particular business. The
difference is one of degree, and
either side is particularly con-
vincing. It is no surprise that if

you ask managers who have lov-

ingly drawn up their own mis-
sion statements and who bench-
mark everything in sight
whether they respect other com-
panies that do likewise, they will

say yes.

And as for Shapiro, 1 note that
she is president of a US consult-

ing company. Presumably she
does not include her own busi-

ness solutions in her diatribe.

Maybe she regards hers as
unique products designed exclu-

sively for each client, and which
bear no fancy name. I wonder if

she prices them accordingly.

1 am sick of the glass ceiling.

Sick of it as a clich£d metaphor
and doubtful whether it still

Lucy Kellaway

exists - at least not in the way
that all those whingelng women
would have us believe. Thus I

was pleased to read a letter in the
FT last Wednesday from an
bl.B. Maunsell. a 50-year-old
female partner in a firm of solici-

tors. She argued that If you
expect there to be a glass ceiling

there will be one. Admittedly it is

easier to agree with her if you
are in the relatively onsexist
worlds of law or journalism. Yet
even in other professions I think
the time Is coming for women to

change their approach: stop
moaning about the glass ceiling,

and concentrate on doing their

jobs, fighting their own wars and
see what happens.

I depart from M.B. Maunsell
when It comes to her recipe for

success. Women (and men) will

get on, she says, if they treat
everybody with courtesy and
compassion, a nice idea. Possibly
her fellow partners fit that mode.
But is your boardroom fall of
compassionate people with
impeccable manners?

In 1993 Clive Thompson wrote a
memorable article In the FT
about Rentokfi's new corporate

Identity. He explained how he
bad ignored the advice of the
identity experts and refused to
change Ms company’s name.
Instead he spent 18 months on a
process that resulted in a slightly

more elegant typeface for the
logo which was to be underlined
In red. This line, he solemnly told

us, emphasised that Rentokfi was
one word and not meant to be
broken down Into Ront-to-KilL
Just three years later the com-
pany is to change its to
Rentokti Initial. There are far-
ther exciting alterations to the
logo: not only is the word Initial

In blue, but the line underneath,
is now in black (the company
explains that makes a con-
nection with the royal warrant
which is also In black).

Never mind all these lines and
colours: the new name is surely
the beginning of the end. Rent©-
kfl Initial has more syllables in
its name than any other stock in
the FT-SE 100 with the exception
of Grand Metropolitan, and that

has proved such a mouthful that
everyone calls ft GrandMet I am
prepared to bet that in another
three years at most It will he
called HI Group.

How do you feel about inhaling
the synthetic scent of a soft drink
as you stand waiting for the bus?
Surely it is bad enough having to
look at garish posters without
having your nose assaulted too?
At first 1 felt indignant but now I
have calmed down enougb to
realise that the scant may be bet-
ter than the stale urine and
exhaust fumes that are the natu-
ral aroma of bus shelters.
In any case, it turns out that

only a dozen London bus stops
are going to be scented, and only
for a fortnight. It is the same
syndrome as Tony Blair’s devil
eyes: advertisers using gimmicks
to create maximum free publicity
while spending as little money as
possible.
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BUSINESS EDUCATION
Students will soon have to sit the GMAT test at a

. computer terminal, says Della Bradshaw

* r
'

tats 1

new score

" •
-i

T he GMAT test, widely
regarded as the entrance
examination for business
schools, will soon be trans-

formed from a pen-and-paper test
into one delivered' by sophisticated
high-security computers.
From October 1997, students tak-

ing the GMAT, the graduate man-
agement admission test (pro-
nounced ‘gee-mat'}, will have to
take the computerised version. The
only exception will be in extremely
remote areas where severe techni-
cal difficulties could disrupt the
technology.
And instead of holding the *»ram

on a Saturday morning, four times
a year, test centres will have to
remain open six days a week
throughout the year. ‘“The appeal
erf this is that students will be able
to just phone up and make an
appointment," says David Wilson,
president and CEO of GMAC, the
council which created GMAT.
Others are less enthusiastic. The

system adopted by GMAC is com-
puter adaptive testing, where the
computer adapts the difficulty of
the questions to the ability of the

student So, if the student answers
a question correctly, the next ques-
tion will be slightly harden if not,
the next question wffl be easier.

This could seriously affect the
results for some students, says
Eugene Romer, twimaging director
of GTAC Associates, in

.
London,

which coaches students toget high
GMAT scares. . .

Be advises applicants to- first
answer all the questions they find
easy, and then go hack to the ones
they fhy* With adaptive
computing it is the computer, not
the student, which decides the next
question.
"We tell students that the GMAT

is a test of how flexible they are in
their thinking, but this system will
cut down an the choices they have
to make and so reduce that,” says
Romer. •

Another drawback far the stu-

dent will be a yet-undetermined
rise in the fees for sitting the test

to cover the costs of the expensive
equipment At the moment it costs
$84 (£54) to take file test in the US;
$94 overseas.

A further consequence is that

only a proportion of today's test

centres will continue to partici-.

pate. For example, Richmond, the
American. International University
in London, one of-the four test cen-
tres in .London.where same 50 stu-
dents alt GMAT every quarter, has
not yet decided whether to con-
tinue. Computerisation will make a
"huge, difference" to operations and
will be "administratively cumber-
some”, says John Pearson, associ-

ate dean of students.

F
ollowing several disap-
pointing years during the
recession, the number of
students taking the GMAT

is slowly beginning to rise again -

Today the test is taken on 940 sites

in 170 countries. “Federal Express
absolutely love us," jokes Wilson.
So far only 162 sites outside the

US have signed up to administer
the computer-based test However.
Wilson is confident that the
advantages outweigh the draw-
backs. In the past, he says, many
students have signed up but
missed the test because they were
suddenly sent overseas, or were

SourcraDMAT • •

too busy or ill to sit the exam.
With between 50,000 and 75,000

people presently taking tbe pen-
and-paper test at each three-
monthly session, the marking pro-
cedure takes five weeks to com-
plete. With adaptive computing the
results of tbe multiple-choice part
of tbe test will be available imme-
diately and the essay results will

be available in seven to 10 days.

The computers needed for the
testing will have to handle the

NEWSFROM

CAMPUS

adaptive software and also take a
photograph of tbe student sitting

at the terminal.
To prevent a brighter student sit-

ting the examination far a less able
colleague, for example, this digital

photo will automatically be sent
with tbe GMAT test results to busi-

ness schools when they request an
applicant's score.

Wilson sal's GMAC has “not yet
crafted policy” on how often stu-

dents will be allowed to sit the test.

lnsead expands its

MBA course

lnsead, the international
business school based at
Fontainebleau, near Paris,

is expanding its master of
business administration
(MBA) course to take on an
additional 140 students by
next year. The increase is

part of a general expansion
plan by the business school
which includes a 30 per
cent increase in research,
an additional 13 faculty
members and a large
building programme.
lnsead decided to expand

the MBA programme
because it was turning
away qualified applicants.
This month’s intake of

MBA students stands at

460, but by next year the
number oT students shonld
rise to 600.
lnsead: France. 1 60 72 40 00

Talking computers
master the language

For managers who want to

brush up their Spanish,
French, Italian or German,
the Berlitz Think and Talk
series has been adapted by
Guildsoft into a software
package that will run on a
Windows-based PC. Speech
recognition and playback

technology mean the
machine can analyse and
correct pronunciation.
Guildsoft: UK. {0)1752
S95100

How to choose a
business school

The UK’s Association of
MBAs (Amba) has
published its 1996-97 Guide
to Business Softools.

The handbook contains
listings of international
schools together with
school profiles and advice
on which course to choose.
Amba: UK toil 71 S37337S

The first lord of the
business school

Economist David Currie,

director of the Centre for

Economic Forecasting at

London Business School, is

the first LBS academic to

become a baron.
Lord Currie, as he can

now coll himself, is a
former member of the UK
Treasury's panel of
advisers known as the
“wise people”.
So far Currie has not

revealed whal his full title

will be: Lord Currie of
Regents Park, perhaps?
LBS: UK. 10)171 262 5050
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SEPTEMBER 10/11

introduction to Capital Markets
Training course covering Btndt.
Equities and introducing their derivative

markets (Futures and Options). A
practical coarse with case studies,

investment {vicing and risk idantificsiicn

{tncuM - intended far junior securities

personnel, trainee dealers, systems
development and other support staff.

G8P495+VAT.
Lyvood David Intentaticod LnL
TO: UK44 (0) 1959 563820
Fas: liK 44 (0) 1959 565821
trantmg^lywood-davkLcOLUk

LONDON

SEPTEMBER 10/11

Introduction to Foreign.

Exchange and Money Markets
Highly participative training course
covering traditional FX and money
markets featuring WINDEAL a realistic

PC baaed dealing simulation. For
Caspars* treasury, trainee dealers, back

office, maricetmg executives,

controllers, systems and support
personnel plus candidates forACI fade
exam. £520+ VAT.
Lvwood David Imemadoodl Ltd.

Tel: UK 44(0) 1959565820
Fix:UK44 (0)1959565821
tnrinmg@lywood-davidjo.uk

i,~<. -i-vLONDON

SEPTEMBER 21-22
Chartered Institute of
Marketing Diploma and
Advanced Cer tificate
Courses in the above, delivered at

weekend sessions In Cambridge.
Designed for executives with heavy
workloads but who want to advance

Anr careen m marketing. Delivered by
practising marketing tnofcasionala
Call: Tina Tbeodoroo, Cambridge
Marketing College TO: 01223 421903

CAMBRIDGE

SEPTEMBER 23-25
Combating Financial Crime
Workshops r.
Acknowledged as the definitive,

programme of interactive naming for.

;

business in combating, safeguarding

and deterring financial crime;

commencing September 1996. Comic
tunas foam New Scotland Thrd.Tiima»

Saioer Decbest and Deloine A Touche.

George Staple. Director. Serious Proud

Office, is tbe keynote speaker at the

September course. November course

25-27. Celt Gary Hart TVnckfLimited

171 836 1551

l«c+44(fflJ71 836 1330' -

MNSSWP

SEPTEMBER 24/25
Understanding Treasury
Derivatives
Training course covering risks in

—my Ml Knm AgiwtlMM i^l

be nxed. Currency Options, SAFES.
FRA*. Future*, (meres rate swaps and
related products. For Corporate
Treasurers, bank dealers rod nmtketfag
executive*, financial ccsaroBers. systems
and support personnel plus candidates
for theACI Dtepkxna. £530 +VAT.
Lywood David Intmatiooal LbL
TO UK44 (0) 1959 565820
AucUK 44 (0) 1959 565821
tfaauHi^tyminnftAvMm lit

LONDON

SEPTEMBER 26-27
Introductionto Venture and
Development Capital
This coarse is designed fornew entrain

at alf levels- to the Venture and
Development Capital industry. & is also

particularly valuable u> those who are.

seeking to extend their general
knowledge of banking and' finance to '

this specialist field.

• Deal Structures. Return Criteria.

• The. Players, Trends., Legal Tax.
Regulatory Issues

2Deyr £595 Contact: Fugptorc

TOPI?! 62?J»fll Fhri0l7l 623 9H2

SEPTEMBER 30 -OCTOBER 4
Corporate Credit Analysis
Skills
An intensive and highly practical
review of sophisticated credit

evaluation and techniques.

* Lending Proposals, Covenants.
Documentation * Group, Syndicated.

Cross-Border Lending * Financial
Modelling, Baicfamarking. Investment
* Goodwill. Brands, Currency * Foreign

Exchange and Derivatives

5 Days £975 Cotnacc Faiiptace

TO 0171 623 9111 fax: 0171 623 911

2

LONDON

OCTOBER 8
A New Approach to Technical
Analysis
The firm major developments in

technical analysis for 10 years is

rihnissed at this one day educational

forum. Tom DeMark, author of The
New Science of Technical Analysis".

vriD give a practical presentation of his

revolutionary hyTicittra to help uaiifcrt

participants understand his woik and
pot Ms indicatora to use.

Contact: ArieQe Savon,
Dow Jooca Tdcnac
Tel: +44 (0)1718329737
Roe +44(0) 171 353 2791

LONDON

IN WM \! I IMI -v
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World Mobile

Communications

Conference

ies ror

ess

Millennium

London

26 & 27 September 1996

industry Leaders Will Examine These Key Issues;

• Progress towards the consumer market challenges and constraints. -

• Valuing and financing mobile operations - how sustainable are current valuations?

• Convergence: the market for integrated mobile and fixed fink services.

• Third generation systems - a vision of the future network.

• PCN - new entrant strategies^ market positioning and product differentiation.

Speakers Include

Mrs Jan Peters
Managing Director

Mercuiy One 2 One •

Mr Hans Snook
Group Managing Director

Orange pic

Mr Patrick Leleu
General Manager
Bouygues Telecom

Mr Tasashi Onodera
Managing Director, DDt Corporation

Senior Managing Director, OCX
PocketTelephone Inc •

.

Mr Jukka Alho
Director _

Helsinki Telephone Company Limited

Mr Vem Tyerman
Vice President and General Manager,
MobSe Satellite Services
AirToucb international

Mr Magnus Rehle
Product Manager, CellularSystems
Telia MobOei

theright loait&rttmpnf^wnmms

Mr Francesco Cato
ChiefExecutive Officer

Omnitei Pronto Itefia
.

Mr Allen Ma
Managing Director

Hongkong Telecom CSL

Mr Kent Thexton
VfCe President Marketing
Rogers Cantel Jnc

Mr Sohafl Qadri
Operations and Strategy Director
Cefinet UK Limited

Hr AnssiVanjold
Senior Vice President, Europe
endAfrica

Nokia Mobile Phones

Mr Laurence Hayworth
Director.

Robert Fleming Securities Limited

Mr Jaques Couvas
•Chairman
European Public Paging Association

may tie merssary

Enquiny/Registration Form
PtMwCam^am rod return he FTCttdtaranow.M^ritNOusa: 1« Ttittontima Court Loatfon W1P9LL
Tet (*44)171808306 Fmc Olft 996 26990997

WORLD MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
London. 25 & 27 September 1996

F® ARENIMBLEM ADVANCE

D Pimm roumv* on* pfac* at B* rriu of£92X25

<7804)0 plus VHT at 17.8%}
PIoum now that— fta uoTOweoos H bring held m

~ UK. rf iaoMrarta reu turn la p»y>MueAdded
’Ok. AWTrecri|rt«*bu’acflt on payment of the

iSMsionfn.

Cheque endued made peyroto ID FT Conferences

Bank TransferIK FT Conferences,

MOtand Baric pie

C«y of London Corpora* Offca
Account timber 71oooo&S

Sort Code4C 02 50 intonofigid

SWT Coda UHXCB22

(plaMaymtuliliBU muauuurefcrancu)

Paris cfriii^/SBMeriBCridlliraueig

OCTOBER 21-22
Utility Week -IT in Utilities

Congress
Hamburg Congress Centrum
The IT in Utilities '96 Congress end
Exhibition is lire second forum of iu
kind for senior managers in the

electricity, gat. telecoms and water
industries to meet and discuss effective

IT (tmegies for European utilities. A
comprehensive progrsmme of

conference presentations and specialised

workshops will be augmented by an

exhibition. Conference enquiries: Alex

Daniel, In Conference 0T7 1 404 7722
Exhibition inquiries: Ruth Eppey, Utility

Week: 0181 652 3877
LONDON

INTERNATIONAL

SEPTEMBER 19-24
Potagra - International Agra -

industrial Fair
NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXIffimON
TAROPAK- International
Packaging, Storage and
HandRng Exhftrition

The Ingest oiganizer of trade fain in

Poland -and one of the largest in

Crntral/Eastern Europe 1 5,000
exhibitors from 58 countries and
950,000 visitor* in 1995 Poznan
International Fair Ltd.

Glogawsku 14. 60-734 Prawn. Poland

TeL +48 61 692592,
Fax. MS 61 665827 POLAND

OCTOBER 3-4
“3rd International Retail
Financial Services Conferences
forSouthern Africa”.

Mark the above dares in your diary

Topics include: retail banking -

relationship managemeat, customer

retention, distribution: cards - smart

cants, cobranding: insurance - direct

distribution. Speakers from: Allied

Bank, Malaysia; Union Bank of

California, ABSA Bank. South Africa;

Lan & Spar Bank. Denmark: Banksys.

Belgium.

Contact: 3 ill O'Brien. Latterly

Conferences, Dublin. Ireland.

Tel 1353 1 ) 6718022
Fax 1353 1)6713594

JOHANNESBURG

OCTOBER 1-2

Investing in Russia: New
Horizons
Two day conference designed to

acquaint western invextor* with the

perils and profits of the investment
boom with regard to small and medium
businesses in Russia. Topics: • capita]

venture markets; • innovation
programmes. Key speakers from
tbe Russian Government and the
Ministry of the Economy, EBRD, Mees
Pierson Eur America. Hotel Sofitel.

• Assistance with travel arrangements

and introductions for one-to-one
meetings available.

Call; Amelia Blower. BO Lid.

Tit (0171)573 5077 Rax; 10171)4054957

MOSCOW

To advertise conferences, exhibitions, trade fairs, conference venues

and trabdng courses to approx 1.2 tnflBon readers worldwide.

Contact Lucy Battzovszky an 0171 873 3507 fax 0171 873 3098

Financial Times

LANGUAGE COURSES
FAST. EFFECTIVE. AFFORDABLE

Would speaking your
Customers language

have made the
difference ?

Did your last meeting overseas go as well as you had

hoped? No ? Why not ? Did you lose out to a competitor

who did speak the language ofthe customer ?
Don’t let it happen again -

Call BERUTZ for details of^*Do)ng Business in’

French/German/Spanish NOW on

^»Univer^

Management
Centre

The Leicester MBA
• Foil Time and Distance l«mmg

FVsribic Approach to Career Development

• Stimulating and Intellectually ChaDengjng

• International Reputation

IM (fines) -Htif

ia-fertffimlctali

. h Htftefaa - PM)

far Escribe -t-vJ-

rtoeMOg ggaE^i
try CV48BR

In.business, effoctive change can
take years ittakesfive days,

fcxoH in any of cror Managing Organizational

Change Programs at thfcArthur D. Little School
- ofAfanagement and rooprove your ability to

learn, lead, and manage..

Managing Organizational Change:
November 4-8, 1996 and
April and November 1907

We also offera one-yearMaster ofScience m Management.

For more btforrnatzan, please caH the Admissions Office.

ARTHUR n LITTLE Arthur D. Little School ofManagement
Acorn Park, Box 815

rf M^AGEMENT Cambridge, MA 02140-2390, UXJK.
oj MANAGEMENT

1.617.498.6200 • Fax: 1.617.498.7100

Internet: adbdbooUngou^adllttle^fnn

To Advertise in this Section

Please call Karl Loynton
on 0171 873 4874
Fax 0171 873 3064

Helping the World Communicate.

FT Review
of Business Books

On 24th September 1996 the FT proposes to publish tbe Autnmn efStion of1i» Review of Business Books.

Covering a wide range of some of the most important Business Book releases, the Review wffl once again provide the definitive advertising

me&um for Business Book Pubfishers.

Book panels will be lajred out in a row easytoraed style with category beatings, and for the first time will givo publishers the option of

inciwfing a picture of the book's front cover wKbtn each panel.

For more Information please caH Wffl Piper on 0171 873 4418 or Fax on 0171 873 3098

Copy Deadline: lOth September, 1996
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SPORT / ARCHITECTURE
Michael Thompson-Noel - Sport

The Mr Cleans face

an uphill struggle

T here are good rea-

sons why many
drugs are banned in

sport. But as the
stakes for which sports stars

compete spiral higher, the

ana-drugs argument is being
portrayed as archaic, mainly
because it is now said to be
impossible to tell who is

“dean” and who is noL
Sebastian Coe. the great

British runner and world
record holder, has been a
lifelong enemy of the drug-
gies, and of the biochemists,

doctors, coaches and pushers
who assist them.
“There are three big objec-

tions to drug-taking,” Coe
once told me. “It's morally
wrong - cheating. It's dan-
gerous - people die. And it’s

unnecessary. Unfortunately,
the more sophisticated sci-

ence gets the more people
will be drawn to drugs. We
are having to deal with sci-fi

chemists who are given a
full-time remit to work on
better and more undetecta-

ble drugs. There is no alter-

native but to ban for life an
athlete who is positively
tested."

That was nine years ago.
when Coe was still a track
star. Since then, things have
got blurrier and more com-
plicated, with the biochem-
ists said to be easily outpac-

ing the sports drugs police.

As a result there are those
who maintain that all drugs
will have to be legalised if

the does-he-doesn’t-he debate
is to subside.

Dr John Hawley, director

of the high performance lab-

oratory at the South African -

Sports Science Institute in
Cape Town, is one of those
who claims it is no longer
possible to tell who is

“clean”. In the September
issue of SA Sports Illustrated

Hawley says that whenever
a medal winner stands on a
podium these days, he
doesn’t know whether it is

the athlete or his or
her drugs that are being
saluted.

“You can’t ignore it," says
Hawley. “There’s no ques-
tion that drugs are a big part
of today's superior perfor-
mances. I’m not going to
mention any names, but you
look at the physiques of
those guys: you Just don’t
get pectoral muscles like

that from huge bench
presses. In the strength and
power events I would say
that as many as 50 per cent
of competitors at the Olym-
pics have used performance
enhancing drugs, maybe
more.”
Perhaps, says Hawley, the

only way forward is to legal-

ise the use of steroids and ail

other enhancers. “Maybe we

should just make steroids
legal. As unethical and as
morally wrong as it sounds, I

actually triink that's the way
to go." That is hat an origi-

nal suggestion. But it is

becoming harder for sports
authorities to brush it aside
as eccentric.

Primo Nebiolo, president
of the International Amateur
Athletics Federation (the
word “amateur” in its name
is almost wilfully anachro-
nistic), said last week that

athletes who break world
records at next year's world
(outdoor) championships in
Athens would receive a
£66,000 bonus. Nebiolo said
he had the backing of a
sponsor, and that he hoped
similar bonuses would be on
offer for world records at the
world indoor championships.
World Cup and IAAF grand
prix final.

At present, athletics' rich-

est prizes are those at the
privately supported Zurich
grand prix meeting, which
has a budget of £4m and
offers bonuses of £33,000 for
world records.
All this prize money is

unlikely to encourage athlet-

ics stars to fling their pills

and potions out of their
speeding Mercedes. And here
is another thing. Track
records (even for the 50km
walk) are measured in hun-

dredths of a second. Could I

be the only person in the
world to imagine that some
biochemist is dreaming of a
way to lower a world record,

by 0.01 or 0.02 of a second in
a dozen consecutive races?
Surely not.

Sao Paulo’s soccer team
took a white flag on to the
field for their match
against Rahia in the Brazil-

ian championship the other
day. to show support for a
peace campaign to protest
against city-wide violence.
But as soon as the game

started, players set about
each other with vim, kicking
and elbowing wildly. Bahia
were the main culprits. Two
players were sent off for
fighting. At halftime the ref-

eree bad to be escorted from
the field by police.
In the event, two late goals

by Colombian international
Victor Hugo Aristizabal gave
Sao Paulo a 5-2 win. Aristiza-

bal is immensely cooL “You
need to be calm with the
ball,” he said after the
match. “It has to be treated
like a woman.”

I would hate to sound
pluggy, but I bought one of
those new snowshoe-framed.
super-strung, super-priced

Invincible and

(£199) Dunlop Longbow ten-

nis rackets recently, and it is
AV^ry thing its nwlrar Maims
The first time I used it in a
competitive match I almost
killed my opponent with a
second service that flew vio-

lently off the centre line,

magnifying a small degree of
side-spin into a head-chop-
ping ricochet.

As shots flew from my
racket to parts of the court I

had never thought about
before, I started to wonder
where the debate about
power tennis, which has
raged for 30 years, had got

to.

So I spoke to a man at
Dunlop and then to a wan at

rivals are already on drugs?

Slazengers. the. two main
divisions of Dunlop Slazen-

ger International . Slazengers
supplies 34,000 specially-

made balls to the Wimbledon
tournament, and says ft is

Europe's leading tennis ball

maker. I asked whether its

Wimbledon balls this year
were the same as last yean
that is, slightly less pressur-
ised than of old. to help tame
the power freaks in the
man’s game.
The answer was Yes,

Hwmgh yon should not refer

to ball “pressure”. The cor-

rect term is “rate of forward
compression” - the way the
ball pings off the strings.
“Bounciness” would be

a^nfhftr word, though not a

scientific one. By slightly

reducing the bounciness of

the h*na at Wimbledon. Sla-

zengers has achieved a small

“reduction In the speed of the

ball through the air. (To

complicate things, this

year's Wimbledon balls were
a brighter yellow than hith-

erto, which may have
aided players’ speed of

reaction).

However, at some tourna-

ments. especially those
played on clay, the organis-

ers have been increasing the

bounciness of the balls. The
result - attractive from the

players' viewpoint - has
been to reduce the speed of

grassplay while boosting

that of ctayplay.

Does this have anything to

do with ordinary club play-

ers? Not really. So far as I

can tell, the racket makers

will continue to develop

high-tech rackets for you
and me. though the empha-

sis at present is on racket

“comfort" and control. How-
ever. if tennis at the lower

levels started to speed up

crazily, all anyone would
need to do would be to

reduce the bounciness of

balls sold to the public.

Meantime, the claim that

power tennis is ruining the

professional game seems as

dead as the dodo.

N ews last week that
you can now visit

your doctor (private)

at your local UK rail-

way station is the first clue to

the thinking of Railtrack about
the way its sees its stations. Bail
stations are large and under-used
and thus well placed to help the
revitalisation of city and town
centres. The secretary of state
for the environment, John Gum-
mer, has belatedly realised he
has to do something about these
places, having let market forces
remove so much urban vitality

to the edge of towns.
His department’s most recent

planning policy notes are zealous
in their hope of encouraging the
rejuvenation of town centres.

Colin Amery • Architecture

It is not too late for visions
They also take an avuncular
view of new architecture in
towns, urging sympathy for local

vernacular styles and caution
concerning radical new designs.
The dog days of August, when

many of us find ourselves cm a
rare visit to a country town or
with a little more time on our
hands to look about us, are a
good time to consider bow the
built environment comes to look
Die way it does. The tentacles of

the planning bureaucracy reach
long and far, but their effective-

ness depends on the interpreta-
tion of the rules by small com-
mittees of local politicaana.

Local considerations and atti-

tudes matter, but it is hard to
detect consistency about quality
of environmental standards.
Indeed, it is the lack of informed
government leadership and the
poverty of direct government
patronage in architecture and

town planning that prevent a
raising of standards- As part of
my August reading I have been
enjoying a new book. Cordon
Cullen , by David Gosling (Acad-
emy Editions, £45).

Cullen’s namiB probably means
little to anyone today. He was an
artist and architectural
draughtsman who died in 1994 -
the inventor of something called

“townscape".

He was an architect, hut he

had thw rare gift of being able to
look at towns and cities as a
whole and make it clear that
everything we see is designed,
and therefore everything we see
can be improved.

'Ibis new book is not just a
tribute to his unsung genius bat
also a biography of a man who
took on the planning bureau-
cracy and made It clear that
nothing in the built world hap-
pens of its own accord. His

visionary drawings showed how
the planning process can be used
to create a beautiful world- They
had some effect, hut it would
take UOQO Gordon Cullens to and
the process of compromise that
so often results in mediocrity.

En the -hook Cullen tackles
many of the places that are cur-

rently the subject of develop-
ment: Manchester, Greenwich, St
Paul’s cathedral precinct, West-
minster, the centres of Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, and Lon
don’s Docklands. He also analy

ses several smaller towns and
proposes idealistic solutions for

Imaginary new cities.

His visual intelligence Is

exactly what is needed in the

new climate of concern for cities.

His invention of the discipline of

“townscaping" brought the
visual ideas that great landscape
designers used in the 18th cen-

tury to the city.

Perhaps Cullen was too vision-

ary. His world looks like a world
of missed opportunities. But it

need not be. In fact, Cullen’s
time has come, and this book
makes his visual thinking avail-

able in a way that makes every-
thing seem new and possible.
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1000 14.63 1553 1086 1000 15J4 2062 2857
%030 i5« 1040 1702 1030 155* 2126 2539
1100 15.82 1013 18-58 1100 1034 2137 2062
1130 158? 1013 1956 1130 1034 3051 3062
1200 20.14 1015 1056 1200 1534 37.10 3942
1230 20.14 2007 27 50 1230 1534 38.73 3098
1300 2014 2607 2750 1300 1534 3530 37.78
1390 20.14 2607 2750 1330 14JJ3 2031 2238
1400 14« 1015 1056 1403 1433 2031 22.T9
1430 i4re 17.93 1955 1430 1433 20*4 22.10
1500 1*01 1703 1835 1500 14.33 2039 2234
1530 ore irre 19.35 1530 1433 3039 2ZQ3
1C00 9.01 1563 17.06 1600 1433 2067 2249
1630 001 15.53 1890 1590 1433 2139 23.15
1700 903 1563 irre 1700 1*33 3047 *1.40
1730 14.11 1703 1953 1733 1435 3901 *032
1000 14.60 17.03 1955 1600 14 85 3005 39-71
1030 i4re 1703 1035 1890 1436 3758 3071
1000 14AB irre 1035 1900 14 85 1035 10.72
1030 14A9 1703 10.35 1930 ere 1006 1040
3000 14J0 17,83 1925 2000 are 1805 1040
2030 14j« 15 59 1066 2030 8.1* 1004 1048
2100 16 42 1093 tore 2100 3131 18-OS 1848
2130 ISJZ 2263 24 00 2130 3131 1835 1940
2200 1609 22A4 2457 2200 2096 1836 2070
2230 1032 2204 24.07 2290 2030 10-36 3070
2900 0.70 2203 2«re 2300 1435 1945 2070
2330 10 BO 16.64 1007 2330 14.76 1049 2010
WOO tore 1064 1007 2400 14.78 1834 1048
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TODAY
Abbey Natl Treas 1096 Gtd
Nts 2000 LI00000.0
Tokai Rn (Curacao) Und FRN
Y1417213.0
Treasury 10% 2001 £3.0

TOMORROW
Allied Domecq Rn 6%% Gtd
Nts 1997 $65.0

Ilian Water 8Y*% Bd 1998
i.O

Banco Quilmes 12%% Sb
Neg Ob 1999 $837.50
Bisfchi Mining 0.75p
British Land 5.77p
Burton 494% Cv Bd 2001
£4730
Business Dev Bank Can 816%
Nts Aug 1997 C$85.0
Canon 4.65% Nts 1997
Y465000.0
Chubb Security 5.8p
Common Bk Aust Dtd FRN
Feb 1999 $260.52
Do Dtd FRN Feb 2000
$260.52
Do Und FRN (Feb -1989)
$266.75
CS First Boston Fin Gtd Sb
FRN Aug 2003 $27.96
Denmark (Kingdom of) 6%%
Nts 1996 £8730
Eurocamp 3.75p
Fuflta Inv Gtd FRN 1998
91521.90
Ivory & Slme UK Discovery
Tst 1.65p
Kenwood Appliances 8.75p
London Ins Mkt Inv Tst 23p
London Pacific $0.11
Lonrho Fin 6% Gtd Cv Bd
2004 £30.0
Do 8% Gtd Cv Bd 2006 £40.0
NKK 6% Nts 1997 Y800000.0
Racal Elec 3.9p
Sarrwa Fin Aruba Gtd Sb Perp
FRN Ser 3 $823.62
Southern Water 21 -8p
31 Int 7%% Gtd Bd 2003

'

£77.50
Throgmorton Tst 0.9p
Throgmorton Pld Inc Tst 2-2p
Tokyo-Mitsublshi Int FRN
2000 $24961.41
Toray Inds FRN 1997
18879.0

Treasury 9%% 2002 £4.875
Yates Bros Wine Lodges 2.4p

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 28
Barclays O'seas Inv Gtd Bd

1996 Y60000.0
Brad & Bingtey Bldg Scty Sb
FRN 2005 £170-30
Denmark (Kingdom of) FRN
1998 £150.82
Beet de France 1216% Gtd Ln
2008 £312.50
Halifax Bldg Scty FRN 1997
El56.48

^neraJ Fin 6.84% Bd

Do 7% Bd 2001 £7.0
Mitsui OSK Lines FRN 1997
Y20364.0
Murray Int 3p
NT AT 10%% Nts 1990
C$106-25
RC0 4.95p

Bee FRN 1998
5.0

Stlmma IJp
Swan (J) 20p
3r 1154% Gtd Bd 1996
£112-50
Tokyo Bee Power 8%% Nts
1998 $437.50
Tring Int 0.5p

THURSDAY AUGUST 29
Bank of Montreal C$0.36
Dart 4p
Halifax Bklg Scty Gird FRN
2003 £349.04
Stordata Solutions 0.2p
Temple Bar lrtv Tst 6% Cv Un
Ln 2002 £3.0
Wellman 1-36p

FRIDAY AUGUST 30
Abbust High Inc Tst 1 .6p
Allied Irish Banks Und Var
Rate Nts $170.63
Azian 2.6p
Bankers Inv Tst 1.13p
Bank Nova Scotia FItg Rate
Cap Db 2085 S273J23
Bank Scot Und Var Rate Nts
$164.31

1996 tl5T??3
y BldS S°ly mN

Cater Aden Gift & Fixed Inc Fd
Ptg Pf 9p

Chase Manhattan Fttg Rate
Sb Nts 1997 $145.35
City of Oxford Inv Tst 1 _3p
Contra-Cyclical fnv Tst 2_25p
Cosatt 3.Bp
Dana® Inv Tat 4.875p

Dumyat Inv Tst Cv Mnthly Dhr
0.49p
Dunedin Enterprise Inv Tst
5j6p
Eurotherm 4p
Exmoor Dual Inv Tst 1.6p
RrstBus 3.4p
Geared Inc Inv Tst 1.75p
Glasgow Inc Tst 0.6p
Henderson Highland Tst 1.5p
1FG IR0-5p
Investment Co 1.575p
I & S Optimum Inc Tst 2_55p
Ivory & Sime ISIS Tst Cv Anns
6.84125p
Jasmin Cv Un Ln 1999
65.8219p
Jurys Hotel IR4p
Liovds Bank Prim Cap Und
FRN (Ser 2) $143.77
Do (Ser 3) $271.96
London & Assoc Properties
0.67p
Lucas Inds 6%% Cm 1st Pf
2J275p
Martin Currie Euro Inv Tst
0.73p
Masthead Insurance
Underwriting 1.7b
Morgan Grenfell Und Prim
Cap FRN $285.94

UK COMPANIES

—i West Bank Prim Cap FRN
Ser C $142.19
OUM Cv Tst 4.5p
Do Units 13.5p
Prior 3p
RejjbjfFRN Aug 1997

Do Gtd FRN Oct 1997
$4750.0
Do Gtd FRN 1998 $1461036

^£!&CanFHBRateDb

SutoOffe Speakman 0.525p
3) Int Gtd FRN 1999 £156.95
Tinsley Robot 1.5p
TR City of London Tst 1.54p
Do 20% Non-Cm Pf 7p
Do 6% Cm 1st Pf £2.10
Do 6% Non-Cm 2nd Pf 2.1 pTR Technology 7p
Do Units 28p
wr Foods 0.85p

assas***™
SATURDAY AUGUST 31

Derby Tst 11.7802p

TOMORROW
COMPANY M6ETMSS;

muaoCofnpwMn, City
Corfaranc* Canto. 7B» Mark Ln,
£0,11.30 v

BOARD MEETINGS;
Interims;

Man Pftmaiiiam
Ram
Sandowta BnmaB Motor

WEDNESDAYAUGUST 28
COMPANY MD.IWUU.
AbarfortfcSp* LbmN T* Id. MeMBo
StnwC Edinburg. 12.16
Buoirat 5. Scotland Sturt.
Bkmintfian. 12JX!

Ftep* Housa. Giggs
I* Rond, Thwtns Otaon. Sunw,
11-00
ttetstBK. to. Snow HS. B.0, 10,00
Mmiln Qfrft European Im TsE,
Saittre Com. 20. CB3MTam,
BSnburgh, 12J0
Wor, 3*, St JSTOB’a Street, S.W-
12.00
Saren (Mm), Nn* Mart Ftoad. Gotfa

Edrbu^asO
TWnttt, Tritast Housb, Mbraok Park,
UcMWO. fiatSuBOex, 12TO

BOARD MEETOQ8:
Ftaaie

BealM Hunter
Eagtot hvTa

SnAhfWH)
Stares
Surrey Awe taaa

Imatia.

CartwortS

DotreVdc Hutta
QMi & Oeody

JutMiitwi press
PimMMtRawcW

THURSDAY AUGUST 29
COMPANY MST1NQS:
fteitfitotfsNH—By,Water Lana
Swnfnfftoa W«t Sussex. 11.00
DuneJB CiAerpriee fare TSfc Saiaw

Ctart. 20. Caata Tenre*. EdWwgh.

SS- Cdmore Row.
Binninghem, 10.DO

Showon
How. 1 . Fesawtf Han

fi*nbwtA nno

SOARO M8ET7NQS:
Finals;

sotren

mtorbw
Amatts
BHdon
Crim Stem
gjMhreeci.Roire,

Ladfarafee
-Lopox
hsranme
«•«««* Calm.,
Rofie ftoyoe
Serco

ssar—
UK Safety
WUtactm

Ecclesiastical Ins 13% Db
2018 £6.50
ExdaJibur 1 1 V&% Cm Pf 5.75p
Gartmore Brit Inc & Growth
Tst Geared Inc 2.1p
Do Units 2.1 p
Gartmore Smaller Co’s TsV
5% Cm Pf £1.75
Gibbon 7% Cv Pf 3.5p
London & St Lawrence Inv 5%
Cm Pf l.75p
Parkland 4.2% Cm Pf 2.1 p
Prowting 14Vi% Cm Pf 7.25p
RPH 4V5% Un Ln 2004/D9
£2.25
Do 9% Un Ln 1999/2004
£4.50
TR Far East Inc Tst 7% Db
1997/2002 £3.50

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 1

American Gen $0,325
Birmingham Mid Bldg Scty9%% Perm frit Brg £46.875.
Treasury 8%% Ln 1997
£4-375
Coventry Bldg Scty 12%%
Perm Int Brg 1^0.625

^l«S.oWa,ar10%RdDb
Eurocopy 0.88p
Fleming Inc & Cap Inv Tst
1.3p
Do Units 1.3p

^iHr^S' 8,4%Pom
Do 12% Perm Int Brg £3000:0
Usndon (County of) 2%%
Cons £0.625
Do 3% Cons £0.75

"*

Low & Bortar 6% 1st Cm Pf
2.1p
Do 8% 2nd Cm Pf 2.1 PDo 5%% 3rd Cm Pf 1.925p

Board 3% B 1934/
2003Maxico 16%% Ln 2008

clTpm
8
75

Gen,"U 7515,6

Ijjjjsbury (J) 8% Irrd Un Ln
. .

I^vielders (S) 6% Cm Pf

Tuscan Wpe 1614% 1st

SB® 4°® Sd 2007 8J25p
“

Wfflan Inv 8% Db 199&99 .. .

FRIDAY AUGUST 3a

COMPANY MEETINGS:
House. 18

5Jg
BOuih Road. Cotiham, S

JJJmw. 100. Liverpool Street

fttom latatre, Enfieflti

EnBeld, Middlesex

BOARD MBST1NOS:Hnakr
Hioto-Mslnti

Interims:

vtyezepon
Moctf=«rtane

_— — are annualgmmt
"Votings unbas QthmrisB stand.

ReporteandacttMti*®8
not nomiafly awartafale unta
PPprarimiBly tin weeke dter theo»d meeting to i^jprtwe the
PfBS»,*wy noufts.

V
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MEDI/V FUTURES

Saudis rule the high frontier
Progressive princes control the region’s satellite TV, says Bassam Elbani

As electronic media
start to pervade
many cultures,
some are showing

signs of future shock- Listen
to Dr Abdullah Omar Naseef,
vice-chairman of the Saudi
Shoura Council, the Islamic
consultative body that is
Saudi Arabia's equivalent of
parliament.
“One of the Jewish aims,”

he says, “is to distract peo-
ple in general and Muslims
in particular from all reli-

gious and moral values.
They use electronicmedia to
make people totally unaware
of what is going on. They
disseminate wrong informa-
tion and flood immoral pro-
grammes through different
channels of media . . . we
should screen the material
which is coming to our coun-
tries. We can adopt the
method of Singapore where
any Internet data wimfng in
is thoroughly screened by
the ministry of information”.
These claims were made dur-
ing a recent interview with
Saudi Gazette.
Yet such a view is an

extreme one. Indeed, the pro-
gressive Saudi princes view
things quite differently. Far
from wanting to restrict
access to print and elec-
tronic media, they invest in
them withnsiaaticaTly
In fact, most pan-Arab

print media and satellite

television channels are con-
trolled by the Saudis, the
loss of diversity throughout
the media of the Arab world
in the past six years having
been remarkable for its

speed and thoroughness.
Until 1990, the Arabic

press was colourful and rep-
resentative of the .wide spec-
trum of views in the pan-
Arab world. Six years ago,
even a casual glance at an
Arabic news-stand in Lon-
don or Paris would have con-

firmed this.

All these newspapers and
magazines (except perhaps
one or two Lebanese publica-

tions) were in the pay of one
Arab regime or another.
Indeed, an Arabic news-
stand in the west was the
only place where all Arab
publications could freely
market and air opposing
views.

Not one of these dozens of
newspapers was financially

viable, for two reasons. First,

hardly any Arab publication

could attract enough adver-
tising. After' the oil- boom;*
years (the I970s and early
1980s), international adver-
tisers cut Middle Bast spend-
ing dramatically.
Second, there were too

many publications in the
region for the tiny number
of newspapers readers. So
Arab publications could not

survive without pay-masters.
Until the mid-1980s there
were four main sources of
funding for newspapers in
the region: the Saudis, the
Iraqis, file Libyans and the
Palestine Liberation Organi-
sation (PLO). Then every-
thing started to change.

.

The PLO was expelled
from Lebanon in 1983. Hit by
financial hardship.

.
it

dropped out of the game.
Then the Lockerbie affair of
1989 and the implication of
tha Libyans in bombing,
which brought a passenger
aircraft down on a Scottish

hamlet, led to an interna-
tional embargo against
Libya.
Libya stopped financing

newspapers that did not
rush to her support Finally,

Iraq was fenced out of the
game in the aftermath of the
Gulf war in 1991.

All this left the Saadis
dominant in the market-
place. They quickly consoli-

dated their hold on the
press, and moved into the
satellite television business.

There are two main pan-
Arab newspapers. Asharq
Al-Awsat, published .by
Saudi Research and Market-

ing, and the Al-Hayat neWs-

behind it, while the latter
has Prince Ebaled Bin Sul-

tan (Saudi commander-in-
chief during the Gulf War)
as its owner. Each publisher
has distribution channels to
rival those of any interna-

tional western publication.

The battle for the sky -
satellite television - opened
in earnest, in 1991 with the
launch of the Middle Bast
Broadcasting Centre (MBC)
in London. Owned by Sheikh
Walid All Ibrahim, a broth-
er-in-law of King Fahd. the
station tried to maximize
viewing figures by offering

an enterprising mix of news
bulletins, live interviews and
other features. Watched by
miQions of Arabs across the
world, it is now the Arab
world's leading satellite TV
service.

During the last three
years, the Saudis have
launched other multi-chan-
nel satellite TV stations,

such as Arab Radio and
Television (ART), and Orbit

Communications. Based in
Italy, each offers film chan-
nels. sports, children's pro-

grammes and TV shopping.
What is .driving the Sau-

dis’ campaign for media
ownership? Profit is obvi-

papec. by
London and printed interna-

tionally via satellite, ensur-

ing worldwide same^day

hi theory, both papers are
independent In practice,
they are owned by members
of the Saudi royal family.
The former has Prince Sal-

man, the Emir of Riyadh,

Ted Turner's CNN and
Rupert Murdoch’s satellite

TV ventures, the Saudis saw
an opportunity not to be
missed. What made it partic-

ularly attractive was that all

their media forays to date

had entailed losses.

Less obvious but perhaps
more important, the Saudis

subscribe to the bead-of-
Gteam theory of cultural ten-

sion.

They see the media as a
way to encourage the expres-
sion — and defusion — of con-

flicting aspirations among
Saudis of different genera-
tions. The young, in particu-

lar, may let off steam. The
two pan-Arab newspapers,
Asharq Al-Aws&t and Al-
Hayat, are good examples.
The former, with its tradi-

tional coverage of world
affairs and a daily religious

page on Islamic issues, rep-

resents the conservative
view. The latter, with its

brighter style and distinct
Lebanese influence, repre-

sents the younger generation

of Saudis impatient for
greater freedoms.
The new generation of

princes educated in the west
recognises a need to gradu-
ally change the thinking of
thq Saudi people, and usher
in a more open society. With
satellite TV the Saudi* have
found an ideal way to help
attain thla and

,
and perhaps

to contain the Moslem fun-
damentalists. And they
appear to be acting with a
blessing from the top. The
decision to ban dish owner-
ship iu the kingdom has not
been implemented.'
Nevertheless, the Saudis

axe reluctant to compromise
on sensitive issues. Editions
of Al-Hayat newspaper and
its sister weekly news maga-
zine Al-Wasat have been
banned for material the Sau-
dis took exception to.

This sensitivity has cost

Next generation of search
engines find their feet

Internet use is hampered by
the very that makes it

attractive: its huge glut of
information. But two new
pieces of software that use
artificial intelligence tech-

nology will reduce the frus-

trating hours Net users

spend surfing through irreE

>vant information.
Scott Deerwester, fechni-

a»l director of KDL Interac-

jve, which has launched a

lew search program, says
rashness users are put off by
'the two biggest problems
of the Net): the quality of

be information found and
be time it takes”. A survey
bond that 54 per cent of
inline respondents spent
nore time . searching for

nfarmation than using it.

Since there is no central

fet directory, the only way
o find information on a par-

Icular topic is to use a
iearch engine — a huge data-

wse, continually updated,
bat fists sites and pages on
be World Wide Web. But

searches of popular sites

such as Yahoo and AltaVista

often throw up tens of thou-
sands of pages, picked up by
a keyword search. Looking
for documents related to

ICE, for example, brings up a
French page beaded Bien-
venue ici Marie.
Companies that produce

search engines are refining
their software. Indeed, two
new pieces of software aim
to make searches more intu-

itive. Both link with an
existing browser such as
Netscape, and both hope to

reduce information over-
load.
AutoNomy, an “intelligent

agent” sold by a small Brit-

ish company based in Cam-
bridge. ventures out on its

own to search the Web after

being told, in plain English,
what to look -for. -

Based on neural network
technology, it studies ordi-

nary sentences and picks

out the important bits

before setting off on its

search, which runs in the
background while users
carry on working.
But as AutoNomy has lit-

tle knowledge of the Net, it

can be extremely slow. A
search for “artificial intelli-

gence” brought up only true

useful document in half an
hour, compared to 220,189
matches - admittedly,
mostly irrelevant - on
AltaVista. The program
should improve, however,
because it learns as it goes
and remembers the results

of previous similar searches.

KDL Interactive’s new
program. More Like This,
take* a completely different

approach. Containing fil-

tered information from
more than lm Web pages, it

wff] put -the best terms to
the database for any search.
For example, told to search
for “Pope”, More like This
brings up pages matching
“Eritrea** and “Ansa”, too,

as Ansa is the Vatican news
agency and almost every

mention of Eritrea on the
Web involves a papal visit.

Brett Moore, KDL’a strate-

gic director, hopes users
wiD take advantage of the
ability to search for sen-

tences highlighted in other

programs such as Word or
ExceL “What we are trying
to do is to bring the Web
into your business workdesk
as a tool.” he says.

The second version, in
development, will add fea-

tures of more “intelligent”

programs. Dr Deerwester,
who is writing it, says it

will learn different mean-
ings of words as it goes
along, so a broker and a
fisherman . searching for
“bank” will get different
results.

A trial version of More
Like This can be down-
loaded from tmoto.moreli-

kethis.com, while AutoNomy
can be obtained from
tajno.affentzpare.com

James Mackintosh

Cyber *•

sightings

i Bill Clinton and the

cats arriving in Chi-

>r their quadrennial

ee, Ameritech has
id the party's official

ation Web .
site

hicaffo96.org)- It has

range of information

tftrlties, os well as a
jame and a selection

0 clips. Worth a look.

1 publications which
wove useful have
y hit the Web: the

m Business Journal

dmi.com) has a good
if information about

urgeoning market,
the Far East Bco-

nomic Review
(unpwjeer.corri) is an ambi-

tious, frames-based site at

present under construction

which promises much.
• Big World Magazine
(http:flboss.cpcnet.coml
personalf bifftoorldlbig-

worULhtm) is aimed at the

independent traveller, and

is nicely organised, with an

excellent set of links.

• The Creative Education

Foundation (wtovt.cef
-

cpstorg) is “a non-profit

organisation dedicated to

nurturing creativity, inno-

vation and problem solving

in individuals in all walks

of life, especially those in

business, industry, educa-

tion, government and the

arts”. Pretty much runs the

gamut, doesn't it? Download

th© Adobe reader and take a

look at what they’re up to.

• One. Share of Stock, .foe

(;wtow.oneshare.com) is a
San-Francisco-based mail
order company that wffl -

yes - sell you one share of
stock in one of 50 leading
US companies, including
Walt Disney, Hariey-David-

son. Apple Computer or the

Boston Celtics, framed or
otherwise. Would make a
neat gift. On -the US, you
can call them toll-free on
1-800-SHAKErlt).

• The All-India Association

of Industries (inctosourcem-

duLcom/aim) is a group rep-

resenting manufacturers,
traders and marketing and
service companies, with the

aim of jointly promoting
Indian business. Its site is

pretty basic for now, and
not all the links work, but It

is worth keeping an eye an.

• Since I occasionally

teach journalism, perhaps 1

shouldn't be including this

site, but if you're a student
and you’ve got assignments
coming up. the Term Paper
Emporium (http:U
-cygrtus.rsabbs.com/~jba-
gotjtermsl.html) is a gate-
way to all manner of free

and nearly free term papers
on any subject you care to
imagine. That the site
should exist at all is indica-

tive of the changing nature
of education in the digital

age. I mention it only
because teachers need to

keep up with what’s going
oh, too...
steoe@mcgook.demon.co.uk

the BBC dear, the corpora-
tion being forced to dose its

Arabic television service last

May. An independent BBC
channel financed by the Sau-
dis and hoping to reflect a
range of conflicting views
proved too much for the Sau-
dis.

It is difficult to predict
how long Saudi dominance
of the Arab media will per-

sist. There are new contend-
ers, such as the recently
launched satellite channels
of Syria and the privately
owned Lebanese Broadcast-
ing Company (L5CI). But
these operations will have
limited influence: their
financial resources only run
to one satellite with a small
‘'footprint” (broadcast area)

in the Arab world.
Perhaps the Kuwaitis or

other Arab Gulf nationals
may shatter the Saudis’
dominance by launching
their own pan-Arab media
(the Qataris are about to
launch a pan-Arab newspa-
per in London). But it is the
battle for the sky that really

matters, and that is a tussle

the Saudis are winning.

Tim Jackson

Villena gets wired
Governments
worldwide
are striking
very different
attitudes
towards the
Internet and
different poli-

cies. from
exhortation to outright hos-
tility and censorship, are
emerging.
One option, however,

seems to be automatically
excluded: a policy which
one wight call the Minitel
strategy. Nobody is contem-
plating an imitation of the
programme carried out by
France Telecom and the
French government in the
1980s, in which computer
terminals were distributed

either free or far below cost
to millions of consumers.
Nobody? Well, not quite.

In the Spanish region of
Valencia a project is about
to start that will have pro-
found effects on public-pol-

icy attitudes to the Net.
Indeed, it is certain to teach
the Net industry a great
deal about how and how not
to encourage use.

The programme is the
unlikely brainchild of a con-
servative government. It is

run by Jose Emilio Cervera,
a Spanish businessman
turned politician. As part of
a project to re-engineer gov-
ernment in the Valencian
region, Cervera and his col-

leagues are about to swamp
a small town with Net
access.

In December, the 31,000
inhabitants of Villena will

be offered free or very low
cost PCs with Net access
through 128k ISDN lines.

ISDN is a high-speed digital

transmission system. Local
bodies are to put many of
their services online, rang-

ing from the planning appli-

cations database at the
town hall to university lec-

tures and doctors’ appoint-

ment books. A network of
kiosks will allow individu-

als to pull a smart card
from their pocket, plug it

into a PC in the street or on
a railway platform, and
read their e-mail or order a
bank transfer.

A total of 10.000 PCs and

network PCs are to be
installed. Two factors have
made this project possible.

One is that telecoms, hard-
ware and software compa-
nies have all been so
excited by what they hope
to learn from Villena's expe-
rience that they are willing
to offer products and ser-

vices at far below normal
commercial prices.

Telefonica, for Instance,
the local telephone com-
pany, will provide free
installation and free line
rentals for its ISDN service,

leaving customers to pay
only call charges that are
the same as for a simple
voice call. (Compare that to
the modest and belated
ISDN price cuts announced
by British Telecom last

week). The browsers will be
Microsoft's, the integration

IBM’s, and the servers will

come from Oracle and Sun.
As a result, the project was
planned with a total taxpay-
ers’ bill of less than $l.5m
(£960,000).

Villena is an interesting

choice of town. Its biggest
business is producing chil-

dren’s shoes for export, and
several local companies are
excited about the prospect

of putting their wares on
the World Wide Web to see

whether they can drum up
some extra business in the
US. What makes the project

exciting is tbat giving away
PCs to many households in

Villena will solve at a
stroke the chicken-and-egg
problem tbat bedevils so
many attempts to create
online services and the
infrastructure to carry
them.
Yet there are dangers.

The local government has
avoided the most obvious,
by resisting Telefonica’s
attempts to steer it towards
a dead-end proprietary sys-
tem instead of a network of
intranets and the wider Net.
But ISDN is yesterday's
technology. The big step-

change in Net usage will

come when the communica-
tions pixies are big enough
to carry moving video.

A number of technology
prototypes are available
that make this possible.

some of them based on tele-

vision cable and others sim-
ply on smarter use of exist-

ing copper wire. The ISDN
choice will prevent Villena
from making any serious
use of video.

A bigger issue is content.
So far. the project has been
concentrating on the prob-
lems that ISDN installation

Xioses for a creaking tele-

communications infrastruc-
ture. Once these are
resolved, it will be clear
that producing information
that people want and need
is 1,000 times harder than
installing the Infrastruc-
ture.
Building intranets is not

like building phone
systems, where all the users
have to do is pick up the
receiver and talk. Sites need
to be built; thought needs to

be given to what should go
online and how; and com-
plex software needs to be
written. Even building a
system to allow people to

book medical appointments
could take weeks.
Most worrying, however.

Is the statist Instinct behind
the project. The planned
electronic shopping system
is to be run by the town
ball - even though the
town hall ha* not in the
past been the first place
people went to buy fresh

vegetables or meat. Also,
the company managing the
project. Tissat SA. is a pub-
lic sector business owned
by the regional government.
To make the networks valu-

able. individuals and small
businesses must feel they
have a personal stake.

When the project is being
run by bureaucrats from
the top down, that will be
harder to achieve.

My guess is that the proj-

ect may be a disappoint-
ment. It is unlikely to turn
Villena into a new Silicon

Valley, with former fanners
or hod-carriers starting new
careers as $200,000-a-year
Java programmers. The net-

work may also go the way
of Minitel. with services
such as online chat, pornog-
raphy and games becoming
disproportionately popular.
timjackson@pobox.cam
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BUSINESS TRAVEL

Travel News Roger Bray

Central Asia alert
Police In Kyrgyzstan are
reported tn be carrying out
muggings without even
changing out of their

uniforms. Travellers to the
central Asian republic are
warned to keep off the
streets at night and avoid
riding in unofficial taxis.

This is just one of a
growing catalogue of

hazards facing visitors to

former communist
countries.

There has been an
increase in cor theft in the
Baltic state of Latvia, where
visitors to Riga and other
towns are warned to steer

clear of unlit streets. And
the UK foreign Office says
there is a "serious risk’' of
theff on trains in Poland,
particularly on international

services and especially when
boarding the trains.

Passengers should keep
valuables well hidden.
The Foreign Office is also

urging caution in the Middle
East.

Fallowing the recent riots

In Jordan, sparked by bread
price rises, it says travellers

should avoid Kerak. Tajjleb

and Ma'an and stay alert in

the capital. Amman, where
there were also

disturbances.

On the cards
A small British airline may
pip Swissair to die post
with the introduction of
tn-£Ugbt gambling.
Debonair, a low-fare

carrier operating from
London’s Lston airport to a
range of European cities,

plans to install interactive

entertainment systems
offering computer blackjack
and other games. It expects
to have equipped the first of
its BAe 146 fleetby October.
Swissair's flying casinos

also come as part of a new
entertainment package
which is being installed on
the airline’s long-haul
aircraft at a total cost of
about £50m. Debonair says

punters* losses are likely to

be restricted to £100 or so,

although winnings could

ran to £1 ,000.

Greener car hire
Electric cars may now be
rented in Vienna. Hertz is

offering the Citroen AX
Electrique at a dally rate Of
SchS55 (£34), including

collision damage waiver,
theft insurance, unlimited
mileage and local taxes. .

This follows the decision

by rival Eurodollar to make
the model available in Paris.

Bangkok curbs
Thailand's tourism
authorities have launched a

new crackdown an toots at

Bangkok's international

airport.

One of the aims is to
prevent travellers being
lured into unlicensed and
potentially dangerous taxis.

The initiative comes from
the country’s uew National

V

Tourism Development
Board, a committee of
government officials, travel

Industry reps and
academics.

Help for oil barons
Texas oil barons have. .*

become increasingly -

frustrated by congestion an
the M25 motorway around
London.

Traffic jams have

prevented travellers flying

into Gattricfc from Houston

from catchingonward
connections from Heathrow
to Stavanger, the

jumping-off point fbt North

Sea platforms. So-claims the

Norwegian airifne.

Bzaathens..
‘'IFsafidriytigfat

connection anyway", says

the airline, “butreceii. .

roadworks have trade it
'

worse1
’. ;

So the carrier's daily llam
flight between. Gdtwick and
Berg^ now alsostops ait :

Stavanger, arriving at

L459D&. and lengthening the

journey to Bergenby 40^. /-

minutes, alffioughreturn .

flights, from Bergen are st£B
:

non-stop. '

,
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Projects to upgrade rail links in the US could lure executives away from the airlines, says Amon Cohen

G el me a ticket for
an aeroplane. I

ain't got rime to

take a fast train. If

memory serves, those were
the opening lines to the Box-
tops" 1960s hit single. “The
Letter”. Musical fashions
have changed, but travel
imperatives in the US have
not.

Few US business travel-

lers use trains because there
is no high-speed rail net-
work to speak of. A 215-tnile

journey from New York to

Boston takes between four-

and -a-half hours and five

hours. Compare that with a
TGV from Paris to Poitiers,

a 208-mUe trip which lasts 90
minutes.
But change is in prospect.

Work has started on the con-
struction of a $1.3bn
l£838.7m> high-speed rail

link between Washington
DC and Boston that is expec-
ted to cut about 25 per cent
off existing journey times.
The project is one or several

in various stages of readi-

ness around the US. includ-

ing ventures in Florida. Chi-
cago. California and the
north-western states.

The latter scheme is per-

haps the biggest success so
far. Amtrak. the national
rail company, has seen pas-
senger numbers grow on its

Portland-Seattle line by 42
per cent since introducing a
Spanish Talgo train as its

fourth daily departure in
1994. Three more Talgos are
on order for delivery in
early 1998. and the
high-speed service is set to

be extended across the

A challenge to the skies
Canadian border to Vancou-
ver.

"The Talgo show's that if

you provide the amenities
that people are accustomed
to tn other parts of the
world. demand will
increase." says Mark Yach-
metz. passenger pro-
grammes division chief at
the Federal Railroad Admin-
istration. the organisation
through which the US gov-
ernment provides funds to

Amtrak.
The Washington-Boston

link, known as the
north-east corridor. Is due
for completion in 1999 and it

will allow travel at ISOmph.
At present, trains operate at

125mph over certain
stretches, but do not even
reach lOOmph between New
York and Boston.
The upgraded link will cut

journey times for the 236-

mile Washington-New York
journey from three hours to

two-and-a-half hours and the
New York-Boston run to
three hours.
Furthermore, the 345-seat

trains will be equipped with
every conceivable facility

for business travellers,
including laptop computer
power points, video enter-
tainment screens, tele-

phones. fax machines and a
gourmet dining car.

"There will also be small
conference rooms on board,

so that business travellers

can hold meetings.” says

‘ H£*SAYST*<E
'AMERICAN FLYfifi'

ISDUE AT -HI5H
ANY DRYNOW G/c3.

Yachmetz. “Any amenity
that the business traveller

can think of will be avail-

able on board, which means
this Is going to be better
than an airline shuttle ser-

vice."

That is a fair point. The
air shuttles on the Washing-
ton-New York and New
York-Boston routes tend to

be no-frills, crowded buses
in the sky using equally
crowded airports. If one also

considers the advantages of
travelling from city centre
to city centre, Amtrak can
expect to start winning mar-
ket share.
“Once the railways get

their act together and
develop a faster service,
business travellers will take
advantage,” says Harold
SeUgman. president of Con-
necticut-based business
travel consultancy Manage-
ment Alternatives. “It will

save them getting to and
from the airport and crowd-
ing on to planes." However,
rail passengers will have to

pay for the superior service.

“Amtrak’s current fare
structure is dictated by Its

airline competitors," says
Yachmetz. “Prices are a lit-

tle less than what they
charge, but with the new
service the train might be
worth a little more.”
Yachmetz is confident

that higher prices will not
deter customers. Feasibility

studies have suggested that
once journey times are cut.

the north-east corridor will

generate profits of more
than $150m a year.

Up to 8400m of the con-
struction costs will be spent
electrifying the route: only
156 miles are electrified at
present. Additional track
work will cost $300m. while
the fleet of 18 high-speed
trains, known as American
Flyers, will cost 8450m. The
trains will be built by a con-

sortium led by Canadian
company Bombardier.
Another member is GEC-
Alsthom, which makes the
French TGVs that are the
model for the American
Flyer.

A further 8180m will be
spent on more conventional
stock to serve the north-east
corridor. Even that, how-
ever, is dwarfed by Florida’s

$5.3bn plan to construct a
high-speed rail link between

its major main population
centres: Miami. Orlando and
Tampa.
The state government has

long understood that it

needs a proper mass trans-

portation system, although
at present just two unrelia-

ble trains per day potter
from Miami to Orlando.
“They are not trains you

could get on for a business
meeting," admits Charles
H. Smith, manager of the
high-speed train programme
at Florida's department of

Trains will be
equipped with
every facility for

executives,
including video
entertainment,
telephones and

faxes

transportation in Tallahas-
see. “But we know we have
to do something. Our
population is set to double
to 28m over the next 25
years, and we cannot see
our way to building enough
highways for all those extra
people.”

Florida first investigated a
high-speed link io years ago
when it wanted the entire

project financed by the pri-

vate sector. That did not

work out, so now it has

embarked on a joint venture

with a private consortium in

the hope of attracting addi-

tional federal funds.

The consortium, known as

Florida Overland Express

(Fox), again includes GEC-
Alsthom and Bombardier.
However. Smith says there

are some big differences

between the state govern-

ment and Fox over the fin-

ancing. which could jeopard-

ise the project again. If

plans do proceed, the Miami-
Orlando line is scheduled to

open in 2004 and Orlando-

Tampa in 2006.

At the Federal Railroad
Administration. Mark Yach-
metz attributes the rise in

interest in rail to congestion

on the highways and air

routes. Finance is also
important- He believes that

once a railway is built, it is

cheaper to maintain than a
highway.
The environmental debate

also tends to favour trains.

Florida does not want its

natural habitats destroyed
by more highways, while
California is desperate to
improve its air quality.
Local issues come into play,

too. In Boston. Logan air-

port is rapidly running out
of space: the rail link might
obviate the need for a new
airport.

Europe can also take some
credit for the US rail renais-

sance. “Europe has shown
what can be done with a
good high-speed transporta-

tion system, and motivated
people in the US." says
Yachmetz.

Poor
relation
gets

richer

I
t is no longer fair to

think of London'** Gat-

wick airport as the

poor relation of Heath-

row. British Airways has

announced plans to launch

five new services from Gfli-

wick, to Spain. Portugal.

Finland and Scotland. (<

will also increase the fre-

quency of its flights on

some routes, including

those to Belgrade. Buchar-

est. Kiev and Sofia. Roger

Bray writes.

The aim is to step up con-

nections with BA's growing
network of long-haul ser-

vices from Gatwtck. When
it switches Latin American
flights there from Heathrow
next March, it wilt also

introduce linking flights

with Barcelona. Lisbon and
Oporto.
Services to Helsinki will

Start in October, as an
extension of the existing
Stockholm operation.

• German airline Eurow-
ings plans to start daily ser-

vices between Dusseldorf
and Katowice, a Polish cen-

tre of coalmining and heavy
industry, on September 2. It

already flies to Warsaw
from Berlin's Tempeihof air-

port. to Wroclaw from
Frankfurt, and to Krakov
and Poznan from Dresden.
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N o addition to

either bank of
the Thames in

recent decades
is more sur-

prising tHwn the latest: the
new/old Globe Theatre. After
years of preparation, this
loving reconstruction of
Shakespeare's theatre
opened its portals to the
theatre press on Saturday,
for its debut production of
The Two Gentlemen of Ver-
ona, in moist but tolerable
weather.

1 chose to approach it by
walking along Paul’s Walk,
on the other side of the
Thames. From there, the
half-timbered polygon looks
just as you have been led to

think Shakespeare’s Globe
looked: this is, from so new a
building, one surprise. From
an angle, which is how most
people see it on either side of

the river, only a quarter of
its circumference appears,
and it looks not only small
but frail. Only when you
view it head-on from the
north and see half the circle

do you take in its real size.

Even so, its lath-and-plaster
exterior and squat circular

shape appear imperilled by
the taller and darker rectan-

gular shapes of the buildings
that stand around it, hem-
ming it in. The Globe, in this

context, looks like a Tyndale
Bible among a stack of
glassy road atlases.

Once inside, there are fur-

ther surprises. As you enter
and become part of its audi-

ence, the theatre feels like

on intimate Albert Hall dur-

ing the Proms season. Those
who choose to stand in the
open central area are as
much the focus as the stage
is: and they are as attentive

and responsive os the best

prommers. Late arrivals are
iKS-dls&irbing than-thejuoe-.
in a darkened theatre. Bud-
den breezes are sometimes
felt: warm clothes or blan*

kets are advisable.
Acoustically, the experi-

ence is complex. There is

none of the birdsong that is

so memorable a part of per-

formances at the Open Air
Theatre in Regent's Park,
but - on press night, at any
rate - none of the aero-
planes either. This is not,
however, a good theatre, for

there is much peripheral
noise. The wooden floors

beneath the tiered seats
amplify audience move-
ments; the doors to the audi-
torium are noisy and the
plastic or leather rainwear
worn by most of the audi-

ence lent its supply of rus-

tles and creaks. The actors'

voices acquire little of the
reverberance that occurs in
closed theatres, and there is

real pleasure to be had by
their simple projection
through this open space to

uv No: ail the cast on Satur-

day projected vocally well

Only half

the fun
Oasis fell flat without their

front man, writes Peter Aspden

Anastasia Hllle as Silvia and Lennie James as Valentine in The Globe’s no-nonsense The Two Gentlemen ofVerona’

The British isuminer could hi
tfv&i.h

in the air
£ygirits:at The Globe. By Alastair Macaulay

enough, but Mark Rylance,
the theatre's artistic director

and the premiere produc-
tion's leading player, shows
handsomely how a voice can
reach the audience directly

without needing any quasi-

operatic overblow.
The stage area is much

more colourfully decorated
than the exterior leads us to

expect. Its star-fretted ceil-

ing. with moons in four dif-

ferent stages of growth, is

supported by red gilt-topped

Corinthian pillars; the rear
wall is decorated with rows
of cabalistic-looking signs
and Italianato Qgures. And
yet the bore-board floor is

strewn with hay. There is a
large balcony area on which
musicians play and some of

the action occurs. Is all of
this permanent, or will

aspects of it be redesigned
for later performances?

But how did I ehJtyfflP
play? Pretty welL Rylance
wants no museum-like
reconstruction of past perfor-

mance style here, and we
found none. But much is

true to Shakespeare. Jack
Shepherd’s production is in

modern dress and it in no
way ever feels like director's

theatre. The focus is all on
the actors, all of whom
played with the freedom of
those who feel their only
responsibility is to the play
and the audience. The pace
could have been faster, but
this is no-nonsense Shake-
speare. in which nothing is

trlviallsed or fudged.
In due course we will dis-

cover whether the Globe can
draw and hold an audience
for some of Shakespeare's
longer tragedies. The Two
Gentlemen of Verona, which
is nobody’s favourite Shake-

speare, proves in fact a sen-
sible play with which to
launch the new theatre.
Fairly short, it has fun,
romance, treachery, and not
too intricate a plot
Mark Rylance as Proteus

is exemplary. What an odd
and deeply affecting actor
this is. He can just look
across the stage at a woman
and break your heart with
his intense sincerity: he can
run in a single speech from
perplexity, to perfidy, to

ardour, with complete assur-
ance; and be can crack the
audience up by his embar-
rassed but throwaway deliv-

ery of the line “Well. gWe
her that ring,." shortly before
bis heartfelt, but peculiarly
unfinished utterance (almost
as if it were a question) of
the exit line “you shall find

me sad and solitary”. He
seems all heart, and this is

what explains his wretched
behaviour.

As Silvia - to court whom,
Proteus betrays his own
betrothed Julia - Anastasia

rebuke to Proteus. Jim
Bywater’s Launce is a North-
erner. performing a loveable
double-act with his dog. not
only hilarious but also

Hille runs a bright, compel- touching. In supporting
ling gamut: a brittle and flir-

tatious socialite with hilari-

ous little half-laughs, then
vividly heartbroken and

roles, only Ben Walden
makes a strong impression.
We know that certain lines

in Shakespeare - “this
loyal when Valentine has- wooden O”. “this most excel-

been banished, then bitterly lent canopy the air” - will

perplexed by. Proteus's per-

fidious suit. She has never
been more natural, mare
multi-faceted or more fine.

Lennie James is an engag-
ing, open Valentine, some-
times too slow, but hilarious'

in his volte face with Silvia’s

letter. Stephanie Roth, an
American actress playing
Julia, is attractive and very
convincing in boy's attire;

but she throws away the
role's finer moments, espe-

cially her final speech of

make more •: aense when
heard in a theatre such as
this, and I look forward to

hearing them here. One of
the Globe’s pleasures, how-
ever. is that other lines also

fall into new place. When
Caunce and Panthino talk of
losing the flood tide, the
exchange has an extra burn
to it at the Globe, for we
know that the Thames is ris-

ing or failing. just a few
yards away. .Where' the Bard
trod, there tread we. ' -

I
t was not quite the
Rolling Stones without
Mick Jagger, but when
Noel Gallagher

mumbled that Ids brother
Tiara was not able to be
with us because of a sore
throat, the sense of
anti-climax was palpable.

Oasis had just performed
two triumphant concerts
before 250,000 people at

Knebworth, thereby
proving, if anyone was still

in any doubt, that they had
mastered the dynamics of

|

imm mlnlfttinn.

But Friday night's MTV
, Unplugged session at
London’s Royal Festival
Han before just 400 people
should have told us
something different:

whether the craft which
goes into Noel Gallagher’s
songwriting would come
across in an intimate setting

in which the band was
denied the option of simply
tnrwfaig TTp the Ajdhtlg
We were not to know.

Liam was ordered to rest on
last-minute doctor’s orders,

and Noel was left to carry
the concert on his own.
Although he is an
Unplugged natural he
cradles Ms acoustic guitar
with the finesse of one who
spends hmg hours in its

company— Oasis without
thptr pharkmatlr.front man
are less than rivetting.

There are two principal
reasons. Liam’s menacing
lurches and well-honed rock
star poses cm stage provide
the only visual focus for the
band. Liam is aggressive,

outrageous, narcissistic;

Noel Is door, intense, ... -•

charmless. The restof the'*

band, though musically
rock-solid, are content to sit

back and watch this

fascinating fraternal
dialectic work its magic. ••

Stripped of a sibling, foe
.

magic just was not there.
.

But Liam also has a
classic rock-and-roll voice,

sneering, urgent,
self-celebratory; but more
than capable of delivering a
poignant song like

"WonderwalT or “Live
Forever”. Noel knows his
considerable song-writing

.

talents get foe best possible -

showcase with Liam’s
delivery; Liam most also
realise he would not be
touching the firin&ptaeut of .

pap supersfcdBdrawerqhe '

left to his owii devices. The

INTERNATIONA!,

Arts
Guide
AMSTERDAM

CONCERT
Coneertgebouw Tel:

31-20-5730573
• Orchestra Fran^ais des
Jeunes; with conductor Marek
Janowski and violinist Isabelle van
Keulen perform works by Ravel,

Prokofiev and Lutoslawski;

8.15pm'. Aug 28

BAYREUTH
OPERA
Bayreuther FeatspMe Tel:

49-921-78780
• Die Meistersinger von
Nomberg: by Wagner. Conducted

by Daniel Barenboim. Soloists

Include Birgitta Svenden. Renee
Fleming and Peter Seiffert. Part of

the Richard Wagner Festspide;

4pm; Aug 28

BERLIN

Rbrn-thaus Tel: 49-30-203090
m Berliner Smforrie-Orchesterr

with conductor Sebastian Woiglo , .

perform works by Mozart and
Schoenberg; 8pm; Aug 28

EXHIBITION
Berlbdsche GaJerle -
Martin-Gropius-Bau Tel:

49-30-254860
• Noch nie gezeigt - AktueUe
Positionon aus den
Sammfungsbestdnden der
Berlinischen Galerie: exhibition of

works from the museum's
collection, most of which were
never before shown to the public.

The majority of the works on
display was recently added to the

museum’s collection. The show
includes, installations, paintings,

photographs, architectural

drawings and designs; to Oct 13

COLOGNE
CONCERT
Kfitner PtiRhanmonie Tel:

49-221-2040820
• Gdrzenlch-Orchestar. with
conductor Alan Hacker and the
KOInor Philharmomker perform
vrorks by R- Strauss, Mozart and
Dvorak; 8pm; Aug 26,‘27

COPENHAGEN
CONCERT
Tivoli Concert Han Tel: 45-33 15
10 01

• Tivoli® Symfoniorkaster with

conductor Eri Ktas and
viola-player Yuri Bashmet perform

works by Schnittke and
Tchaikovsky; 7.30pm; Aug 29

DUBLIN
CONCERT. • .•

National Concert Hati

Ceottras Ndteiunta Tel: .

353-1-6711888
• RTE Concert Orchestra: with

conductor Gearoid Grant and
presenter Gerry McArdie perform
excerpts from The Yeomen of the
Guard and The Mikado; 6.30pm;
Aug 30

EDINBURGH
EXHIBITION
National Gallery of Scotland Tel:

44-131-5568921
• Velazquez in Seville: this

exhibition features early works
made by Veldzquez in his native
town Seville, before he moved to

Madrid in 1623. The display,

comprising 50 works including

portraits, prints, drawings and
sculpture, is centered on the
National Gallery of Scotland's
own Velazquez, “An Old Woman
Cooking Eggs”. Selected works
by the artist's contemporaries
help to set the historical and
artistic context for Velazquez's
early paintings; to Oct 20

LIVERPOOL •

EXHIBITION
Liverpool Museum Tel:

44-151-2070001
• The Arts of foe Samurai:
14th-19th Century: this exhibition

is drawn from the museum's
Japanese collections, which have
never previously been displayed.
The exhibits consist of Japanese
armour, swords, sword-fittings

and lacquer work from the
collection of local business man

perception.of top

foflowing the opening up of Japan
to western trade in 1868; to Aug
28

LONDON
CONCERT
Purcell Room Tel:

44-171-9604242
• ingegerd BJorklund:

accompanied by pianist

Christopher Lyndon-Gee. The
soprano performs songs by
Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov, Grieg
and Sibelius; 7.30pm; Aug 28

EXHIBITION
Courtaufd Institute Galleries Tel:

44-171- 8732526
• The Four Elements: this

exhibition draws together prints

and drawings from five centuries
to show the Four Elements - Fire,

Water, Earth and Air - in

mythology and real Gfa. Mixing
together artists from different

times and traditions, the

exhibition contrasts images of

classical stories, domestic semes
arid foe freoWy satirical. Included

.are works from the museum's
collection by Manet, Duror,

Guercino, Bruegel, Gauguin,
Hieronymous Bosch, Guardi,

Rowlandson, Turner, Samuel
Palmer, Constable. Piranesi.

Tiepolo and others: to Sep 22
Dulwich Picture Gallery Tel:

44-181-6935254
• Dutch Flower Paintings.

1600-1750: this exhibition

includes works by Ambrosfus
Bosschaert, Van Huysum, Rachel
Ruyach, Jan Davfcisz de Heam
and Balthasar van der As* and are

Victoria & Albert Museum Tel:

44-171-9388500
• Susie Cooper (1902-1 995):
style, affordability and good
design were the key attributes of
Susie Cooper's tableware. This
memorial display shows a
cross-section of her work from
the Art Deco years of the late

1920s and 30s through the bone
china made by her own factory
and her late designs of the 1980s;
to Sep 15

LUCERNE
CONCERT
Kunsthaus Luzern Tel:

41-41-210 35 62
• New York Philharmonic: with

conductor Kixt Masur and
horn-player Thomas Stacey
perform Rorem's English Horn
Concerto and Bruckner's

Symphony No.4; Aug 28

NEW YORK
EXHIBITION
The Metropolitan Museum of
Art Tel: 1-212-879-5500

• American Printmaking
1 860-1 900: Winslow Homer and
His Contemporaries: an exhibition

to complement the Homer
painting retrospective by
providing a context for the artist's

printmaking efforts. Drawn entirely

from the museum's collection,

Homer printmaking from his earty

and late career is shown along
with works by printmakers active

during Homer's career; to Sep 22

PARIS
EXHIBITION

Musde CanuwaJert Tel: 33~T 42
72 21 13 \ *.

• Geoha Aemi - Panoramas
Parisians: exhibition of a series of
panoramic views of Paris by the -

Swiss photographer Georg Aemi;
to Sep 29

*

SALZBURG
OPERA
Gnomes FbstspMiaas Tel:
43-662-80450 ’ V-v/y

'

• Moses und Aran: by
Schoenberg. Conducted' by Pierre
Boulez and performed by the
Koninklijk Concertgebouworkest
and foe choir of De Nedertandse
Opera. Soloists include David
Pittman-Jennings, Chris Merritt,

Gabriele Fontana, Yvonne Naaf,
John Graham Hall and Par
Lindstog. Pal of the Salzburger
Festspiele; 7.30pm; Aug 28

M WASHINGTON
EXHIBITION
Freer Gallery of the Smithsonian
Institution Tel: 1-202-357-2700
• In Human Form: Secular and
Divine Images in Chinese
Painting: this exhibition examines
actual and symbolic images of
people as they appear in Chinese
painting. The human figure has
been the central topic of Chinese
painting since the Han Dynasty
(206BC-AD220); to Sep 2

Listing compiled and supplied
by ArtBase The International
Arte Database, Amsterdam.The
Netherlands. Copyright 1996. All

rights reserved. Tab 31 20 664
6441. E-maft: aitbaqeOpLnet

brothers’ celebrated spats

are no doubt due to this

mutual resentment. Strip

away foe attitude, and there

is humbling conclusion

that they really do need
each other.

Thankfully, Noel saved
the day. His voice does not
do Justice to his songs, but
he performed with the
consummate
professionalism which belles

his occasional beHigerence.
The stage was adorned with
a string quartet and brass
supplements, employed
tastefully If

unimaginatively, as the
band swayed into “Hello”.
The set was largely

predictable, concentrating
on the gentler numbers
which are the essence ofthe
acoustic Unplugged series,

and includeda sprinkling of
new songs. The highlight of
the evening was something
ofa surprise, however: Noel,
hacked by nothing but his

strumming, performing the
hard rocking title track of
the Morning Glory album.
The strangely subdued

crowd gave the band its

most enthusiastic reception

yet for this, but there was
little rapport between Nod
and his admirers, unless you
counted a waspish reference
to “pot-smoking" hippies
and an “Fd tike to carry on
with one that I wrote”,
which gracelessly laboured
foe point ofhis songwriting
domination.
The strangest moment —

and a glimpse of what might
have been - came after foe
band’s final number, when
fans spotted Liam and his
chums in one of the private
boxes. Not one to miss a
demonstration of public
affection, foe ailing brother
bounded down the aisles

and leapt onto the stage,

brandishing a bottle which
bore scant resemblance to a
hot honey-and-lemon drink,
acknowledging the fans’

cheers before disappearing:
For a moment, you

thought he might join foe
band for a encore: some
people chanted his name,
others responded with cries
of “NoeL’”, as if they were
opposing football teams. But
Liam’s condition denied the
evening its much-needed
coup de theatre, and we were
back to “Hello", and a bland
conclusion to a frustrating
evening.

WORLD SERVICE
BBC for Europe can be
received in western Europe
on medium wave 648 kHZ
(463m)

EUROPEAN CABLE
AND SATELLITE
BUSINESS TV
(Central European Time)

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

NBC/Super Channel:

07.00
FT Business Morning

10.00
European Money Wheel
Nonstop Hve coverage until

15.00 of European
business and the financial
markets

17.30
Financial Times Business
Tonight

08.30
Squawk Box

10.00
European Money Wheel

18.00
Financial Times Business
Tonight
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Where anything goes
It Is wen past
midnight and
Mr Somkid
Silaprakob,
deputy mayor

I
of Pattaya,
Thailand's
sprawling

i beach resort,

is speaking at the opening of

a beauty contest
MWe really want to thank

the organisers of tills event
of national Importance. The
over-30 katoey [transsexual I

pageant helps with the pro-

motion of tourism among
both Thais and foreigners,"

he says to the audience, a
mix of other katoeys and
men and women of all sexual
preferences. “The more
events like these we have,
the more we can help good
charities like our senior citi-

zens' home."
In Its never-ending drive

to attract tourist cash, Thai-
land will do just about any-
thing. Having lost Its aura of

unspoiled exoticism to
neighbouring countries and
to over-development, the
country now tries to provide
something for everyone. And
everyone seems to be com-
ing. The country expects to

attract 7.2m tourists this

year, up 7 per cent over last

year and double the number
just a decade ago.
About one-third of travel-

lers to Thailand have been
there before and uncharted
areas of natural beauty and
underdevelopment are still

to be had for those with
knowledge, time and money.
But on the well-beaten

tourist track, people are

lured by cheap prices, good
infrastructure, "soft” adven-
ture sucb as easy Jungle
treks, and exotic attractions

of a different kind: sex, bear-

claw soup and transsexual
beauty pageants.
Pattaya is one place where

this an comes together. Cre-

ated as a place for US Navy
personnel it was never an
untrampled paradise. But
now, due to unregulated
waste-water discharge and
millions of visitors a year,

swimming at the main beach
is risky at best
Yet most tourists are not

here for the beach. Pattaya
is all about activities. There
Is laser tag - a type of vir-

tual reality combat game - a
Rlpleyv

s Believe It Or Not

Ted Bardacke on Thailand’s
mix of soft adventure and sex

Sight for sore eyes: tourists throng Bangkok's Grand Palace

museum,, elephant rides,

bungee jumping and "sea-
walking”. a sort of scuba-
diving for those who can't

swim.
"At 6pm we're going bowl-

ing and then out dancing, I

think. The hotel bas a nurs-

ery service." says Betty, a
member of a group of young
families from New Zealand
on holiday in Pattaya. "Then
tomorrow we're going water-

skiing and in the afternoon
we're going to shoot each
other again in paintball."

she says as she stps a beer.

Betty and her group are
not in Pattaya for the com-
mercial sex but some men
are. The Pattaya Mail, the

resort's weekly English lan-

guage newspaper, boasts a
grotesque photo of a naked
46-year-old Belgian man.
caught with a 13-year-old

boy. also naked, in a Tourist
Police sting operation.

And on the way out of
town, past a strip of bars
and brothels. The Lovely
Motel invites tourists to
enquire about weekly, daily
and hourly rates. "Just
because they choose the
weekly deal, doesn't mean
they’re not bringing girls

in," the manager says. "Peo-
ple come to Thailand to have
fun."

Baric in Bangkok, the Era-

wan Shrine is pulsing with
energy. It is a regular stop
for the fastest growing seg-

ment of Thailand's tourism
trade, cut-rate package tours
for visitors from north Asia,
principally Japan, Korea,
China. Hong Kong and
Taiwan, who account for 36
per cent of all visitors to

Thailand.
An elephant lumbers by -

this is the only part of the
street not dominated by
shopping raailw - while tra-

ditional dancers move grace-
fully to the sound of drums
and cymbals inside the
shrine. The shrine's centre is

dominated by a small four-

faced Brahma deity. The
Asian tourists, descending in
hordes from tour buses, are
told that the god is a pro-
vider of wealth, provided
they make offerings of
incense and Gowers sold by
a gaggle of disabled people
nearby.

Similar scenes, a slice of

"traditional" Thai culture,
can be found all over Bang-
kok, but this one Is a favour-
ite because the incense and
Gower vendors are willing to

pay high commissions to the
tour operators.
Five days in Thailand -

including hotel, me&ls and
sightseeing - can cost an
Asian package tourist no

more than $110 (£70.51). The
wholesale tour companies
take a loss on these groups,
relying Instead on individual

guides to buy each tourist

for BtSOQ (£1X82), guides say.

The guide then makes the

money back by leading the
groups to shops and vendors
who will pay at least 40 per
cent commission.
This helps explain the doz-

ens of buses double-parked

on the streets outside Wat
Fho, home of a giant reclin-

ing Buddha and centre of a
brisk trade in supposedly
magic Buddhist amulets.
Each tourist wears an identi-

fication badge and vendors
make careful notes of who is

buying what.
One morning a group of

male Korean tourists leaves
Wat Fho in their bus. They
cross the Chao Fhraya river
and go into a complex that
includes a Chinese restau-
rant, a karaoke club and a
massage parlour. They are
led straight to the massage
parlour. "Got to get them
hungry before lunch," the
bus driver explains with a
smile.

Having convinced their
charges that it Is okay to
indulge in Thailand, some
guides make their biggest
profits by leading tours to
restaurants, not included In
the tour price, where such
delicacies as bird's nest and
bear claw soups are served
at astronomical prices.

Korean and Thai officials

say they are outraged. "We
are hunting down those who
travelled abroad to eat wild
animals, gambling, seeking
prostitutes and shopping far

luxury goods," Mr Yu
Song-Sa, a Korean police
investigator, said recently
after a group of Thais and
Koreans were caught in
Bangkok transporting bear
parts.

"Thailand is a Buddhist
country and such activities

hurt the feelings of Thai peo-
ple," says Mr Seree Wang-
pbaichit, governor of the
Tourism Authority of Thai-
land. But Buddhism can also
mean tolerance, and in the
end that la what Thailand
continues to sail with great
success.

This is the fifth in a series on
places changed by mass tour-

ism

"What makes the difference between a routine and an

unforgettable flight? Often, something as trivial as a reassuring smile

of a member of the cabin crew. Or, the confident voice of the

captain from the flight-deck. Or just your own sunny disposition.

There is no set yardstick that defines a feel-good mood. Every

passenger is an individual and PIA's staff are trained to recognise

and respect this fact. It may help you to know the difference.
™

PIA's people! o flyvim

Deregulate to clear the skies for freight

From Lord Youngerof
Prestwickand others.

Sir, We note your article

"UK rejects open skies plan",

(August 20) and the
problems which may make
an overall tIK/US agreement
difficult to achieve.
However, we believe that
there is an opportunity to
make progress an one issue

which would benefit UK
business.

The UK approach has been
to view air passenger and
cargo-only air freight traffic

as inseparable issues ami to

treat the latter as a
"bargaining chip" to seek
concessions from the US on
passenger traffic.

Bilateral negotiations may
be appropriate far air

passengers who. generally,

go fromA to B and then,

return to A. Both A and B
then have similar interests.

Freight travels in only one
direction, in this case
predominantly from west to

east. A and 8 have different

interests. A (the US) has a

primary interest in access

for its Internationa] carriers.

B (the UK) has a primary

interest in securing a foil

range of freight services for

the movement of goods to

ar}A from the UK. In the UK,

the airlines and not British

Industry have been treated

as tf they represented the

primary Interest. In the case

of freight, this Is wrong.
At present a freight carrier

landing at a UK airport from -

the US cannot take on
freight for delivery to

another airport in, say, the

EU, unless awarded specific

UK government approval.

This is a lengthy process.

Consequently, carriers

cannot make the most
efficient use of their aircraft

This la a serious matter
when the principles of "just

in time” and "time to
market" delivery are
increasingly important In

meeting consumer demand.

Freight is part of the

manufacturing process;

passengers are not. UK
industry needs the range of

internatloPnl freight services

which would be provided by

deregulation.
The UK authorities will

not be able to use its

regulation of cargtxmly

traffic to wring concessions

on passenger traffic- US
nft-linm want enhanced
access to Heathrow and will

not be fobbed off with

anything less.

On the other hand, we
believe the US authorities

would agree to UK freight

carriers enjoying the

necessary Fifth Freedom
rights In the US, for

reciprocal treatment of US
carriers in the UK.
Deregulation would:

• Allow freight companies
to utilise their aircraft more
efficiently with cost benefits

for UK manufacturers:

• Expand the range of

all-cargo services available

to UK companies
• Increase international

trading opportunities; and

• Encourage the

development of freight

services Mid the attraction

of foreign direct investment

In short, policy would be

driven by the industrial and

trading Interests of the UK.

George Younger

,

president. The Scottish

Council Development ana

Industry.
Sir Donald MacKey.
chairman. Scottish

Enterprise,

George Bennett, chairman,

Scottish Electronics Forum,

Iain McMillan, director.

CBI Scotland,
Geoffrey Johnston,

managing director, Scottish

Chambers or Commerce
Scottish Enterprise.

lZOBothwell Street,

Glasgow G2 7JP, UK

Collective values of the young
From Ms fa Gardiner.

Sir, The Trades Union
Congress’s report (“Young
workers know little about
trade unions”, August 22)

into young workers confirms
some of the findings of

recent research by the
industrial Society.

Even if "Thatcher's

children" seem uncommitted
as far as trade nninng are
concerned, they have not
rejected collective valaes
altogether. Indeed, there is a
high level ofconcern about
crime, work opportunities

and the environment across

young people from all

backgrounds.
But the TUC’s finding that

only two in five young
workers are likely to vote in
the next election is deeply
worrying. Today's young
people are tomorrow’s
employees, managers,
entrepreneurs, community
leaders and parents. They
need to feel that they can
influence and make a
contribution to politics and
pnliny-nwlritig
We risk bonding a society

of marginalised, cynical

people who feel their energy.

and talents may go unused
and unrewarded- The TUC’s
report highlights a challenge
- and an opportunity - for

trade unions and employers
alike. A greater effort is

required to educate and
convince tomorrow’s
employers and employees
about the importance of

representation and
involvement at work.

Jo Gardiner,
campaign manager,
The Industrial Society,

4g Bryauston Square,
London W1H 7LN, UK

Help for North and South Korea

CaMmnnlMlIoii*

From MrDaoidKW. Grub.

Sir, Your call far foresight

and magnanimity ("South
Korea and the North",
August 21) could not be
more timely.

It Is In everyone's interest

that North and South adopt
a dignified and long-term
stance: many mare
thousands will otherwise
suffer and the unrest is not
likely to be contained.
We recently delivered food

aid to the North.A second

delivery of flour is on its

way. We witnessed the
initial supply being safely

delivered to needy people. -

When Russian and
Chinese support for North .

Korea dried up, ft was
already down to the wire.

Investment in agriculture,

the schools system, the
infrastructure, all need to

take place now.
The prospects far the next

harvest are not good.

.

Another flood could prove

unbearable. Practical

co-operation, from the South
but indeed the wider world
is of crucial importance.

Practical assistance can do
more than anything else to
move us on from the present
mindset and begin to unify
aspirations.

David H. W. Grub,
executive director,

Children's Aid Direct,

82 Caversham Rood,
Heading. UK

No butts
please
From Mrs Inga Haag.

Sir, It appears that the

British are among those in

the European Union with

the longest working hours,

he. 39 hours.

Passing by several offices

three or four times a day
during working hours. I

assume that these Include

the smoking breaks, as there

are always groups of

employees outside puffing

away and scattering their

cigarette butts all aver the

pavement
By lunchtime our

otherwise well-kept streets

are strewn with stubs. These
get stuck between pavement
stones and withstand the

broom and the high-tech

vacuum cleaning equipment
of Westminster street

services.

Would it be asking too

much to request the

managers of these offices to

provide for their smoking
staffan easy-to-empty ash
can during the al fresco

smoking day?

Inga Haag,
1 Upper Wimpole Street,

London W1M 7TD, UK

Personal View • Michael Grade

A bad programme for TV
If Channel 4 were
privatised it

would dimmish
the service
to consumers

Talk of privat-

ising Channel
4 has moved
from mer-
chant bank-
ers' dining

rooms to tea-troHaya inside

the Treasury, This seams to
be exciting two questions:
who an earth owns Channel
4 and, more urgently, bow
much is it worth?
Channel 4 is in fact a stat-

utory corporation. It is also a
self-sufficient business pro-
viding competition for adver-

tisers and public-service pro-

gramming for viewers
without a halfpenny of pub-
lic money. Although techni-
cally in the public sector,
Channel 4 is In no seme a
nationalised industry. If for

some presently unforeseen
reason a change is required,
privatisation would be
entirely the wrong route to
take. I wifi come to the "how
much?" question, but first I

must record why Sir Michael
Bishop, the chairman of
Channel 4, the board,
executives and staff

1

are
opposed to privatisation.

If it offered mare competi-
tion, more choice, and
greater efficiency, there
would indeed be a case. But
this privatisation can deliver
none of these objectives.
Channel 4 Is not some
bloated state monopoly,
ready for the brisk tonic of
the market. It is part of a
highly competitive sector,

where it bas set new bench-
marks for efficiency, pio-
neering the publisher-
broadcaster model, now
much imitated. No gains
here.

Privatisation would penal-
ise. not benefit, the con-
sumer: it would dimfainh the
programme service, both in
range and quality, nham^i 4
could simply have been
ITV2, but instead the issi
Broadcasting Act charged it

with a statutory remit to
Innovate, and to provide pro-

grammes unlikely to be sup-
plied by • ITV. Margaret
Thatcher's government
recognised that there is sig-

nificant market failure In
commercial television. Max-
imising profitability means
maximising the value of
every minute of the inven-

tory of advertising airtime.

Advertisers' and sharehold-

ers' interests demand the
biggest . audiences, even
though this narrows viewer
choice. You must play to win
every time slot, you must
avoid risk, experiments and
unpredictability.

In the US, the free-to-afr

networks produce a narrow
range of Identical material,
aiming always far the big-

gest audiences. The competi-
tive drive to offer the same,
safe product Is the defining
characteristic. You will
search forever for serious
documentaries, education or
arts on the American net-
works. In the UK the repack-
aging and exploitation of
known commodities such as
sport and movies drive
BSkyB’s profitability.

The market alone cannot
reliably satisfy the foil range
of viewer interests, because
ft makes overwhelming com-
mercial sense to concentrate
an the most profitable areas.

As competition increases,
that becomes more not less
so; Channel 5 wfQ follow this
very same path. It Is pre-
cisely why the Channel 4
remit Is essentia] to main-
tain and extend choice.

The market alone

cannot satisfy the

full range of

viewer interests,

because it makes

commercial sense

to concentrate

just on the most

profitable areas

That was the intention of
the 1981 act, and it Is exactly
what has happened. Channel
4 has gained an 11 per cent
share of viewing - big
enough to be viable, small
enough to be distinctive —
and has manifestly added to

choice. In 1989 Mrs Thatcher
carefully considered privati-

sation, but rejected It There
were no competitive or effi-

ciency gains to be had, and a
clear downside for the con-
sumer. (She also saw merit
in public-service competition
for the BBC).

It is argued that the indus-
try regulator, the Indepen-
dent Television Commission,
with its armoury of flwan^nj
sanctions, could guarantee
the delivery of the special
remit as a core condition for
a privatised Channel 4. Not
so. Since 1982 the pro-
gramme remit has been a
joint objective shared by the
board of Channel 4 and the
regulator. After privatisa-
tion, that remit would
became a battleground. The
board would rightly see the
shareholders, not the remit,
as its first responsibility.
That duty would lead the
management (doubtless
shareholders themselves) to
raid programme and devel-
opment budgets to boost
profits.

The remit would thus
become a tiresome hurdle to
leap, hut without a milli-
metre to spare. As with ITV.
pressure to relax the licence
would be increased, and less
profitable programmes can-
celled or moved (remember
the Netcs at Ten row?), irre-
spective of viewer prefer-
ences - in order, quite prop.

t0 maximise
shareholder returns.

It will be suggested that a
touch tighter, detailed
licence could prevent this
Certainly the ITV companies
would love to reduce Chan-
nel 4's competitive edge by
seeing it handicapped with a
ragbag of detailed, uncom-
petitive scheduling obliera-
ticos. But It is nomore sin-

.

«hle to predefine Channel
4 s programming than to pre-
flenbe British Airways'
schedules. In tefevTsfon.

detailed prescription is the
enemy of innovation, Chan-
nel 4's very purpose: It

would greatly reduce its

income and worth. A strange
prospectus for privatisation.
To claim that the remit

would survive privatisation
is either naive or dishonest.
It would not. The only hon-
est approach is to admit that
a one-off Treasury "bank
raid" can only be executed
by making Channel 4 just
another commercial network
like ITV or Channel 5.

That is why the privatised
"value" of Channel 4 is irrel-

evant. The sale could not
happen without destroying
the existing asset. I have
seen some very odd figures
ascribed to the. purported
value or Channel 4. The
rumoured privatisation
receipts of £LSbn to £2bn are
absurd. In March 1996, wen
before the privatisation kite
flew, we submitted our buai-, .

ness plan (up to 2002 ) to the
Department of National Her-
itage in support of our case
to end the ludicrous “fund-
ing formula" subsidy to ITV.
Applying one simple mea-
sure to these figures - a

'

strict discounted cashflow
basis — the range is more
like £l50m to £200m.

Privatised, the business Is
worth even less since the
Treasury would require an
annual payment, as with
ITV

, for the use of the spec-
trum for shareholder gain.
And the greater the efforts
to prop up the remit by
detailed licence require,
toents, the lower the value.

In. truth, no valuation Jus-
Ufies the damage to the ser-
vica The board of Channel 4
has always embraced change
out is implacably opposed to
privatisation. Not because of
hostility to the competitive
marketplace and its disci-
plines: we already embrace
them. Not because we few
accountability to sharehold-
ers: like the ITV companies
we are accountable to the
JTG. We are opposed simply .

because privatisation offers
a rotten deal for viewers.

The author is chief executive
of Channel 4

| sJ yS/>
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Lloyd’s at
the brink

Lloyd's of London’s recovery
plan was always likely to be a
clrffhanger. There are still

plenty of disgruntled Names,
especially in the US. and they
are ready to throw spanners
Into the works until the last
possible moment. And there is
brinkmanship on both, sides.
Lloyd’s has to encourage

Names to accept the refinancing
offer, and so has every incentive
to present the choice in the
starkest possible terms, if the
plan is accepted, new Lloyd’s
sails off to a prosperous future,
whereas if it is rejected, the
market closes its doors.
Even so, Friday night’s ruling

by a US federal court Judge rep-
resents a serious setback to the
plan. Without this ruling, it

seemed certain that by this
Wednesday’s deadline more
than enough Names would have
accepted the settlement offer for

Lloyd's to announce that the
refinancing plan was viable.

From that would follow other
crucial decisions. The Connell
of Lloyd’s would be confident
that the market remained a
going concern. And the UK
Department of Trade and Indus-
try would not have to think too
hard about whether the market
passed the relevant solvency
tests, which are due to be made
in the next few weeks.
Lloyd’s is still going to be able

to report a gratifyingly high
proportion of acceptances after

Wednesday’s deadline. But what
is now thrown into doubt is the
treatment of its 3.000 US Names.
If upheld. Friday’s ruling will in
effect put the scheme on ice in
the US for a dangerously long
period of time.

Required detail

At the heart of the US court
judgment Is the ruling that
Names must be given substan-
tially more financial informa-
tion before they make up their

minds. But Lloyd’s says it sim-
ply cannot come up with the
required detail within the neces-

sary timeframe.
For obvious reasons,' it is'not

prepared to discuss what steps
it might take if loses its appeal
against Friday night's ruling. It

cannot put a fence around the
US Names, since they are inex-

tricably tied into every syndi-
cate in the market
One possibility might be some

form of bridging finance to
cover the £26Qm or so which the
US membership has to contrib-
ute to the plan. But that would

ture of the package, to the
extent that all the numbers
might have to be reassessed.
Why should anyone outside

the market care murk jf Lloyd’s
lives or dies? In the last decade,
it has often looked like a rotten
apple which might just as well
be allowed to fall off the tree.

Viable future
The answer is that new

Lloyd’s, with its past horrors
out of the way. does have a via-

ble future. The market is profit-

able. and haw attracted signifi-

cant amounts of fresh capital. It

remains a very important com-
ponent of the City of London,
and its survival matters to the
international insurance commu-
nity as well - as demonstrated
by the way it continued to
attract business through its

darkest days.
So three things need to hap-

pen now. Those Names who
have not yet accepted their set-

tlement offers should do so
immediately. Every case is dif-

ferent, but they would need
overriding objections to stay oat
at this stage.

Next, the Lloyd's authorities

have to do all they
,
can to get

this ruling overturned, while
polishing up contingency plans
in case they feaL

Finally, international and US
state regulators need to keep a
steady nerve, and to maintain
open lines of communication
among themselves. Without
this, there is a risk that the
agreements already reached
could start to unravel. If the
Securities and Exchange Com-
mission disagrees with Friday’s

ruling that the Lloyd’s plan
should be covered by US securi

ties laws, it should say so.

After ail, it would be the ulti-

mate irony, if LlbytPs — having
been brought to Its knees in
part by US litigation - should
be given the knockout blow by
the contested ruling of a US
court.

In search of a
Clinton agenda

The opening of the Democratic
convention in Chicago today

1 sees Mr Bill Clinton within
sight of his ambition to become
the first Democratic president
since Franklin Roosevelt to win
two terms in the White House.
But the convention also sets Mr
Clinton the task of articulating

a coherent programme for the

next four years.

The outcome of the November
presidential election cannot yet

be taken for granted. The
Republican party convention in

San Diego provided a visible

boost to Mr Bob Dole’s standing

in opinion polls. The ghosts
of the Whitewater scandal in Mr
Clinton's native Arkansas still

haunt the president. But the

signs are that he is already
rebuilding his lead over Mr
Dole. Mr Ross Perot seems more
likely to damage the Republican

I
than the Democratic cause. So,

for all the debate about bis

“character", Mr Clinton remains

i

the firm favourite.
The convention itself is expec-

ted to bold few surprises. Amer-
ica has changed and the Demo-
crats have learned much since

the rioting which scarred their

,

last gathering in the Windy City

|

in 196B. Mayor Daley’s cops are

|

still around, but their batons
have been replaced by smiles.

Mr Clinton can expect grum-
bling from the liberal wing of

his party, after putting his sig-
1

nature last week to a welfare
bill which removes one of the
central planks of the New DeaL

,
But the convention choreogra-

;

pbers appear confident of keep-

ing the controversy off the air-

waves.

I Activist president
Mr CUnton’s intention Is to

present him«»if as the activist

I
president. His ratification of

welfare reform last week was
accompanied by an increase in

the minimum wage, changes in

health insurance and a new
assault on the US tobacco indus-

try. In a five-state sweep
through middle America before

arriving in Chicago on Wednes-
day, he is promising a further

flurry of populist initiatives on

issues iiit« crime and education.

Ironically though, - the

strength of his campaign so far

has rested on his record. The
big mistakes of his first two
years in the White House have
been obscured by the subse-
quent skip with which he has
co-opted many of the policies of

moderate Republicans.
The US can boast an enviable

economic performance. Growth
has been steady and, under the
careful watch ofMr Alan Green-
span at the Federal Reserve,
inflation has remained low.
Some 10m new jobs have been
created since 1992 and tha bud-
get deficit has been halved. Mr
Clinton has bad his share of
good luck, but that will not pre-

vent him grabbing the credit.

Familiar themes
The president can also stake a

Maim to a bigger shift in Ameri-
can politics. His support for a
balanced budget by 2002 has
swung the Democrats behind
fiscal conservatism. The “big
government” dreams of the old

Democrats, still there during
the first years of Mr Clinton’s

presidency, have been broken.

That leaves the future. Li a
new book he dwells on the
familiar themes of responsibil-

ity, community and opportu-

nity. Education will be a central

theme of his campaign. But Mr
riintrm the realist has yet to set

out a programme which distin-

guishes between activism and

big government. Mr Dole will

main* much of the Republican

charge that once re-elected, Mr
CUnton would revert to his bad

old Democrat wayS-

There are Question marks,

too, over foreign policy. After a

stumbling start which ended in

humiliation in Somalia. Mr Clin-

ton shown a steadier hand.

But it remains uncertain

whether he would follow in the

wake of previous second-term

presidents in making foreign

affairs his priority. If he is to

seek the initiative on the world

stage, he must set achievable

goals.

This presidential campaign

will mark the last for a politi-

cian who has been fighting elec-

tions for aH of his adult lift The

US is not alone id wanting to

know what comes next.

COMMENT & ANALYSIS

How high can the eagle fly?
The growth rate of the US economy is a hot political topic, and
doubts over statistics add to the confusion, says Michael Prowse

H ow fast can the US
economy grow?
This deceptively
simple question is

becoming one of
the most contentious issues in
this year’s presidential race.

The White House maintains
that the economy’s recent perfor-

mance - annual growth of25 per
cent - is about the best that can
be achieved. In fact President Bill

Clinton’s advisers are projecting
slightly slower growth of 25 per
cent for the remainder of this
HpwhIp and beyond, reflecting the
maturity of the business cycle.

Sensing a political opportunity.
Mr Bob Dole, the Republican
challenger, dismisses Mr Clin-
ton’s performance and projec-

tions as “anaemic”. Under Mr
Clinton, he wrote in his economic
plan, "we have entered a new era
of diminished expectations - an
eta when we are told that we
can’t even match the progress of
the past, much less compete with
the most dynamic economies in
the world”.
Republicans, says Mr Dole,

reject such pessimism. They
believe “America can do better”.

If elected, he and Mr Jack Kemp,
his running mate, would set an
ambitious growth target of 3.5

per cent a year. They would put
wages back on a upward track
and dispel the economic anxiety
of the middle

It sounds like a rousing cam-
paign message. Indeed. Mr Dole’s
complaints about Mr Clinton's
lacklustre performance are ech-

oed by many left-of-centre Demo-
crats who also believe faster
growth is feasible.

It is easy to see why many
Americans are unimpressed by
the recent recovery. The low
unemployment rate and the 10m
new jobs created in the past four
years are largely taken for
granted. People still recall electri-

fying bursts of growth: in the
expansion of the 1960s annual
growth was 6 per cent or more in

three separate years and aver-
aged about 45 per emit
In 1984 - the year President

Ronald Reagan was running for
re-election - growth surged to 6

5

pa- cent Between 1962 and 1989
growth averaged 3.75 per cent
and dipped below 3 per cent in
only one year. By contrast, in the
present expansion growth has
exceeded 3 per cent on only one
occasion - 1994 - and then only
by half a percentage point
In simple accounting terms, the

decline in the US growth rate is

readily explained. Output growth
can be split into two factors:

growth of the labour supply; and
growth of productivity or output
per hour. In the 1960s both
worked in the US favour. Produc-
tivity growth in non-farm busi-

nesses averaged 2.9 per cent a
year between 1960 and 1973. Civil-

ian employment grew at an
annual rate of about 2 per cent.

Since 1973, productivity growth
has declined to an average
annual rate of 1.1 per cent And
demographic changes have led to
a near-halving in the growth of
the labour force. Taken together
these changes explain a decline
in the average annual growth
rate from more than 4 per cent in
the 1960s to about 25 per cent in
recent decades. It is also why this

year’s Economic Report of the
President projected a further
decline in sustainable growth to

25 per cent a year, reflecting pro-
ductivity growth of L2 per cent
and employment growth of 1.1

per cent.
Dismal recent data on produc-

tivity suggest this may be too
optimistic. Output per hour in
non-farm businesses has risen at
an annual rate of well under 1

per cent in the past three years.

In its latest economic forecast,

the Congressional Budget Office
— an independent watchdog
- said the economy’s non-
inflationary growth rate was now
only 2.1 per cent a year.

Many economists, however.

simply do not believe the official

figures. In political terms the
Clinton administration shot itself

in the foot tins year by sMHng
to a new “chain-weighted”
method of measuring output
growth. This cut recent estimates
of growth since 1991 by about
half a percentage point, from just
over 3 per cent to about 115 per
cent Gkowth in 1994 is now put
at 3.5 per cent against 4.1 per
cent on the old figures.

The chain-weighting system
Involves continuous adjustments
to reflect the changing structure
of prices in the economy. In the-

ory it is more accurate thaw ftp

old method, which relied an the
prices of an arbitrary “base year"
such as 1987. Analysts complain
that by shifting to chain-
weighting, the administration
removed an upward bias to
growth estimates while faffing to

address more significant down-
ward biases. Official growth fig-

ures now give a less, rather than
more, accurate picture of what is

really happening.

T
he US economy has
been growing at least

a percentage point fas-

ter than the published
figures indicate - at

nearer 35 per cent than 25 per
cent," says Mr Bruce Steinberg, a
senior economist at Merrill
Lynch, the New York financial

services group. The most impor-
tant downward bias, be argues, is

the over-statement of inflation by
the consumer price index.
Many experts believe the index

exaggerates underlying inflation

by at least a percentage point a
year. Since consumer spending
accounts for nearly 70 per cent of
gross domestic product, this fac-

tor alone could depress the offi-

cial growth figure by well over
half a percentage point a year.

A second source of downward
bias, emphasised in congressio-
nal testimony by Mr Alan Green-
span. the Federal Reserve chair-

man. reflects the failure of statis-

ticians to keep pace with the
changing structure of the econ-
omy - the progressive substitu-
tion of intangible services for
physical output.
Under existing conventions a

steel mill is treated as capital
investment and added to GDP.
Corporate expenditure on com-
puter software, however, is

treated as a cost of production
and fails to appear as part of the
economy’s final output. Yet
spending on software and other
forms of “conceptual" wealth has
soared in recent years.
Analysis of productivity data

by Professor Robert Gordon of
Northwestern University only
increases scepticism about the
official figures. In a paper for the
National Bureau of Economic
Research, he argues that “mea-
surement error” accounts for a
significant part of the apparent
decline in productivity growth
since the early 1970s.

In addition to downward biases
caused by the overstatement of
inflation by the CPI, be stresses

the problems raised by a shift of
economic activity into sectors
where productivity growth is

“hard to measure” and probably
understated, such as service
industries, retail, and construc-
tion. Such sectors accounted for

69 per cent of GDP in 1990
against 51 per cent in 1947.

The flaws in the official data
confuse the debate. Republicans
are right to argue that growth of
more than 25 per cent is feasible

without risking higher inflation.

But since the economy is really'

growing faster ft»n this already
- perhaps at an annual rate of
between 3 per cent and 35 per
cent - it will be harder to
improve on Mr Clinton's perfor-

mance than the official data
might suggest. The Democrats
may already be close to achieving
Mr Dole’s growth target
Does this mean that the Repub-

licans are being irresponsible in

proposing measures to stimulate
growth? Not necessarily. Since
the economy is at or near “full

employment”, a traditional
Keynesian boost to demand
would probably lead to higher
inflation. But taken at face value,

Mr Dole's plan involves no boost
to demand.
Yes, he wants to cut taxes by

the equivalent of about 1 per cent
of GDP over the next six years.

But since these tax cuts are to be
offset by even larger spending
cuts, the budget deficit is proj-

ected to decline from about
$120bn (£779bn) next year to zero
by 2002. Nor can he wriggle out
of this, as he is committed to
passing an amendment to the
Constitution mandating a bal-

anced budget
The Dole plan is a supply-side

strategy designed to improve eco-

nomic efficiency. It Includes a 15

per cent across-the-board cut in
marginal income tax rates, a
lower tax on capital gains, educa-
tion reforms, a reduction in the
burden of federal regulation, and
an overhaul of the legal system.
If enacted, such measures could
increase the economy’s potential

growth rate, although not by as
much as the Dole camp claims.
The Republicans’ growth rheto-

ric would be dangerous only if a
future Dole administration were
to bully the Fed into loosening
monetary policy. But the notion
that Mr Dole would insist on Mr
Greenspan’s resignation and
attempt a Keynesian “dash for
growth” is too far-fetched to be
taken seriously.

If Mr Dole wants to improve on
Mr Clinton’s record, a more
promising tactic would be to
instigate a review' of US eco-

nomic statistics. By correcting
the flawed estimates of produc-
tivity and prices, he might be
able to deliver "official” eco-
nomic growth of near 35 per cent
while reducing the measured
inflation rate. Voters would be
suitably impressed.
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sfaAvbosaysthe Swisslack a
:senseof humour? Cash
‘^magazine, Switzerland’s raciest

business weekly, has just rtma
competition to find Switzerland ‘a

most pulchritudinous business

;
leader. It printed znugshots aL2Q

yof the'GOusEEry's-znost handsome

/If
NestiS’s Peter Brabeck to

:

: .•then asked readers to pick their

Sffiru'qp. '

\
:

. .
-/There were almost 1500

.

.-responses.-No doubt thenumber '

/woedd haye been even higherif
’tlteprize -a free weekendfor " •

;twb.atVposbhotel - had -
•

.
included a night with,

'
‘

/Switz^laml’srinost beautiful

v ’Nevertheiessi the results of the
competition were XOtaninating,

'asthey scented to nndermihg ;

' Cash’s tbesfe^ based cai an * ""

'interview witha University of
Texasprctfessor -that good ‘

.

; folks'mean business success.
'

~ :JosefAcKCnnajm, wbohas - ’

just lost hisjob as EarnerGut’s

.

; heirapparent at: Credit Suisse;

was the fins favourite of Cash’s
-oyerwhelmto^ymale:
AeadessidpJBy contrast, his

;
siKcessor.T^ikas Mahlemaniy
tbehighly successful boss erf

Swiss Re,-cece£ve&justonsvote.
ivi-'Andiheiact that Daniel :

•

Vaselia, the new chiefexecutive
of Novartis, was voted as the
third most attractive
businessman in Switzerland just
adds to Observer’s suspicion
first this fresh-faced xotuid^rki3id

needs to be watched.
'

However. Vasefla and
Ackermann were beaten to the
top spot bya relatively unknown
Swiss business beauty - Heinz
Karrer. Who* Karreris boss of l

' RfagferS<*w^ theprivate
'

publishing company . thatjust
’

happens tp own Cash. '

Tina fizzes out^:
Pbor oldPepsl-Cqla- jtihag- ~ \ -

justhad to suffer the sigfafof fts.

Venezuelan -fortifti* doftw-b-ig fr> - -

arch rival Coca-Cola. AsTfAbat'"
wasn't bad enough, new? nbw-

;

A
emerges of another blow.-tfcfa'

;

timedyear-dne ofits celebrity •

emtoraietaenfa.

Pepsi spent about $2(kn to.btty

.

the hacking ofTina Turner, the -

self-styled queen ofrock in the
.

,

mid-1980s. “Wb got the-taste for
living, we got the taste for
loving, wegrt the taste for ~

„

Pepsi,” she sang to a stadium
Ml ofPepsi fans. But tt seems
the rock starhas lost one ofher .

taste buds. ,

- After her recent concert.atthe
UK’s Alton Towers leisure ipari.
Tinmer.was offered tiiebest

'

Tooms tn thepark’s newhotel.

There was the Arabian Nights
suite, theCadbury's chocolate

suite, andeveafheRafrytale
Princess suite:Bo why did she -

:

choose to stay in the suite-Called
jtbs Coca-ColaFizzy Factory,

.

With the otherside’s stuffon
tap? V v' ’ .

Let’s hopethat supennodds;
Claudia SchiSter and Cindy ..;

Crawford — frontingPepeFs
.

‘ latest $45Gm campaign'- show a .

littlemore gratitude. -'

Moscow.tum^
'm ~bamn win doubtless be '

.

.

sphtoing in hisnfaasGtemn 4 .

•

Axrapging an entirely new-

'

'meaningto the Great October :

- Socialist Revolution when'Red
Squareis tinned intoa vast
arena for International circus

'

performers in'twp months^time.'
‘'--.The organisers at the event,

‘reusingay,enrifle4>Afl.CSrcqees
of the World Are Our Guests!*,

hope to draw as many as IQD
competitors, and are already
busy seeing television and fTftn

rights. But few spectators wfll be
allowed to watch theevents Bret

. hand; there are too many
security anxieties-tbese days.

- Thirteen ctrcus arenas will be
built in the historic Moscow
square, directly fax front of
Lenin's spectacularly ugly tomb,
which.ance doubled &£ tbe
Politburo’s review .stand for.

awe-inspiring mifftary parades.
Jt isn't yet (dear whether Boris
lYeltain wiH continue the

.

tradition, by standing on top of

the mausoleum toapplaud the
feats ofCoco the clown. -

- Russia’s diehard communists
may be offended by the .

desecration of their once sacred
site. But the organisers can

’

always reply with a bon mot '

foam KsrlMarz; history,repeats

-

itself first as tragedy and then as

Tlie^ •’*

: ThareSre signs that German •

employers are becondngrather
~

5ick:aftinted demands fbr 20 -per
.’cent iQjorepey for

.

the longer _

working hoars cominginto
force, since Germany’s .

. restriajveshop-openjng hours -

were relaxed at the mid ofJune.
;• The Boon office-ofthe
/FinancialTimes received anV
nnsbUcitad fax )n3t afterSpan

.

last Friday afternoon -
.

unusually late, considering
’

Germans* habits ofleavingwork
lnmjediatBly after loach on
Friday. Itstatedthat the Altes
Forsthais, a hotel pear
BQckeburg in northern
Germany, is altering its billing

practices. It kinffiy requests all

nnlrtn mgmham tn

themselves as such at the
' reception. “You wffl then be able
to.eniqy a 20 pei* cont^acSsaorste

.on. your bills fez atf services
widdh are afforded outside the. ,

cmTentlagalwbaiing'lxwrs.,
Whhhest regards. 'the

100 years ago
British Colonial Trade
.In the despatch forwarded by
Mr. Chamberlain last Novem-
ber to all the Colonial Gover-
nors, on the subject of trade
between the United Kingdom
and the Colonies, prominence
was given to a request for pat-
terns or specimens of goods of

.
foreign origin which have dis-

placed, or are displacing, simi-
lar British goods. The duty of
boosing ami distributing
these was undertaken by the
London Chamber of Com-
merce and that body is com-
mencing to receive the
.collections of samples.

50 years ago
Hosiery Control Relaxed
Directional control of hosiery
production is to cease on 2nd
November. “You are advised,”
states the Controller (Mr.
C.R-Coleman) in a letter to
manufacturers, “that it will

be necessary to maintain the
manufacture and supply of
Utility knitted goods at about
the present level.

“Manufacturers will also be
expected to maintain a
balanced production on the
lines of their previous
programmes. Failing that It

may be necessary to revert to
programme control.”
The change has bean

decided upon after discussion
with the industry in view of

. the increasing output of
'knitted goods.

r
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LEGAL DEFINITIONS
dispute r. 1 a matter for litigation

2 no it s not 3 oh yes it is 4 I'll see you
in court 5 consult ROWE & maw: asap
iph 0171 -248 42821 FINANCIAL TIMES

Roue vV \ law Hf§§i§
Monday August 26 1996LAWYERS FOR BUSINESS

Hidden lens snaps VW trials
By Andrew Fisher in Frankfurt

It is not just the British royal
family: paparazzi photogra-
phers have penetrated Volks-

wagen too. The German car
manufacturer yesterday
revealed that a hidden camera,
triggered by the heat of a pass-

ing car, has been snapping
prototype Volkswagens at a
test site in Germany.
The disclosure is the latest

industrial espionage contro-
versy involving Volkswagen.
The camera took shots of

several VW prototypes, one of
which - the big Passat family
car - is being shown to motor-
ing correspondents for the first

time in Dresden tomorrow.
Volkswagen yesterday said a

top German detective had been
appointed to investigate the
clandestine picture taking,
thought to be the work of weU-
organised professional photog-
raphers rather than a rival.

The company would not specu-
late on those responsible for

Test-track photos ofnew models
were transmitted by satellite

what it describes as a “new
dimension." in Industrial espio-

nage.

Pictures of new models and
prototypes are highly valued
by specialist motoring maga-
zines and some photographers
go to considerable lengths to

get them.
For their part, car makers

make great efforts to conceal

their test tracks and camou-
flage their prototypes, known
in the trade as mules.
Premature disclosure of new

models discourages buyers of
existing models and dilutes the
excitement of product
launches.
The relative sophistication

of the VW penetration sug-
gests this act is more than the
work of a lone photographer.
Snoopers would have had to
penetrate the well-protected
VW Ehra-Lessien test site in

north central Germany before
burying the camera in the
grounds.
Volkswagen spent six

months searching far the cam-
era after suspecting one was
hidden in the grounds of its

headquarters in Wolfsburg,
north central Germany, or at
nearby Ehra-Lessien.
The camera contained an

infra-red sensor that was trig-

gered by the warmth given off
by every passing vehicle. The
images were beamed up to a
satellite which in turn trans-
mitted them to a hidden
receiver.

Some of the pictures are
thought to have reached a
rival manufacturer and have
been published in a motoring
magazine.
The camera photographed

the new generation Golf,
expected to come to the mar-

ket next year, and a planned
car known as the EA-420, a
smaller verelou of the bottom-
of-the-range Polo.

So alarmed was VW by the
canning way in which the pho-
tographs were acquired that
its fhnjpn?in. Mr Ferdinand
PiSch. personally ordered the
appointment of Mr Dieter Lan-
genddrfer, one of Germany's
top detectives, to investigate.
Mr Piech is no stranger to

industrial espionage scandals.

Three years ago, VW was sen-
sationally accused by Opel, a
subsidiary of General Motors
of the US, of illegally acquiring
same of its highly confidential
production plans. That case is

still unravelling in German
and US courts.
Mr LangendOzfer, who twa

year found the kidnappers of
Mr Jan Phillip the
Hamburg cigarette heir, leaves
the Hamburg police to take up
his job with.VW in October.
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China’s foreign exchange
reserves swell to $90.8bn
By Tony Walker in Beijing

China expects its foreign
exchange reserves to swell to
glOObn by the end of this year,
ranking it second behind
Japan and ahead of Germany
and Taiwan among countries
with healthy foreign exchange
balances.

Mr Dai Xianglong. governor
of China's central People's
Bank, made the forecast while
announcing that the country's
foreign exchange reserves
reached $90-8bn at the end ol
July. This compares with
Taiwan's reserves of $86.1bn.

Japan’s reserves reached a
record high of $2i£2bn in July.

This represented the 33rd con-
secutive monthly increase.
Germany's reserves stood at
$89.lbn at the end of May and
those of the US were $85.6bn.

The trend might further
escalate trade tensions
between China and the US.
Last week, it emerged that in
May the US trade deficit with.

China had for the first time
become larger than that with
Japan.

China's reserves continue to
grow rapidly, spurred by a
strong inflow of foreign Invest-
ment.
The trade account is expec-

ted to be positive this year, but
well down on last year’s sur-

plus of $16.7bn.

China's reserves were up by
24 per cent in July compared
with a balance of S73.6bn at
the end of 1995. The confirming
build-up of reserves is reflected

in a strong yuan which
appreciated by about five per
cent against the US dollar in

the past two yeaxs.

Beijing does not include
funds lodged with the Bank of
China in its official reserves,
but if these were included, Chi-
na’s official holdings of con-
vertible foreign currencies
would stand at about $l50bn.
China’s healthy foreign

exchange position hag enabled
It to stabilise its currency
since unifying its multiple
exchange rates at the begin-
ning of 1994.

That move resulted in an
effective devaluation of about
30 per cent against the US
dollar.

But its strang reserves may
prove a double-edged sward in
its dcalfngR with institutions

like the World Bank.
The bank is under pressure

to review China's developing
country status and thus its

continued access to soft loans.

Court win set to boost tobacco shares
Continued from Page 1

opening the door to billions of
dollars’ worth of lawsuits.

Tobacco companies were
jubilant, saying the outcome
confirmed the Florida verdict
had been an aberration. Mr
Charles Wall, senior vice-presi-

dent for litigation at Philip
Morris, said: “This unanimous

verdict sends a clear signal
that there is no legal ground-
swell in the American court
system to reverse 40 years of
precedents."

The anti-smoking lobby
drew comfort from the fact
that the Jury in the Indiana
case had not been permitted to
consider evidence suggesting
that the tobacco industry com-

panies had concealed know-
ledge about the addictiveness
of cigarettes — a factor that
played a key role in the Flo-

rida case.

Professor Richard Daynard.
head of the Tobacco Products
Liability Project at Boston's
Northeastern University
School of Law, said hundreds
of other cases were pending.

High level

of support
for Lloyd’s
Continued from Page 1

US Names were prepared to
accept

Lloyd’s ruling council is due
to meet on Thursday to decide
whether enough Names have
accepted to dedaze the plan
unconditional. As well as a
£3.2hn out-of-court settlement
offer to settle Names’ legal
/-iflirnR for damages, the
includes proposals to set up
Equitas, a giant reinsurance
company funded by Names to
take responsibility for bfilkxns

of pounds of mainly US asbes-

tos and pollution liabilities.

Lloyd’s needs to achieve two
ends from the recovery plan:
to end the litigation which is

crippling debt collection and to
raise sufficient funds from
Names to ftxnd Equitas. The
market says it is not possible
to determine precisely what
percentage of support is neces-

sary to meet those two criteria.

Last night it was nnrhar
whether Lloyd’s could proceed
with the recovery plan without
US Names. They would have
to pay a total of about £lG6m
under the recovery plan and
thwfr iteMUtiea are Inextricably
linked. One option would be to
use bank borrowings to fund
any shortfall, but excluding US
Names might alter the offer to
such an extent that it could
not go ahead.

Chicago’s radicals of ’68 return in suits and ties

Continued from Page 1

west side neighbourhood. Ms Bemardine
Dohm resurfaced in Chicago in the early
Y98QS. She is now a respectable lawyer,
dresses in suits and pearls and works as
an advocate for juvenile justice.

In addition to the celebrity activists,

countless lesser-known protesters have
joined the establishment, and populate

both corporate and public life in Chicago.
There are still plenty of issues for pro-

testers to chew on this week, and advo-
cates for Bair housing, employment and
healthcare for the poor, will do their best
to get the attention of convention dele-

gates, often outside the bounds of the
city's designated “protest spots".
Mr Clinton has acknowledged that divi-

sions, especially over welfare reform.

could surface in the convention hall. But
nothing as extravagant as the reaction of
the New York delegation in 1968, when an
anti-war stance was finally excluded from
the party’s platform, is likely. That dele-

gation led others in putting on blade arm
bands and singing “We sjwil Overcome."
Although he was an anti-war protestor
himself. Mr Clinton, is probably grateful

for the change of mood.

FT WEATHER GUIDE

Europe today
Scotland will be cloudy with rain.

The rest at the British Isles wiH be
portly cloudy with scattered

showers. Scattered showers are

expected in the Benelux, Germany
and northern France. Central
France will remain dry but
southern France and northern

Spain will be generally cloudy with

occasional rain. There will be
numerous thunder storms near a
front in eastern Europe and the
northern Balkans. East of the front,

high pressure will bring dry and
sunny conditions to Russia. The
Mediterranean will be sunny.
Southern Scandinavia will have
thunderstorms.

Five-day forecast

The British teles and western

Europe will continue unsettled.

Humid conditions with thunder

storms are expected In eastern

Europe, the Alps and the northern
Balkans. Southern Italy. Greece
and Turkey will bo dry and sunny.

TeOAVSnMPHUTUW Situation at 12 GMT. Tonpmtums itmdmum tor day. ForecastbyMateo ConsultoftheNUmrtandt

Maximum Bering Mower 23 Caracas tab- 32
Celsius Belfast shower 17 CanSff shower 17

Abu Dhabi sun 42 Belgrade bk-26 Casablanca mi 24
Accra Ur 27 Berlin fair 21 Chicago fair 22
Algiers sun 33 Bermuda fair 30 Cctagna shower 20
Amsterdam shower 19 Bogota fair IS Dakar shower 28
Albans son 30 Bombay rain 32 Dates doudy 32
Atlanta fair 32 Brussels shower 19 DaW fair 31

B. Aires shower 16 Budapest thund25 Dubai sun 41

B.ram shower 17 C-hagen cloudy 20 Dublin shower 17

Bangkok shower 31 Cairo sun 34 Outvaurtk sun 27
Barcelona shower 26 Capo Town shower 16 Edtebugh rate 16

No other airline flies to more cities in

Eastern Europe.

@ Lufthansa

Fare sun 28 Mated fair 29 Rangoon rain 30
Frankfurt fair 22 Majorca sun 28 Beykfawk n*i 12
Geneve fair 23 Malta sin 31 Ho fair 30
Gfarrtfar sun 26 Manchester thund 17 Rome sun 29
Glasgow rate 17 Mania thund 33 & Frooo

. sun 21
Hamburg fair 21 Mebotsne far is Soou rah 27
Hetstett sui23 Mexico City fair 18 Singapore fair 32
Hong Kong cloudy 31 Mart fair 33 Stockholm shower 21
Honokiu far 33 MSan mind 26 Strasboug shows- 22
Istanbul sun 27 Montreal shower 21 Sydney fair 20
Jakarta fair 32 Moscow sun 19 Tangier fata*
Jersey Shower 18 Muiich shower 21 Tel Aviv eun 31
Kaecfti 6*32 Nairobi fafr24 Tokyo 6*27
Kuwait sun 47 Naples sun 28 Toronto thund 22
L Angelas sun 24 Nassau fair 32 Vancouver fair 22
Las Palmas sun 27 New York fair 30 Venice shower 25
Lima cloudy 20 Nk» fair 28 Vienna fair 23
Lisbon cloudy 26 Ntooefa fair 33 Warsaw thund 25
London shower 10 Obis shower 19 Washington sun 31
LuUxjug shower 18 Pwte cloudy 22 Wsfangton Slower 13
Lyon fab 24 rTrfwfi irwa) tab IT Winnipeg fair 28
Msdaka an 25 Prague shower 21 Zitech shower 19
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The road ahead
Do car makers need to make cars?

A look at the personal computer
industry suggests today’s giant

motor manufacturers will be very
rnwipaniM Iff years from

now: flmrfhia design houses, with

strong control over bow vehicles

are branded and sold but little, if

any, involvement in building tbem-
Cost-consdous car makers are

outsourcing ever more complex sub-

assemblies to component suppliers
nmt airing to share risk by
chipping in capital and sharing
R&D spending. The Japanese are

already almost pure assemblers.
Only 15 per cent of the value of a
Toyota is added at the parent com-
pany’s factory, against over 50 per
cent at US rivals.

But some of the most radical

ideas are coming from Europe.
BMW with its 23 roadster and Mer-
cedes with its two-seater Smart car
are moving from sub-assemblies to
mnrinteg, where one contractor is

responsible for, say, the whole front
end of the car. That can reduce sup-
pliers from almost 500 per model to
around 90. Volkswagen Is trying to

go further, its controversial head of.

production. Mr Joa6 Ignacio LGpez,

envisages bringing between five
and eight partner-suppliers into a
factory. Together with VW, they
would run t-ha plant and share the

profits.

The opportunity to cot costs this

way remains huge. But vehicle
manufacturers win have to weigh
that against a potential hollowing
out of their technical abilities. And
while they have been fostering con-
solidation aiwnrig their suppliers,

they most take care not to let the
power shift too far in that direction.

Nonetheless, shedding an exces-

sive focus on iwmiiari i irh ig should
free up resources to improve distri-

bution. Car makers badly want to

cut out middleman dealers who suf-

fer from a pom* image - Americans,
famously, would rather have a root. :

canal fffluri than buy a new car —
and get closer to customers. Credit
card loyalty schemes provide some
data on consumers. Integrating
computer systems from factory to
forecourt is a logical next step.

Korea’s Daewoo has even chosen to
build up its own dealer network in
the UK. But for established oper-
ators, buying up networks of exist-

ing dealers would be expensive.
instead they Tidgirt try to bypass
traditional dealers with new tech-
nology — such as the virtual show-
room. where customers could go for

electronic test-drives.
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It adds up to a tempting vision.

As leaner, less asset-intensive com-
panies. car makers will throw off

more remh. In an industry plagued

by overcapacity, some of the bene-

fits will be. competed away. But
those who are boldest in embracing
thes* trends are likely to prove the

wieners.

Russia
Russia’s newly-installed govern-

ment faces a dilemma. If it tries to

cut its sky-high interest rates, hun-
dreds of Russia’s flighty banks
(which financed President Boris
Yeltsin's re-election campaign) may
go bust If It does not, then desper-

ately-needed industrial investment
will never start It would take more
than a tot of vodka to induce any
sane banker

-

to make long-term
industrial inarm when government
bonds are yielding 90 per cent a
year, the exchange rate is stable,

and inflation is less than l per cent
a month.
Opening up government debt

market to mare foreign investors

would rapidly 'drive down borrow-
ing costs throughout tire economy.
But the central hank argues the
move is fraught with. risk. It may
have a paint. So far, Russia has
only attracted frtngp capital, which
will flee whenever Mr' Yeltsin's
heart skips a beat Such unstable
flows of foreign capital could play
havoc with Russia's exchange rate

policy. The spectre of Mexico chills

the Slavic marrow.
But such arguments, overstate the

immediate risks and signal a lack of
confidence in Russia's ability to
shape its own economic destiny. •

Sober-minded foreign Investors
WOClld only applaud the pwarnmpnt
using the debt market far its proper
purpose: financing the budget defi-

cit as cheaply as possible rather

than for propping up ‘•rippj d

banks. If the only way some Ju^n*

dal institutions can stay afloat * to

bet the bank on government bonds.,

they do not deserve to survive for

long-

At present. Russia's economic sit-

uation is unsustainable. On some

estimates, the government debt

market absorbs a sum equivalent to

all domestic retail savings. In snort,

the Russian government is ‘crown-

tog out’’ private sector investment

to an extreme degree. Unless ft

sharply reduces its budget deficit, it

must cut its borrowing costs - as it

has scope to do. Russia has endured

the p*»in of financial stabilisation: it

seems perverse not to reap its

rewards.

Carlsberg-Tetley
The deal to sell Allied Domeoq's

brewing interests may have fer-

mented for an excruciatingly long

time, but at least the finished prod-

uct looks palatable. Combining
Carlsberg-Tei)ey with Bass's exist-

ing brewing business will create

£90m annual profits. These cost

savings are being shared fairly

evenly in a deal that benefits every-

one, but is excellent for none-

Certainly Bass should have

squeezed a better bargain, since

there was no other likely buyer:

Whitbread would have struggled to

balance Carlsberg with its other

lager brands. Bass's drive to be the

UK’s number one brewer may have

made it too eager. Nonetheless, it

gets a one-step improvement in

profits from cost savings. With
fewer big brewers, the survivors

have a stronger negotiating position

with retailers and independent pub
owners. And it is well insulated

against regulatory risk. If the com-
petition authorities insist on exces-

sive concessions to exchange for

permitting this deal, Bass should

not lose much in making its exit.

The risk for Carlsberg is that, if

the deal is blocked, it will end up
not just with its existing half-stake

in a loss-making Carlsberg-Tetley

but most of Allied's as well. Allied

probably comes out best, because

either way it sheds its brewing
interests. This will give its pub
business a new lease of life, since it

will no longer need to buy beer at

above-market prices from a tied

brewery. Moreover, with this dis-

traction out of the way. long-suffer-

ing Allied shareholders must hope
management will start delivering
adequate returns from the rest of
the business.
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leading the way
in Croatian banking

Zagrebacka banka is Croatia's largest private bank with total asssete of $3.2
billion and 66% of its shares in the hands of individuals and private corporate
investors. It is the dear leader in international banking in Croatia and has
initiated several pioneering transactions that have helped open up the country's
financial markets.

First Croatian commercial bank to receive a loan from the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The credit totalled DEM 56
million and was the EBRD's first private sector transaction in Croatia.

First Croatian borrower to top the syndicated loan market without a
guarantee from The Republic of Croatia. The CHF 1 30 million term
loan was heavily oversubscribed.

Engaged as a joint global co-ordinator in the first IPO of a Croatian
company. The shares and GDRs were listed on the London Stock
Exchange and the offering was heavily oversubscribed.

fo* leading provider of custody services in Croatia; the
bank's shareholders funds amount to $31 1 million.

Best bonk and the undisputed market leader in Croatia (Central
European awards, April 1996).
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ZagrebaCka banka
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For further information, please contact
Zagrebacka banka. International Division, Savska 60 innnn 7 . _

Telephone: (385 1) 518 895,^3851)^^' Croafia'
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A bonkN

“An income statement is a
portrait of how the manager

has behaved daily,
”

KAZUQ IMAMOBJ, fowHfcf of Kyottr*
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HOW DO YOU CONTROL THE COSTS

OF CARS, IF THEY KEEP MOVING?
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Bombardier plans to launch 70-seat jet
Project could replace jobs lost after Fokker collapse

By Michael Skapmker,
Aerospace Correspondent

Executives at Bombardier,
the Canadian aerospace and
transport group, hope to
announce next week at the
UK’s Farnborough air show
that they plan to launch a
new 70-seat jet,

The announcement that
the group will begin offering
the regional jet to airlines is

likely to be followed by a
formal decision by the Bom-
bardier board in November
to go ahead with production
of the aircraft.

The initiative follows Bom-
bardier's decision not to
acquire Fokker. the Dutch
regional aircraft builder
which went bankrupt
this year. Fokker made 70
and 100-seat jets, and could
have, offered the Canadian
group a cheaper way of
entering this market
Mr Laurent Beaudoin.

Bombardier chairman, said
that manufacturing costs in
the Netherlands were too
high for the Canadian group

to make a success of Fokker.
Samsung of South Korea has
resumed negotiations into a
possible takeover of Fokkar’s
aircraft manufacturing

A decision to enter the 70-

seat jet market would mark
an extension of the ambi-
tions of the Canadian group,
which only entered the aero-
space Industry 10 years ago.
The company, which also
manufactures trains and
snowmobiles, already pro-

duces a 50-seat jet as weD as
a range of turboprops and
business aircraft.

The group will today in
Toronto unveil its newest
corporate jet, the long-range
twin-engined Global Express.
Bombardier says that the
aircraft, with a list price of
$S4m each, can fly non-stop
from New York to Tokyo.
The Global Express, which

is powered by engines pro-

duced by BMW Rolls-Royce,
the Anglo-German joint ven-

ture, will make its first flight

next month and is expected
to enter commercial service

in 1998.

Mr Beaudoin said that the
70-seat jet project could help
replace jobs lost at Short
Brothers, its Northern
Ireland subsidiary, following
the collapse of Fokker. He
said that "quite of bit of the
work" on the proposed jet

could be done in Northern
Ireland.

Shorts, which produced

the wings for Fokker air-

craft. has made TOO employ-
ees redundant since the
Dutch company went into
receivership earlier this
year.

The Northern Ireland man-
ufacturer is still making
wings for some outstanding
Fokker orders, but when this

work is completed, towards
the end of the year, another
300 jobs could go.

Mr Beaudoin said that
engineering teams at Shorts
would probably be involved
in preliminary work on the
aircraft.

Lloyds Chemists clears way for rival bids
By Jane Martinson
in London

Lloyds Chemists, the UK
pharmacy group, has cleared
the way for takeover bids
from two rival suitors -
Gehe and UniChem - by
finding buyers for its phar-
maceutical wholesaling busi-

nesses.

Prompted by its desire to
speed up the drawn-out bid
battle, Lloyds told both Uni-
Chem and Gehe on Friday
that it had secured agree-

ments in principle for the
sale of up to seven ware-
housing depots, thereby ful-

filling government condi-
tions for the bids to go
ahead.
At the same time Lloyds

launched an offensive
against what it sees as
moves to reduce the value of
the original bids following
the' disposals and its own
profits warning last month.
HSBC Samuel Montagu,

Lloyds' advisers, said yester-

day; "There have obviously

been attempts to talk down
the value of Lloyds. But
although its historic profits

have been adversely affected

by the distraction of the bid
there has been no change to
the value of the business
going forward. It is certainly

as valuable now as it was
four months ago.”
Gehe, the German pharma-

ceuticals group, has indi-

cated that the value of

Lloyds had rtimlnfehBH since
it launched a £65Qm ($lbn>
bid earlier this year. As well

as the disposal of the whole-
sale business - which it said

contributed about 2 per cent
of Lloyds' operating profits -

it has highlighted the diffi-

cult trading situation at the
UK group.
Lloyds’ profits warning

last month prompted ana-
lysts to slash current annual
profit forecasts from £60m to
£5Qm.
UniChem. the UK drugs

products retailer, has been
more sanguine about the
effect of the disposals and

warnings. Its cash and share
offer valued Lloyds at £630m.
A Lloyds' insider said yes-

terday that although the sale

of up to seven wholesaling
depots would reduce sales by
some £l50m a year the
impact on profits would be
“insignificant".

The two bids were referred

to the Monopolies and Merg-
ers Commission in March
because of the implications
for the UK wholesale drugs
distribution market. Uni-
Chem and Gehe eacb have

about 30 per cent of the mar-
ket, while Lloyds has about
10 par cent.

Interest, particularly from
other regional wholesalers in

the UK, was understood to
have led to at least three bid-

ders for each depot supply-
ing external customers.
The agreements will now

be submitted to the Depart-
ment of Trade and Industry
for approval to open the way
for new bids.

The DTI is expected to
respond within three weeks.

Roderick Oram on why a bigger market share is unlikely to end Bass's problems

UK brewer turns np volume
to drown out competition

O nly a chain-link
fence separates the
breweries of Bass

and Carlsbexg-Tetley in Bur-
ton, the Midlands home of
English brewing. Once Bass
pays £300m ($31Gm) for the

“POP factory", as it calls its

neighbour, a pair ofwire cut-

ters will be all it needs to

start the integration of the
two breweries.
. ..Bass will instantly regain

its title as the UK’s largest

brewer, lifting its market
share from 23 per cent to
36-38 per cent. Within three

years it hopes to achieve
cost savings of about £9Qm a
year.

Yet by playing that vol-

ume game, Bass will

enhance its brewing profits

only 0.4 per cent in 1998,

according to SBC Warburg
predictions based upon
terms very similar to those

finally announced by Bass
yesterday. NatWest Securi-

ties forecast a gain of only
1.2 per cent.

The UK beer market will

remain fiercely competitive
even with the number of
national brewers falling

from four to three, Bass
says. “Wholesale price

increases will be bard to

come by," Sir Ian Prosser,

chairman, said yesterday.

Scottish & Newcastle and
Whitbread, the other
national brewers, and a

handful of competitive
regional and foreign brewers
will be fighting for business

from increasingly large

chains of pubs and super-

markets.
As an expanded Bass cuts

its costs to widen profit mar-

gins. those powerful buyers

will drive ever harder bar-

gains. "Our defence is pre-

mium products and innova-

tion," Sir Ian says, pointing

to new products such as Cal-

frey’s Irish Ale and Hooper's

Hooch alcoholic fruit drinks,

which have sold well in the

past year.

Yet. on premium beers

Bass ranks far behind its

competitors. Premium ales

and lagers such as Carling
Premier and Caffrey’s wifi

account far 11 per cent of its

portfolio, down from 12 per
cent before the .merger
because of Carisberg-Tetley’s

similar weakness, according
to NatWest. Such high-
priced beers are Insulated
from the deep discounts an
standard beers. They
account far 44 per cent of

Whitbread’s portfolio and 30
per cent of SAN's.

Bass was surprised by the

success of Caffrey's and
Hooper’s Hooch. It had to
ration Caffrey’s until its

brewery in Northern Ireland

had been expanded, and it is

subcontracting a large
chunk of Hooper’s Hooch
production to other brewers

to meet demand. Overall,

Bass is short of brewing and
packaging capacity, a prob-

lem the merger will solve.

Moreover, it is proud it

spent so little on advertising

to launch Caffrey's. It relied

instead on the massive dis-

tribution power of its estate

of about 4,300 pubs.

A further example of

Bass's marketing weakness
came recently with its

relaunch of some of its main

'Some SBC WaitMS

skills from Carlsberg-Tetley.

which, has become very
adventurous of late. It has
pushed the bounds of adver-

tising on, for example, Vault,
its riposte to Hooper's
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the clubby “beerage" of UK
brewing. Avoiding a culture

clash will wfil be essential to

Bass if it is to maximise the
benefits of the acquisition.

Heightened marketing

Carlsberg-Tetley is heavily into modern
management-speak whereas Bass is traditional

leader of the clubby “beerage” of UK brewing

ales lining “mixed-gas" taps

in pubs, which give them a
creamy head. The ales cost

more to produce and the
quality is higher, pushing
them ales towards the pre-

mium category. But Bass
says it is unable to raise

prices.

Bass will get an injection

of marketing and product

Hooch. Pictures of nipples
pierced to take the metal tag
from Vault bottles appear on
the Internet website of
Allied Dotnecq, Carisberg-Te-
tley’s half-owner until the
Bass deal.

Carlsberg-Tetley is also
heavily into modern man-
agement-speak, whereas
Bass is traditional leader of

wiring will also be essential

to differentiate the myriad
brands in Bass's expanded
portfolio. In lagers, for exam-
ple. it wH] have to distin-

guish between 16 brands
such as Carling. Carls berg.

Torment’ s, Castlemaine.
Grolsch and Staropramen.
Carlsberg*s brand presents

a particularly tricky issue.

The Danish brewer has seen
its UK profits collapse from
about £65m before it merged
its UK brewing business
with Allied Domecq’s in
1983. Its7 market share has
also eroded badly.
Fellow brewers say Bass is

inexperienced in and un-
enthusiastic about building
licensed brands, focusing
instead on those it owns. Yet
Carlsberg has entrusted its

business in the UK. a key
overseas market, to Bass.
Yesterday’s deal demands
Bass sells certain volumes of

Carlsberg but these levels

“don't give us a cause for

concern", Sir Ian says.

Satisfying Carlsberg’s
ambitions for its brand wifi

be critical to the merged
business. The Danish brewer
will take no royalties but
instead will profit from its 20

per cent stake in Bass's UK
brewing operations.

Bass will have to rise to

these formidable challenges
on marketing and innova-
tion to catch up, particularly

with Whitbread. “On bal-

ance, I wish Bass wasn't
going to buy Carlsberg-Te-
tley. but it wont make much
difference when they do." a
senior Whitbread executive
said shortly before the deal

was concluded. “We have
the brands and the distribu-

tion to compete. Those are

the vital ingredients as we
get ever closer to a free mar-
ket."

Under pressure from the
government since 1989,
brewers have reduced the
volume of beer they sell

through the pubs they own.
In addition, pubs have lost

ground as people drink more
beer at home. Pubs tied to

brewers accounted for 52 per
cent of pub beer volumes
and 43 per cent of total UK

consumption in 1989, but sell

only 38 per cent and 27 per
cent respectively today.

Bass will argue to the
Office of Fbhr Trading that
this rapid trend towards a
free market means its large

market share post-merger is

not anti-competitive. More-
over, it will argue that large

regional shares (It has more
than 50 per cent of the Scot-

tish and Midlands markets)
are largely irrelevant
because an increasing vol-

ume of beer is bought
nationally by chains of pubs
and supermarkets.
The OFT is likely to

extract some price for its

approval, however, most
likely a reduction in Bass’s
estate to ftirther the trend to

a free market. A smaller
estate will only increase
pressure on Bass to improve
its skills as a free market
brewer.

If it fails to achieve that, it

will be stuck as a volume
brewer - having regained
the title of the UK’s biggest,

it would find Itself wearing a

hollow crown.

Warburg
Pincus
invests

in Esprit
Telecom
By Alan Cane In London

Warburg Pincus, the
US-based venture capital
company with special inter-

ests In telecommunications,
is investing in Esprit Tele-

com, a fast-growing, private-

ly-held European operator.

It joins Hancock Venture
Partners and Apax Partners
in funding the Amsterdam-
based group which sells

mainly to large and medi-
um-sized businesses.

Warburg Pincus* invest-

ment is believed to be about
$20m. but the agreement
leaves open the possibility

of ftirther investment. The
proceeds will be used for
expansion, especially in Ger-
many.
Mr Dominic Shorthouse of

Warburg Pincus joins the
Esprit board.
Mr Michael Potter, Esprit

president, said: “This finan-

cial link with Warburg pro-

vides Esprit with the neces-

sary resources to bring the
company closer to achieving
our long-term goal of becom-
ing the largest independent
European provider of inter-

national and long-distance
telecoms services."

Five-year-old Esprit has
offices in the UK, Nether-
lands. Spain, Belgium,
France and Ireland.

For the second year it has
won the contract to handle
the UK government’s inter-

national phone traffic worth
about £70,000 ($108,500) a
month. It is strong in the
financial, travel and hotel
services sectors.

As a private company it

does not divulge profit and
loss figures nor the size of
individual investors* stakes,

but is believed to have a
turnover of less than $100m
a year. It is not yet in the
black although the Dutch
and UK operations are prof-

itable.

Its strategy has been to let

customers dictate the shape
and size of its network,
installing its own switches
but leasing transmission
capacity from other opera-

tors when necessary.

The $200bn-a-year Euro-
pean market should become
fully liberalised on January
I, 1998.

INSIDE

Microsoft

More than 1m users of
Microsoft's latest web
browser, Internet

Explorer 3.0, will require a

new version In order to
avoid a potentially serious
problem discovered by US
computer security experts
that could damage data
on personal computers.
Page 19

Coutts

Coutts, the private
banking arm of the UK's
National Westminster
Bank group, is

considering possible

acquisitions to expand
into domestic private
hwnlrlng in the US.
providing asset

management and other
financial services.

Page IS

N&P/Abbey
National

About 665,000 former
National & Provincial

savers who now bold
accounts in Abbey
National of the UK were
credited with £875m in

cash after Abbey's official

takeover of the building
society for £1.35bn earlier

this month.
PagelS

Fund
Management

It Is widespread
assumption in the fund
management Industry -
and a significant factor

behind the current merger
wave - that increased size

produces great economies
of scale. However, a
recent survey suggests
this is not always the
case. Page 18 -

Global Investor

With yields in
international bond
markets still relatively

low, some investors are
thinking junk bonds -

high-yield corporate
securities - are worth
another look, in spite of
their poor reputation.

More than $42bn has been
raised in junk bond issues

in 1996 to date and at this

rate the total for the frill

year could exceed the
$59.4bn issued in 1993.

Page 20

&K plans shake-up to

mpt potential buyers
By Michael Lindemann
in Bonn

Orenstein & Koppel (O&K).

the loss-making German con-

struction and mining equip-

ment specialist which the

Krupp conglomerate has

been trying to sell. is plan-

ning a DM80m <$54m)

restructuring programme to

make the company more
attractive for potential buy-

ers.

Mr Manfred Link, chief

executive, said the closure of

the group's plant near the

southern German city of

Augsburg and several other

measures would save O&K
about DMBOm annually.

He warned the group’s
Annual meeting on Friday

that O&K, 75 per cent owned

by Krupp, would still make

an unspecified loss this year

because of the weakness in

the construction market in

most European countries.

Sales of O&K’s construc-

tion machinery in the first

six months of this year fell

18 per cent to DM4Q2m from

DM490m.
Krupp said last December

It wanted to sell its O&K
stake because it no longer

fitted into the group’s activi-

ties. Advised by Merrill

Lynch, the US investment

bank, the group began talks

with possible partners but a

deal was never sealed, partly

because of, as one executive

put ft. the “desolate'’ state of

the construction equipment

market.
In .tone Krupp sold its 60

per cent stake in 0&K*s prof-

itable escalator activities

division to Kane, the Finnish

group.
The rump ofO&K will now

restructure itself using the

DM225m cash which it

received as part of the Kane
deal and will, in the long
term, seek a strategic part-

ner.

Analysts said the failure to

sell OAR's construction and
twining- activities had “made
a slightly negative impres-

sion” but added that Krupp
had the resources to manage
the restructuring.

Mr Christian Obst an ana-

lyst at Bayerische Vareins-

bank, suggested it was also

possible that the mining
business, which la profitable,

and the construction equip-

ment business could be sold

separately once the restruct-

uring was complete.
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COMPANIES AND FINANCE: UK
Qualifying members receive pay-out as part of takeover by Abbey National

N&P savers bank £875m cash
By Motoko Rich

Some 666,000 former
National & Provincial savers
who cow bold accounts in

Abbey National were yester-

day credited with £875m in

cash.

Abbey National, which
converted to a bank when it

floated in July 1939. officially

took over the building
society for £l.3Sbn this
month.
N&P savers who had held

accounts for more than two

years when the takeover
took place were the only
members eligible to select
cash over shares.
Of the 650,000 savers who

qualified. 22 per cent elected

to take their pay-out in
Abbey shares.

More than lm N&P mem-
bers were eligible for a pack-

age of cash and shares worth
up to £4,250 a head.
About 35 per cent of the

total consideration will be
paid in shares between
tomorrow and September

2 to approximately 622,000

members.
The cash payments were

calculated on the basis of a
fixed sum of £750 and a

a

additional 7.75 per cent of
the lower of qualifying bal-

ances in the accounts on
May 28 1995 and August 4
this year.

Abbey is also making a
statutory cash bonne pay-
ment to members who were
not eligible to vote for the

takeover because they were
either under 18 years old on

the qualifying date or had
less than £100 in their
N&P accounts on December
3L
These payments will be

calculated on the basis of
9.3-rper cent of the balances
in eligible accounts. How-
ever, Abbey said this would
not amount to more than
£3m divided between 670,000
accounts.

Borrowers and savers who
had been members for less

than two years on the quali-

fying date for the takeover

bonuses will receive shares
in Abbey worth £60o - or 89
shares each on the basis of
567J35p a share.

Of the two-year savers

Courts weighs up move

into US private sector
By George Graham.
Banking Correspondent

i
who elected to receive
shares, the distribution will
be calculated on the same
basis as the cash pay-
outs.

Abbey lias set up a share
dealing service through
Sharelink, the execution-
only stockbroker, for those
members who wish to sell

their shares.

Sonar
sales set

to lift

Ultra
Electronic

A&L looks at dealing options
By Motoko Rich

By Tim Burt

Ultra Electronic Holdings,
the defence and aerospace
equipment manufacturer
seeking a stock market list-

ing, will announce a sharp
increase in profits this week
thanks to growing demand
for its sonar detection and
aircraft communication
products.

The company, formerly
part of the Dowdy Group, is

expected to report pre-tax
profits of £7.43m on sales of
£57.8m for the six months to
June 30.

Although Ultra is not pub-
lishing comparable 1995
interim figures, the profits

are more than 16 per cent
above the £6.38m achieved
for the whole of last year -
when sales reached
£97.3m.
Mr Julian Blogb. chief

executive, said the company
expected further growth in
the second half as it enjoyed .

increased contributions
from newly-acquired defence
components subsidiaries in
North America.
He admitted, however,

that last year’s figures were
distorted by £3.85m of
exceptional costs, including
a £l.49zn charge to cover a
factory closure and the
£1.59m renegotiation of a
profit sharing agreement in

the US.
It also paid £779,000 to II

Group last year, the final

payment to Dowty’s parent
for an undertaking not to
compete with Ultra.

Nevertheless, this year’s
underlying profits should
comfortably exceed last
year’s £10.6m total follow-

ing further orders from Air-
bos, the European civil air-

craft consortium.
The company, which plans

to publish its pathfinder
prospectus next month,
hopes to raise about £60m
Lbrough a partial institu-

tional placing.

After it begins trading In
October, it expects to have a
market capitalisation of
£l20m-£130m.
Ultra’s Rotation is

being handled by Schroders,
with Cazenovc acting as
brokers.

Alliance & Leicester, the
UK’s fourth largest building
society, is in discussions
with its advisers about set-

ting up a share dealing ser-

vice for members who
receive shares in its forth-

coming flotation.

The society, which plans
to make its stock market
debut next year when It con-
verts to a bank, will next
month decide whether to
negotiate a third-party ser-

vice for members who want
to sell their shares, or set up
a centralised system match-
ing institutional demand
with selling members.

About 3m A&L savers and
borrowers should, receive
shares in the flotation, prob-
ably worth more than £800
to each.
Aocording to JP Morgan,

the society's advisers, about
a quarter of its members
are expected to sell their
shares within the first six
months.
JP Morgan has submitted

a report to the A&L board
covering the benefits and
drawbacks of either share
dealing method.
The society could make

contracts with third-party
cheap share shops who
would then be able to act
for individual shareholders

with relatively small
holdings.
The society would have no

direct involvement in the
sales, other than to negotiate
cheap deals.

Alternatively, it could set
up a centralised service
thereby fa>fcing a much more
active role in the share deal-

ings.

A&L has already
appointed Lloyds TSB as its

share registrar, responsible
for setting up and maintain-
ing the share list and
distributing share certifi-

cates to members.
As with the other building

societies floating next year,

including Halifax, the UK’s

largest, Woolwich, the num-
ber three, and Northern
Rock, the eighth biggest,
A&L will be keen to avoid
the problems faced by Abbey
National when it floated in
1989.

One of the mailing houses
contracted to distribute
some of the Abbey National
share certificates dumped
and burned some 500,000 in a
skip.

On the first day of trading,

chaos ensued as some mem-
bers without share certifi-

cates tried to sell their

stakes and those with certifi-

cates were unable to sell

shares as quickly as they
wanted.

A sea-change for investors

Courts, the private banking

arm of the National West-

minster Bank group, oon"

sidering the option of buying

a US private bank to expand

into the US onshore wealth

market.
Coutts already has

operations in New York,
Miami and California, but
these cater largely to off-

shore wealth from Latin
America and Asia.

Mr David Went, Coutts

chief executive, said the

group was examining
whether it should push into

domestic private banking in

the US, providing asset man-
agement other financial

services for US citizens as
well as non-residents.
“We are considering what

our stance should be, and
should reach a conclusion
probably by the end of the

year,” he said.

-The one thing we do
know is that in the US
organic growth of a private

banking business is not a
runner. It is something that

would have to be addressed
through joint ventures or
acquisition, or a combina-
tion of the two.”
North America offers one

of the greatest concentra-
tions of wealth in the world.

Recent estimates from Mer-
rill Lynch ami Gemini Con-
sulting suggest that individ-

uals with more than $500,000

The Kepit battle is good for shareholders, writes Roger Taylor

T he battle for control
of the Klelnwort
European Privatisa-

tion Investment Trust has
set a new standard of inves-

tor responsibility for the
Investment trust industry.
Directors of Kepit have
shown a refreshing willing-

ness to ignore the interests

of the founder and manager
of the trust. Klelnwort Ben-
son, concerning themselves
instead with the interests of
those who invested in it.

The struggle for Kepit,
with net assets of about
£530m. began two weeks ago
with a hostile offer from TR
European Growth, an Invest-

ment trust managed by Hen-
derson Touche Remnant.
Tree’s move was an act of
gall the like of which Is

rarely seen in the invest-

ment trust industry.

Kepit’s problems stem
from pom* investment perfor-

mance and a weak share
price. Enormously popular
when launched two years
ago. It aimed to profit from
the number of privatisations

in continental Europe. It

raised £500m. becoming
Klelnwort Benson's largest
investment trust.

But European privatisa-

tions proved poor invest-
ments. Kepit underper-
formed the European Indices
and the shares fell to well
below their net asset value.

This year Kepit drew up
its own plan to push up the
share price by buying back
up to 60 per cent of the fond.
Treg decided to offer

shareholders a quicker exit-

It is proposing to liquidate

the trust and pay sharehold-
ers 99.5 per cent of the pro-
ceeds. It will take the other
0.5 per cent. After all the bad
costs have been paid, share-
holders should expect to
receive in the region of 97
per cent of the asset value of
shares. Treg is also offering

a number of its shares.

Kepit’s response has been
unusuaL Instead of trying to
defend its position, it has
given Klelnwort its notice
and invited anyone inter-

ested to improve on Treg's
offer.

Ten - _companies have
stepped forward. Including
Baring Asset Management,
M&G, Flemings, Fidelity.

Guinness Flight, Morgan
Grenfell and -Kleinwart Ben-
son, the existing manager.
The proposals before Kepit

cover the full-gamut ofpossi-
ble ways to improve returns
to investment trust share-
holders.

One option is to try to
make the shares more
attractive to new investors.

If weak performance is the
problem, a solution is to
appoint better managers.
Almost all the companies
bidding would claim they
could do a better job. Kleln-
wort argues that it has not
been at fault and says it has
outperformed its own index
of privatisation shares which
match its criteria. But many
of the bidding companies
have strong track records in
Europe and manage top per-

forming European funds.
Others claim greater

expertise at marketing funds
to new investors. If a trust

has strong marketing back
up, demand should keep the
price up. Fleming and Hen-
derson Touche Remnant,
both have successful market-
ing operations.

More drastic measures
involve restructuring the
trust The extreme option is

to wind it up, as proposed by
Treg. A partial wind-up
through a share buy-back, as
Kepit originally suggested, is

still under consideration.

majority of Independent
directors, whose only con-
cern is shareholder value.
But not all beards are will-

ing to ignore the interests of
the fund manager. After all,

investment trusts are set up
by managers, which appoint
the board.

Compass
makes US
purchase
By Jana Martinson

A n alternative is to
convert the fund into

a unit trust, allowing
investors to cash In their
holdings. M&G has proposed
this, by letting shareholders
switch into its existing unit

trusts. Klelnwort Benson
also wants to convert the
fund into a unit trust and
hopes to retain some funds
to manage.
All these options may help

increase value for sharehold-
ers but they are bad news •

for Klelnwort Benson since
they mean a loss of manage-
ment fees, which are calcu-

lated as a percentage of
funds PTiripr managwriwit
This conflict of interest

between investment trust
managers and shareholders
is a common feature of
trusts where the shares
trade at a discount And that

includes most of them.
In theory, the trust's board

should always look after
shareholder interests. Invest-
ment trusts, as listed compa-
nies, are required to have a

All too often when con-
fronted with a choice
between shareholder and
investment manager Inter-

ests, boards have been slow
to do the right thing. Yet
Kepit has shown itself more
concerned about its sbare-

.
holders-thanKleinwort.

,

Onfe ixfdthiion of the often 1

cosjr relationship between'
investment trust boards and
fund managers has been the

;

generous terms on which
investment management
contracts have been 1

awarded. Until recently it
,

was not unusual far manag-
ers to be on rolling three-

year contracts. This meant,
if dismissed, they were enti-

tled to- three years’ fees.,

With these sometimes as
high as 1.5 per cent a year,

trusts could not afford to fire

their managers, however
they performed.

Pressure for change has
come in part from the
increasing willingness of
investment managers to
make hostile bids for trusts
which underperform. The
bid for Kepit is the second
bid by a Henderson invest-
ment trust this year. Ana-
lysts expect to see further
bids in future. It can only be
good news for shareholders.

Compass, the rapidly
Ptjianiting contract nutnring
group, is to buy the dining
and vending food service,

division of Service America
for $119.2m (£77m). .

Compass will pay $28-2m
cmh and loan notes an com-
pletion and 10.3m Compass
shares in four installments
from M*nvh_

The^Jfoss-making . Service
America, operates more than
7,000 dining and vending
acconnts across 36 states. It

has net assets of 9109.7m and
will be bought without debt
Compass said yesterday

that the deal confirms its-

place in the US contract
catering market, worth some
$19bn a year, behind Mar-
riott and Aramark.

It is understood to have
defeated Sodexho, its French
rival, for the operations
which made annual pre-tax
losses to March. 30 of Jl&Sm
on sales of $480m_ Compass
said it would be profitable

“within a short period". A
910m reorganisation charge
will be made this year.
Last month it acquired

Professional Food-Service
Management, a private Flo-

rida caterer, for $26m. Two
months ago it bought the
remaining interest in Eurest
France, France’s third larg-

est contract caterer, for
sFFr590m (£7Sm).
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The successful sale of Scania shares provides
strong appreciation in value for our shareholders

“The first six months of 1996 was a favorable period for Investor. Most notably, the successful sale of Scania shares means that we can now show an
even stronger balance sheet" says Claes Dahlback. President of Investor AB, in his comments on the report.

“With a strong financial position and an efficient organization in which our own skills are effectively combined with external expertise, we have the
best prospects for continuing to offer our shareholders a competitive return on their investment-”
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Investor’s total return in the most recent 12-month period np until June 30, 1996, amounted to 37 percent.

Scania AB was listed on the Stockholm and New York Stock Exchanges on April 1. Investor received
proceeds of SEK 18,800 tm, net, for die Scania shares sold.

As approved at the Annual General Meeting, Investor's shareholders received, in addition to a regular dividend
of SEK 9 per share, a combination of 3-year covered warrants in Scania and a special cash dividend ofSEK 20
per Investor share.

m In June, Investor and GM/Opel reached an agreement on a series of measures designed to ensure expansion
plans for Saao Automobile, in which Investor holds a 50-percent interest.

The value of Investor's main holdings as ofJune 30, 1996 was SEK 52,597 m. The value on August 16 was
SEK 50,962 m. As of April 1, Scania is also included in Investor's mam holdings. Exdnding Scania, die
of value for die main holdings amounted to 13 percent during the first half of 1996.

DavJdWtotacqulsition orjoint venture most
likely options

(£320.000) of investabie

assets control more than
$4£00hn of investments.

In other regions, many of

the very rich invest outside

their home country, often in

centres such as Switzerland.

In the US, on tbe other hand,

wealth is essentially man-
aged onshore.
Even tbe big Swiss banks

have had relatively little

success in penetrating the

US private banking market,

which is dominated by US
institutions such as Chase
Manhattan. Mellon and
JP Morgan.
Coutts has invested

heavily in the US over the

last three years, but its

structure there is complex.

Its New York office, with

about 200 staff, is « branch

of the group’s Swiss subsid-

iary. Miami, with another

100 staff, is 3 separate com-

pany licensed under the

Edge Act. which allows it to

offer a complete range «>f

financial services but only to

non-residents.

•‘If we wanted to develop

significantly in the domestic

market we would have to

have a different corporate

structure, and that essen-

tially would mean the acqui-

sition of an existing busi-

ness.” Mr Went said.

The Coutts private bank-

ing business is one of the

three areas NatWest has
identified for development.

Bigger does
not always
mean better
Norma Cohen on mergers and
profit margins

fowterAB a based in Stodtata wdh office*

m Hong Kong. London and N«w Ybffc.

Uio minim repot can oto to accesaad on

iho Internet.

* Investor's net worth at the end of the report period was SEK 72,839 tm, equal to SEK 364 per share. The net
worth on August 16 was SEK 71,200 xm, equal to SEK 356 per share.

Tbe complete report can be ordered from Investor’s offices.
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It is a widespread
assumption in the fond man-
agement industry - and a sig-

nificant factor behind the
current merger wa*e .

--that
increased size produces
.great economies of scale. But
a recent survey by Price
Waterhouse suggests this is

not always the case and
raises questions about the
prices paid in some recent
takeovers.

PW, which produces an
annual analysis of the profit-

ability of the UK fund man-
agement industry, concludes
that bigger funds do tend to

have lower costs per pound.
But it says that once assets
under management reach a
certain size, further growth
offers little, if any, benefit in
profit margins.
According to the survey,

covering 35 respondents with
£575bn under management,
overall costs for firms with
less than £lQbn of assets
under management were 0.2
to 0.3 per cent of the funds.
By the time assets had
grown to £20bn, this fell to
0.15 per cent
But double the assets

under management to
£40bn and you get only an
additional five basis points
in profit improvement. And
as assets under management
grow to £70bn, you get only
a further three basis points
in improved profit margin
“There is minimal evidence
of greatly increased econ-
omy at very large scale." the
report concludes. “If any-
thing. the reverse appears to
be true." The surveyed com-
panies whose assets under
management were highest
actually had higher unit
costs than those slightly
smaller.
Bqt if profit margins do

slow once a certain critical
mass is achieved, does it
make sense to keep acquir-
ing other businesses? Are
predators paying too much
for their purchases - particu-
larly since the PW study
found that in 1995 the UK
fund management industry’s
overall profitability fell, for
the first time in five years?
Mr Andrew Duncan, part-

ner in PW's European
investment management
consulting practice and a co-
author of the report, says
the data ought to prompt
some reflection about take-
over prices: "The market
would say that the prices
being asked include a signifi-
cant amount of goodwill.
Yon might ask why this
should be if this industry
has peaked in terms of prof-
itability."

Not everyone agrees profit-
ability has peaked. Mr Philip
Gibbs, an analyst at BZW
poltus out that almost every
publicly quoted UK fund

2^Sment coniPany has
reported improved profits for
1996. He says the PW study
covering 1995 . merely

reflects the feet that most
markets fell during the pre-

vious year and assets under
management shrank.
. .But. ,the. -partners at .PW
argue tbe problem is more
basic: fund management
companies have not been
successful at controlling
their costs and therefore,
both the absolute levels of
profitability and the rela-

tively profitability of larger
funds are inhibited.

While many companies
have been good at control-

ling their so-called back
office costs, the big ticket
item, salaries, har been left

untouched. The survey
found that front office costs
had risen from 50 per cent of
total costs in 1993 to 60 per
cent in 1995. Much of that
has to do with managerial
reluctance to - cut the
bonuses of key staff during
years of only mediocre per-
formance: “Large bonuses
become a habit."
And when fund managers

acquire a new business,
managers are reluctant to
cut staff ruthlessly for fear
of antagonising valued
employees.
Does the PW study have

MANAGEMENT

lessons beyond Britain? Mr
Milton Berlinskl a specialist
in the fund managment
industry at Goldman Sachs,
says some of its conclusions
only apply in the UK. "The
UK has historically been
very fee competitive. But in
the US, performance and ser-
vice levels have been more
important drivers of busi-
ness.” US firms have been
able to charge higher fees,
provided they proved justi-
fied by investment returns.

In the US, he says, profit
margins are typically 35 to
40 per cent of revenues while
in the UK they are closer to
25 to 30 per cent.
He disputes the argument

that increases in size fail to
produce increases in profit
margins. Investment in
infrastructure, such as new
technology, is required no
matter how small the fund
and this cost gets absorbed
more quickly the larger the
fund.

;

But Mr Berlinski concedes
tijat the prospect for
unproved profit margins in
Die industry is slim. First,
fees for institutional money
management are already
under pressure and are
ukely to continue that way:
in the retail US asset man-
agement industry, fees will
likely remain constant and
the cost of gathering assets
will increase, leading to
declines in margins over
time."
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Danubius’ four-star

award upsets industry
The acquisition of Hungaria gives the hotels
group about 30 per cent of HungaryV market

H ungary’s decision to
award Hangaria
Hotels, tbe last of

the country's four main
chains held by the state, to

Its stock market-Quoted
rival, Danubius, has pleased
the markets and equity ana-
lysts. However, some fear
that, by limiting competi-
tion, the planned sale win
hurt the country's growing
tourism sector, an Important
source of foreign exchange
earnings and employment
Danubius’ share price on

the Budapest stock exchange
rose Ft70 to close at Ft2,T20

on Friday, following the
annnnnftwnyn t by APV, fhff

state privatisation agency,
that it would sell the hotel
group an 85 per cent stake in
Hangaria for Ft8.125bn
($S3.7m), pending approval of
the deal by the competition
office.

The sale would give
Danubius, part of UK-based
CP Holdings, dose to 30 per
cent of the country's hotel

market In addition, it would
control nearly two-thirds of

four-star hotel space and a
large part of the market in
Budapest one of Europe's
most visited cities and Hun-
gary's most important centre

for tourism and business.

“It is certain a Danubius
Hungaria group would have
the power to determine room
prices in Budapest” Mr let-

van Meggyes, president of

the Hungarian Travel Agen-

cies’ Association said after
the deal was announced
- Danubius was awarded the
chain ewer City Hotels of
Belgium and a management
group which bid. FtS.Bbn.
City offered FtSbn for Hun-
garian formerly known as
HungarHotels, and agreed to
invest a further FtSbn in its

14 hotels over three years,
compared with Danubitts ’

FtSbn investment plan.
Hungaria, whose privatisa-

tion was- first discussed
seven years ago,, used. to
include the Forum, one of
Budapest's leading four-star

hotels, as well as several
cafes and restaurants. Now,
it owns -three four-star hotels
and four three-star hotels in
the capital which, according
to CS First Boston, the
investment bank, account
for more than 90 per cent of
its profits. The Forum is due
to be sold soon, with. Inter-

continental of Japan and
South Korea's Daewoo
among the bidders.

City Hotels runs establish-

ments in Belgium, the
Netherlands and the US,,and
recently sold its BuroBelgian
Airlines to the UK’s Virgin-

It is looking to offload same
of the cash, raised with new
acquisitions.

Both Danubius and City
are understood to have
offered to float 50 per cent of
Hungaria within a year, to

retain its name and to keep
staff levels at the present

3,000 far 12 months.
.

“For Danubius, it’s a great

move but rm not so'sure it’s

good for Hungary,” said one
industry analyst “The deal
will give Danubius a com-
manding position and. by
owning the two chains, it

can make a. lot of savings in
areas like marketing. But
selling Hungaria. to' one of
the other bidders would
have created same competi-
tion for Danubius. That
would- have been better for
consumers."
The deal follows Danubius'

purchases this year of Buda-
pest's Thermal Hotel HeUa
from a state bank and the
city council, and the Hotel
Gellert, which it already
managed, from the APV.
Danubius specialises in

spa hotels, one of the best
performing Myni«n(B of tha

local market It boasts occu-
pancy rates of more than 55
per cent compared with
about 53 per cent at Hun-
gaiia and nearly 60 per cent
at Pannonia, a chain owned
by Accor of France.

Its chairman is the
publicity-shy Mr Bernard
Schreier, the UK business-
man behind -CP Holdings,
who said recently his invest-

ments in Hungary topped
$60m. As well as Danubius,
his companies are active in

car dealerships, petrol sta-

tions and flour miffing.

Virginia Marsh

Coles Myer says Yannon
affair has been settled

By Nikki Tail in Sydney

Coles Myer, Australia's
largest retailer, said it had
settled the controversial

“Yannon” affair, and would
receive A$12m (US$5M5m) as
a result. All civil lawsuits
will be dropped, with no
admissions of liability by
any of the parties involved.

The Yannon affair blew up
almost a year ago. In the
wake of Coles' decision to

sack its newly-arrived
finance director, Mr Philip

Bowman. It centred on reve-

lations that, in 1990, a pri-

vate company set up by CS
First Boston Australia and
called Yannon, acquired con-

vertible preference shares In

Premier Investments.

Premier was controlled by
Mr Solomon Lew, the then

Coles chairman, and had
issued the shares to help
finance the purchase of a

large block of Coles’ stock.

When the deal was arranged,

. Coles agreed to provide com-
pensation to CSFB if Yannon
made a loss.

Mr Alan Goldberg, a bar-

rister called in by Coles to

scrutinise the arrangements,

concluded that the Yannon
deal did not amount to Coles

financing the purchase of its

own shares - which would
be -iHggfti in Australia. But

he did confirm that Coles

had paid out almost A$i8m
on the transaction, while

interests related to Mr Lew
gained a similar amount.
In its statement. Coles did

not reveal how much differ-

ent parties bad contributed

to the settlement, and Mr
Nobby Clark, Coles’ new
fffrah-irian. said that details

Nobby Clark, Coles phahman, says details are confidential

would remain confidential.

CSFB's Mr Lew, “certain, for-

mer executive directors of

the company”, and a couple

of legal and accounting firms
were among the parties to

the settlement.

However, in a letter to the

stock exchange. Cedes direc-

tors stressed it had been
operating in full co-operation

with the Australian Securi-

ties Commission, the securi-

ties industry watchdog
which has also been looking
into the Yannon matter.

They said that, after hav-

ing access to same of the evi-

dence given to the ASC,
Coles was no longer relying

on Mr Goldberg’s advice ,v
tn

farming its current view of
the Yannon transaction”.

They added that the ASC
was satisfied that the AKL2m
settlement was “a fair and
appropriate outcome of the

ctvil claims”. The ASC has
yet to indicate whether it

wil] pursue any charges of

Its own.
In the wake of the Yannon

revelations last year. Coles’

Institutional shareholders -

•which were already unhappy
about the group's corporate
governance

.

standards -

pushed fbr extensive board
changes at the retailer. As
part of the changes, Mr Lew
stepped down to -become
vice-chairman.

Microsoft forced to replace

flawed Internet Explorer
By Tom Foremski
In San Ftancisco

More than 1m users of

Microsoft’s latest web
browser, Internet Explorer

3.0, will require a new ver-

sion in order to avoid a
potentially serious problem
discovered by US computer
security experts that could

damage data cm PCs.
Two computer- security

experts at Princeton Univer-

sity's Safe Internet Program-

ming Group said they dis-

covered a Haw ip Microsoft’s

Internet Explorer 3.0 that,

under specific conditions,

would allow malicious com-

puter hackers to erase data

on users’ hard drives.

Microsoft said it was work-

ing an a remedy and would,

post a new version of Inter-

net Explorer on its web site

as soon as possible. It .said it

had received no complaints
from users and that the bug

had only betel found In the

research laboratory- ^A week ago Microsoft

admitted that the Explorer

3D software had a bug winch
forced users torepeafediy re-

enter their registration data.

Analysts said security

bugs in Internet Explorer

and rival web browser Net-

scape Navigator would con-

tinue to surface as larger

numbers of users test out

the software.

Meanwhile, leading US
internet software group Net
scape Communications is

today due to announce that

it will develop software for

the new network computers

which could challenge PCs

in.key applications.

Netscape will announce

the development ofNetscape

Navigator internet software

and applications that will

run an network computers

and non-PC devices such as

TVs. The products will fea-

ture software written to the

java compute* language,

which Is designed for Inter-

net applications. •

Supporters of network

computers say they will be

cheaper than- PCs and easier

to use. Several US and Euro-

pean computer companies
are planning to Introduce
network computers this year
selling for about f500 each.

Network computers will

have little local data storage,

such as hard drives, and trill

download applications as
needed, through network
connections or over the
Internet Some will use a TV
as a display instead of a
computer monitor. US soft-

ware group 'Oracle has simi-

lar plans to offer software

for network computers.
' Another announcement
expected today Ifl from Hew-
lett-Packard. the US com-
puter and electronics- group,

which is launching a com-

puter workstation line based

cm Intel microprocessors and
the Microsoft Windows NT
operating system. HP hopes

the new line will help ft

recover from a downturn in

sales. Earlier this month it

reported a 26 per centten in

third-quarter profits.

The HP Vectra XW .
will

become available at . the

beginning of October,

J o'

THE FUTURE OF
MULTIMEDIA

FITS IN

THE PALM OF

Although this 12cm disc looks identical to a conventional audio CD, DVD holds

the future of multimedia, from feature films, interactive games and navigation

systems to large-capacity data servers and ROM/RAM drives. A single medium

for virtually all AV and computer applications. One that boasts unprecedented

picture and sound quality.

At Matsushita Electric, our vast experience as a leading innovator of digital

technology and manufacturer of Panasonic video and Technics audio products

is proving instrumental to the debut of this exciting new standard. In particular,

our many years of R&D in the fields of laser pickups and optical discs is paying off in

crucial breakthroughs, such as the integrated dual-focus pickup with hologram lens

and high precision bonding technology—vital to the creation of dual-layer discs that

can store a massive 8.5 GB of data, 13 times the capacity of a CD-ROM.

Currently, not only are we introducing DVD players to markets around the globe,

we are also promoting the development of DVD software, authoring, mastering and pressing

the discs themselves/and manufacturing production equipment for the entire industry.

DVD—the high-density disc (or the Multimedia Age.

Matsushita Electric
Panasonic/Teduiics

tan

Sea Panasonic's "Networking for Life* ol CeBIT HOME '96, Hall 6.

HJu»«veBM i-iinH

ELECTRONICS
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Junk bonds regain their appeal
Junk bonds do not have a
good reputation - but with
yields In international bond
markets still relatively low.

maybe these high-yield cor
porate securities are worth
another look. Certainly,
judging by the number of

successful Issues this year,

some investors are clearly
thinking along these lines.

More than $42bn has been
raised in junk bond issues in
1996 to date and if issuance
continues at its present pace,

the total amount of money
raised for the year as a
whole could exceed the
$59, 4 bn Issued In 1993,

according to Morgan Stan-
ley. the US investment bank.
And unlike the late 1980s.

when US savings and loans
institutions were heavy buy-
ers of junk bonds and the

market's collapse contrib-

uted to the crisis in the sec-
tor, today's high-yield corpo-
rate market appears to be
attracting a broader range
investors. Morgan Stanley
says cash flows into the sec-

tor are coming from insur-
ance companies, pension
funds, money managers, and
equity Income hinds in the
US, and some overseas
Investors.
Why the growth in popu-

larity? Relative stability In
the US Treasury market -

yields on 30-year bonds have
varied by only about 100
basis points this year, com-
pared to about 170-190 basis
points during 1993, 1994 and
1995 - has reduced the scope
for gains from pure interest

rate plays, making investors
more willing to assume
credit risks, such as junk
bonds and high-yield sover-

eign paper, such as Brady
bonds.
The market has also

become particularly attrac-
tive since the correction in

the US equity markets in
mid-July. Investment flows
into high-yield mutual
funds, such as those man-
aged by Boston-based Fidel-

ity. have surged over the last

few weeks, rising to S4bn in

the first three weeks of
August, the highest monthly
figure for more than 18
months, with new invest-
ments of $777m in the first

week of the month, the high-
est ever figure.

Investors have also been
attracted by a decline in the
number of defaults by com-
panies which issued junk
bonds, which carry or would
carry sub-investment grade
ratings from rating agencies.

According to Moody's Inves-

tor Services, the rate of
defaults over the previous 12

months has fallen from 3-56

per cent of all issues rated
by the agency at the end of
March to 2.72 per cent at the
end of July.

Moody’s says average
yields on junk bonds have
fallen, with the spreads over
Treasuries dropping from
397 basis points at the end of
January to 327 basis points
at the end of July.

issuance has been heavily
concentrated in some sec-
tors. High-yield bonds are
particularly attractive ways
far cable television compa-
nies, telecommunications
and some media businesses -

which require heavy upfront
investment but which could
generate relatively stable
warnings in the long-term -

to raise funds. Junk bonds
provide cheaper capital than
would be available in the
equity market and also allow

the owners of new busi-
nesses to raise sizeable sums
of money without sacrificing

control
Not surprisingly, there-

fore, telecommunications
and media businesses
accounted for 45 per cent of

junk bond issuance over the

last two and a half years,

according to Morgan Stan-

ley. But there are signs that

the market is becoming
more discriminating than it

was in the late 1980s.

According to Morgan Stan-

ley, mare then 30 attempted
high-yield issues - which had
been aiming to raise a total

of more than $&bn - have
failed in the last 18 months.
And there are signs that the
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Mobile
phones fuel

growth at

Telefonica
Telefdnica de Espana,
Spain's partly-privatised
telecommunications group,
is expected this week to
report net profit after minor-
ities of Pta70.3bn-Pta72bn
($572ml for the six months to
June, up from Pta60.2bn a
year earlier, according to
analysts' forecasts.

The profit increase will be
fuelled by strong growth in

income from mobile phones,
higher revenue from basic
telephony and Important
contributions from Telefdn-
ica’s Latin American units.

Lower financial costs, due to
recent interest rate cuts,
will help offset any

increase in extraordinary
charges.
Mr Jonathan Shantry, ana-

lyst at Credit Lyonnais Secu-
rities, expects a 20 per cent
rise in net profit after minor-
ities to PtaTSbn. Earnings
growth would be "princi-

pally because the mobile
phones side of the business
is exploding”, he said.

Foster’s Brewing: Is

expected today to report net
profit of A*255m-A5280m
($228m) for the year to June,
analysts said.

For the previous 12
months the Australian brew-
ing group posted net profit

Of AS347.4XEL

Analysts said, interest was
likely to focus less on the
actual profit figures and
more on the group's efforts

to diversify and expand its

operations. This included
Foster’s moves into the wine
sector and into China, poten-
tial acquisitions and the

standing of Broken Hill Pro-
prietary as a long-term
Investor, they said.

“It doesn't really matter
whether they return A$260m
or AS280m. It’s what the
company is going to do to
restore earnings growth," Mr
Michael Heffernan, analyst
at Shaw Stockbrokers, said.

VNU: The Dutch media
group is expected tomorrow
to report net profit of
FI 182m-Fl 141m ($84m) for
the six months to June
-FI 0.70-F1 0.75 per share.
This compared with Fll2fim
or FI 6.65. analysts said.

VNU had a lOfobl share
split in February.
In the first half of 1995

VNU booked a net extraordi-

nary gain of FI 160m from
the sale of its US unit, which
brought net profit to
FI 286m, or FI 15.11 per
share.

Analysts said they were
not expecting any significant

market, historically a sub-

sector of the US corporate

bond market, is becoming
mors truly International
In the last 12 months, for

example, European compa-
nies have raised a total

of more than $4bn in high-

yield corporate issues, bring-

ing the total raised by com-
panies on the continent
since 1993 to more than
$6bn. Issuers include Ionica.

a UK company offering wire-

However, the group will

sKp into the red after taking
into account the £248m cost

of disposing of its steam
power engineering business.

Analysts will be looking
closely at the performance of

the spares division after the
new aircraft sales boom of

1989 begins to come through
in terms of increased spares

exceptional items for
the first half of thin year.

AssiDomBn: The Swedish
pulp and paper group la

tomorrow expected to report
a profit before financial
items for the six months to
June of SKrL15hu-SKrL4bn
(9211m). compared with
SKr2.4bn a year earlier,

according to a survey of ana-
lysts by Direkt, the Swedish

news agency. The average
expectation Is for a first-

quarter profit after financial

items Of SKrL26bn-

Rolls-Royce: The UK aero-

engines and industrial power
group publishes interim
results on Thursday. Ana-
lysts are expecting pre-tax
profits of £66m-£99m before
exceptional^ compared with
£TOm ($168m). .

W. H. Smith: The retailer

will want to stress how it is

getting to grips with its

problems rather than dwell
too much on its performance
in the 12 months to June 1

when it reports an Wednes-
day. The pre-tax loss will be
about £2Q0m <$3i0m) - the
worst In the group's 204-year
history - after £140m of
restructuring charges and
associated £L45m in goodwill
write-offs.

Analysts will focus more
on underlying profits, which
are' expected* to be £75m-

less-based telephone ser-

vices, which has raised some
$150m in high-yielding

bonds, apd Kabelmedia. Ger-

many's largest dedicated pri-

vate cable television opera-

tor, which raised SlOOxn.

Although the majority of

the Ionica and Kabelmedia

paper was bought by the

same US high-yield funds
anH mutual frauds which pro-

vide support for the US mar-

ket, European institutions

gram, after £115.3m last year.

Ladbroke: The hotel and
gaming group is expected on
Thursday to report half-year

pre-tax profits of £62m-£70m,

up from £56.5m (*88m) for

the six months to the end of

June last year. The improve-

ment is expected mainly on
the back of growth in its Hil-

ton International hotels divi-

sion. The betting business is

expected to be on the way to

recovery after the assault by
National Lottery scratch
cards fo March 1985.

The main focus of atten-

tion will be on the six-month
talks with Hilton Hotels Cor-

poration^ about uniting the
Hilton brand worldwide.
However, hopes are fbding in

the market of a far-reaching

structural agreement.

T&N: The specialist engi-

neering and motor compo-
nents group is expected to

announce reduced -first-half

are beginning to show inter-

est. buying 15 per cent or the

Ionica issue and 20 per cent

of the Kabelmedia deal, says

Morgan Stanley.

The real test will be when

that investor pool is big

enough to allow European
borrowers to raise junk in

their own currencies. That 4
may be some way off but

after this year's deals it does

begin to look a real possibil-

ity.

profits of £S0m-£5Sm, against

£73J2m (SI 13m). on Thurs-

day. The group, which is

considering insurance
schemes to cap its asbestos

liabilities, is likely to blame

the shortfall on destocking

and the absence of profits

from its African asbestos

mines, sold earlier this year.

Reckitt & Colman: The
household products group is

expected to report interim

pre-tax profits on Thursday
of about £l65m (*256m>,

against £149.6m pre-excep-
tionals from the same period

last year.

Interest will be focused on
European trading, which
was described as competitive

by Mr Alan Dalby, chairman,
at the group's annual meet-

ing. Analysts will also be
keen to garner news on the
continuing integration of
Lehn & Fink Products, the
US household products
group purchased 1

last year.

fbxyalri'f WnfatorfOT'’ nai in ngpnend office irt Gnumt&n. The Netherlands

Interimdividend

1996

The Board of Management of Royal

PTT Nedertand NV (KPN) has decided,

subject to approval by the Supervisory

Board, to pay an interim dividend of

NLG 1 in cash per ordinary share of

NLG 10 par value over the 1996

financial year.

KPN is offering each shareholder a

choice of payment of the 1996 interim

dividend etcher entirely m cash or

entirely in the form of ordinary shares

charged against the additional paid-in

capital or, if the shareholder so riects,

against the other reserves. The value of

the dividend paid in shares wxD be 2%
to 5% lower than the value of the cash

dividend. The number ofdividend

rights entitling shareholders to one new
ordinary share will be established at a

round figure based on the closing price

ofKFN shares on the Amsterdam

Stock Exchange on September 16,

1996.

As a result of trends in share prices for

the period in which shareholders can

make their election, the final proposal

for payment in shares may deviate from

the number indicated.

Payment of the interim dividend In

aharaa charged against the additional

paid-in capital will be exempt from

dividend tax in the Nethcd*xxl&.

Payment in shares charged against the

other reserves will be subject to 25%
dividend tax over the par value of the

payment.

The schedule for die 1996 interim

dividend is:

August 26, 1996 Starting date for

electing Conn ofpayment of interim

dividend.

September 16, 1996 Closing date for

electing form ofpayment of interim

dividend (before the dose of trading on

the Amsterdam Stock Exchange).

Adoption of the proposal for the

dividend in shares based on the daring

price on September 16, 1996. Approval

by the Supervisory Board ofthe

dividend proposal in cash and in shares.

September 17, 1996 Announcement in

a press release of the interim dividend

in cash and in shares before ri** opening

of trading on the Amsterdam Stock

Exchange.

September 18, 1996 Ex-dividend

Hsting ofKPN shares.

September 18-25, 1996 Trading of

stock dividends to round off numbers of

exchangeable rights.

September 30, 1996 Payment of

dividend and start of conversion of

stock dividends.

If you ere a shareholder, you should

inform your bank or stockbroker with

which the shares are deposited before

the end of the option period whether

you wish payment ofyoor dividend in

cash or in shares. In general your bank
or stockbroker wiO indicate a preference

an your behalf ifyou do not make your

wishes known before tbe end of the

option period. Banks and stockbrokers

most suhmir the preferences of their

clients iso ABNAMRO Bask N.V. in

Amsterdam, ING Bank N.V. in

Amsterdam or Rabobank Nederland in

1996 (before die close of trading on the

Amsterdam Stock Exchange).

Shareholders whose preferences have

not been indicated will receive the

dividend in cash.

The Board ofManagement

Groningen, August 23, 1996
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PNG issue to end summer drought
Tbe flotation of Papua New
Guinea’s Mineral Resources
Development Company,
which holds the govern-
ment’s stake In a number of

oil and gold projects in the
country, is set to be one of
the first offerings to come to
the international equity mar-
ket after the summer break.
Flemings and McIntosh

are jointly arranging the
sale of 49 per cent of tbe
company, which is expected
to raise between SlSCta and
?i75m for the PNG govern-
ment. The offering is sched-
uled for mid-September.
The company, which Flem-

ings says is to be floated
under the new name of Oro-
gen. will be listed in Sydney
and London, though Interna-
tional investors will be given
tbe choice of buying shares
or Global Depositary
Receipts (GDRs).
The PNG government will

no doubt be hoping for the
same stock market success
enjoyed so far by Llhir Gold,
which is developing a large

new gold mine in PNG's
New Ireland province. Llhir

Gold was floated last Octo-
ber at A#L57 a share and the
price has since risen to

A&30.
A pipeline of Asian offer-

ings Is building up for Sep-
tember and beyond, but the
uneasy political situations in
some parts of the region
could dampen investor
demand.
The South Korean stock

market, for example, has
fallen to a three-year low fol-

lowing the confrontations
between police and students
campaigning for the reunifi-

cation of North and South

Bankers say investors are
also cautious about Indon-
esia and, to a leaser extent,
India.

Taiwan, the
1

Philippines
and Malaysia are likely to
produce some interesting
issues In coming months.
BZW is about to launch the
$65-$70m GDR offering for
Lite-On, a Taiwanese tech-

nology company. The inter-

national roadshow starts in

Singapore on Thursday, and
then goes to Hong Kong.
London and the US.
Flemings and Merrill

Lynch are jointly arranging
the $40Gm-$50Qm flotation of
Smart Communications, the
Philippines’ second largest
telecoms company, in what
would probably be the larg-
est initial public offering In
Manila this year. Smart is a
joint venture between Metro
Pacific, the local arm of
Hong Kong-based First
Pacific; and NTT of Japan.
Flemings is also preparing

a $100xn sale of shares in
Universal Rightfields, a Phil-
ippine property developer.
Lehman Brothers is close

to launching the $400m GDR
offering for State Bank of
India. The issue coincides
with a heavy drop in the
Bombay stock market but
will be helped by the foil in
the average GDR premium
over domestic shares from
the mid-teens to parity.

The equity-linked market
in Asia is also stirring, with
Flemings and Merrill Lynch
preparing a $i00m convert-
ible-bond offering for Sun
Gai Wal a Malaysian con-
struction company. Japan is

also a source of such offer-

ings. On Friday, Sakura
Bank said it planned to raise
Yl50bn through its second
issue of convertible pre-
ferred stock, via Merrill
Lynch.
Bankers expect a spate of

European equity offerings in
the next two months as ven-
dors seek to avoid the Dota-
tion of Deutsche Telekom in
November. One of the first

post-summer deals will be a
10 per cent capital increase
by Denmark's BG Bank,
formed this year by the
merger of Blkuben Bank and
the Post Office's GiroBank.
The shares, which will be
freely distributed by an
international bank syndicate
led by JP Morgan, are expec-
ted to raise between $l00m
and $i25m.
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The July durable goods
report sent a tremor through
the US bond market 'at the
end of last week by
indicating an unexpectedly -

strong:pick-up In
roannfacturing activity.

The benchmark 30-year
long bond fell IK paints cm
Friday night, driving the
yield up to 6.939 per cent, as
an tmcomfortable
re-evaluation of the outlook
for fixed-income securities

set to.

p^trUw this rruynth there
was widespread optimism
that the second half of the
year would show a decisive
slowdown in US economic
growth. But Friday's figures,

coming on top of other
rticappnitiHng p^pnmin
dam. have weakened the
assumption that growth is

Wirfyig Quickly onmigh to
rule out an increase in
Interest rates.

A further concern is that

economic data due this week
will do little to alleviate

those worries. On Thursday,
for example, some analysts
thtw if the Bureau of
Economic Analysis will have
pushed up its estimate of -

second-quarter growth even
higher than 12 per cent
already repeated.

The Conference Board's
index of consumer
confidence, due tomorrow,
probably fell from 107.2 in
July to 105 in August,

according to economists
surveyedbyMMS
International; bat any
reading abovelOO suggests
assumptions of robust - -

economic growth.
On the other hand, the

National Association of
Realtors’ figures for sales of
existing homes, due today,
and the Commerce
Department's figures for new
home sales, due Thursday,
should hutirate that the
residential property market
is responding to higher
mortgage rates.

The London stock market
starts the week from the
vantage point of an all-time

‘

high, in the wake of a wave
cf European interest rate
cuts triggered by the
Bundesbank’s surprisingly
large reduction in the repo
rate on Thursday.
The FT-5E100 climbed

above the 3.900 level on
Friday, having gained 275
points sincethe middle of
July with barely a pause tor

breath. The international
environment has helped, as
fears Sided that the US -

Federal Reserve would raise
rates, but UK economic data
have shown few signs of
inflationary-pressure. Gilt
yields have dropped well
below 8'per cent, at the
10-year level
Rallies normally run out

of steam at some point and
the current bull phagf> hpp
occurred in low volume,
with suggestions that some
institutions may be trying to
"catch up" with the market
In the absence of much

domestic-economic news, the
main focus of the markets’
attention this week wifi be
on corporate results and on
the indications in trading-
statements of the likely

strength in earnings growth
in the second half of this

year and the first part of
1997.

The main results news
comes from the leisure

company Ladbroke, the
engineering companies
Rolls-Royce and T&N,
retailer WH Smith and the
household goods company
Reddtt & Colman.
So fer thin year, there

have been signs of a
two-speed economy, with the
consumer sector reviving
while manufacturing hag
been in the doldrums.
Analysts wifibe looking for
signs that the cycle is

turning in favour of thm

manufacturers, as the stock
overhang rniwtmk

Copper trade watches China
The attention of copper
traders is likely to be
focused on Singapore this
week, as they watch for
signs of the Chinese selling

they fear could undermine
the market. 1

About 100,000 tonnes of
the metal

.
Is estimated to

have,been shipped from Lon-
don Metal Exchange ware-
houses into Shanghai stores

over the past two months
and the big question facing

the market is whether or not
the Chinese authorities will

decide , to deliver some or all

of it back Into the world
market, presumably via the

Singapore warehouse.
Bloomsbury Minerals Eco-

nomics suggested in its . Cop-
per .Briefing Service publica-

tion last week that this

could make the difference
between the LME copper
price averaging $1,750 or
$1,875 in the first halfof next
year.

Bloomsbury said the issue

was all the more crucial as
its latest calculations indi-

cated that the global market
surplus of copper was much
smaller than had been
thought previously.

Some senior t.mk traders

told the Reuters news
agency at the end of last

week that they doubted that
China

,
would sell the copper

as restrictions on scrap
imports meant that it needed
to increasie its physical hold-

ings of the metaL
“Given that demand cur-

rently Jar axcfedp internal
supply, the. Chinese would

appear to need to continue
importing concentrate and
refined product to meet
needs for the foreseeable
future," said Mr Chris Pear-

son of the Flemings Global
Mining Group.
• Events due this this week
include the two-day Peru-
vian National Mining Con-
gress,, which begins in i.tm»

today.

Also today. Centramin, the
state mining concern, will be
receiving technical arid eco-

nomic bids for the Yanrico-
cha polymetallic ttirne — the
winners are likely to be
announced tomorrow.
In Hamburgtomorrow, the

town's grain exchange will

be hosting an informal
northern European., grain
trade meeting.

PARIS
The rate cut by the Bank of

France on Thursday came as
a welcome relief, but the
problems for the economy
are fer from over, in spite of
the positive reaction from
the equity market, writes
John Pitt
Some commentators

thought the decision to move
in tandem with the Bundes-
bank (the 20 basis point cut
in the French intervention
rate followed within 30 min-
utes of the German
announcement) was politi-

cally inspired.

They felt the Bank of
France had come under
increasing government pres-
sure to ease rates, although
the decision to do so should
take the pressure off the
franc - which. ^had come
under attack by speculators

Bundesbank watchers had a
red-letter day last week.
Markets around the world
were taken aback by the
German central bank’s
decision not just to cut one
of its key rates, bat to do so
with unexpected vigour.
With one eye on the

Germany economy and one
on the French franc, the
bank cut the securities

repurchase (repo) rate from
3.30 per cent to a new low of
3 per cent on Thursday.
Bond, stock and currency

markets reacted favourably,
altlinuph their enfhiuriacm

became more muted on
.
Friday. Mr Hans Tietmayer,
the Bundesbank’s president,
said that with Thursday's

I decision, “we have created
clarity for the time being".
With interest rate

speculation out of the way -
although some economists
do not rule out further
downward moves - maricefat

will now look to events
abroad, especially in the US.
The repo move, by taking

account of wider economic
growth needs, should harden
European governments'
resolve to implement fiscal

discipline.

“With inflation low or
already failing, the trend
toward lower public deficits

should provide the greatest
benefit to high-yielding
European bond markets,"
said Salomon Brothers.

over the previous two weeks,
and should now enter a
more settled phase.

Nevertheless, with budget
negotiations fully under way
and Mr Alain Jupp£, prime
minister, due to hold a week-
end “think-tank" with Presi-

dent Jacques Chirac, there is

speculation that the franc
could feoe a renewed attack
next month.

ZURICH
Pharmaceutical stocks are
news. Deutsche Morgan
Grenfell, the research aim of

Deutsche Bank, downgraded
its earnings projections for

Merck in Germany last
week, but upgraded them for

Roche in Switzerland.

Goldman Sachs down-
graded Roche EPS estimates,
but retained the stock’s pri-

ority list ratipg. It. also
“strongly" reiterated its pri-
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Mr Norbert Braems at

BZW sees only limited
potential for the German
bond market, despite the
ftirther steepening of the
yield curve. In the US, he
noted, US interest rates were
on tbe way up. not down.
Bonds eased on Friday,

while German shares
marked time. Wall Street
and the dollar wifi help
determine their performance
this week, with Interim
results from Daimler-Benz
and Lufthansa the wain
focus of attention.

ority list recommendations
for Ciba and Sandoz. tbe
components of the planned
Novartis merger.
UBS Global Research

expects Ciba to report a rise

of 10 per cent in net profits

on Wednesday, and Sandoz a
rise of 15 per cent. It notes
that the Swiss equity market
has recovered farther from
Its bout of weakness in July
and that, primarily driven
by good interim results, it is

again approaching its

all-time high.
Half-year figures are also

due an Wednesday from Alu-
suisse. Now hi three main
divisions - chemicals, pack-
aging and aluminium - the
group has been on a flat

share price trajectory this

year, with brokers concerned
following a 1995 re-rating to
growth, stock status.

. On Friday, th^.market wqH
receive the interim" report

vTOKYO By Erniko T

The focus of the markets
attention this week will be
on the Bank of Japan's
tankan quarterly survey of
business confidence.
Although concern about

the economy’s fragile

recovery has eased fears of

an imminent tightening in
monetary policy, the report
is expected to indicate a
moderate improvement in
sentiment, with a rise in

capital expenditure forecast.

The manufacturing
sentiment indicator could
break into positive territory

for the first time since 1991.

with sentiment indices for
medium-sized and small
companies also Improving,
says Mr Peter Morgan,
economist at James Capel
Pacific in Tokyo.
Policymakers are expected

to focus on capital spending
figures, which will be an
important indicator of
whether the private sector
can take up tbe slack in

demand caused by the
wearing off of the effects of
public works, which helped
the economy in the first

quarter of this year.

If the figure is in line with
consensus, bonds and
euroyen futures could rally,

although tbe advance will

probably be limited since
bond prices have already
discounted tbe likelihood

that the central bank will

not raise interest rates after

from Swissair, which has
slipped since a peak in late

March. The airline's shares
doubled between October
and March, on euphoria over
the tough cost-cutting steps
taken by its new chief oper-

ating officer Philippe Brug-
gisser. However, in spite of a
sheaf of recent initiatives,

including cost cutting and
the potential introduction of
inflight casinos, Swissair is

likely to report its tradi-

tional first-half loss.

HONG KONG
Brokers are expecting quiet
trading after last week's
rally saw the benchmark
Hang Seng Index gain 2JZ per
cent, to dose on Friday at

11,424.64, writes Louise
Lucas. Friday itself had
already seen a reaction, with
today’s bank holiday encour-

aging a bout of profit-taking.
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the tankan '5 release, says Mr
Marshal] Gittler, bond
market analyst at Merrill

Lynch in Tokyo.
Although last week's

decision by the US Federal
Reserve to leave US interest

rates unchanged has meant
that Japan, which Is nervous
of a rebound in the yen, will

also not alter its monetary
policy, a strong August
tankan will suggest that the

next report may be the
trigger for a shift in
monetary policy in

November.

In the absence of news
from the US on interest rate

rises, the property sector -

which was boosted last week
by expectations of Cheung
Kong's strong interim
results - will remain a domi-
nant force.

However, the cut in Chi-
na's interest rates is expec-
ted to continue whipping up
interest in the H shares, of
Hong Kong-listed China
enterprises, a number of
which report their interim
results today. Other compa-
nies with strong China expo-
sure could also benefit
On the corporate front

eyes will be focused on Citic

Pacific, the Hong Kong-listed
arm of Beijing’s premier
investment vehicle. The
company, which holds
stakes in tbe territory's key
telecoms and aviation, com-
panies, reports its interims
on Wednesday.

illlinKT droll BoJ report will bring Asia under the spotlight
After Europe being the
centre of attention in
August the markets’ focus
will switch to Asia mid-
week, when the Bank of

Japan releases its important
tankan economic report.

The tankan - the quar-
terly survey of investor con-

fidence - will be released by
the central bank on Wednes-
day, a week earlier than pre-

viously.

Tbe survey is seen as hav-

ing a large influence an the
hank's monetary policy. It is

an important indicator of the
level of demand the private

sector Is likely to generate in
the second half of the year to

March.
Tbe diffusion index, which

measures business senti-

ment, is expected to improve
on the back of low interest

rates and a weaker. yen. But
tbe Bazik, of Japan is thought
to want evidence of a

broader recovery before rais-

ing interest rates. .

The fall-out from the
Bundesbank’s decision to cut
its. repurchase rate by 30
basis points, last Thursday
wQl continue this week.
Many analysts suspect fur-

ther cuts to be distant, and
are expecting upwards pres-

sure on the D-Mark against

the dollar and the French
franc to resume. If so. then
the Bundesbank's attempt to

bold down the D-Mark may
be undone sooner than it

expected.

Any D-Mark strengthening

will concern the Bank of
France. By the end of the
week, the spotlight may
again turn cm Paris’s budget,
to be announced on Septem-
ber 18. Mr Jacques Chirac,
the French president, and
Mr Alain Juppe, prime min-
ister, spent the weekend try-

ing to balance cuts in spend-

ing with tax reductions. In

the meantime, French indus-
trial production data on
Wednesday could show signs

of farther stagnation.

This week sees little eco-

nomic news of note in the
US. The end of the Democrat
party conference in Chicago
will signal the start of the
presidential campaign. But
the long Labor Day weekend
to come means it could be a
quiet week In the US.

BIDOER/INVESTOR

HSBC (UK)

TARGET

Ffcst Federal Savings

& Loan (US)

SECTOR

Banking

VALUE

S620m

COMMENT

Consolidation

continues

Hoechst Sobering AgrEvo
(Germany)

Plant Generic Systems
(N

1

lands)

Biotechnology $550m World-tapping
move

CRH (Ireland} TBcon (US) Building mats $200m BTR to sell

Archer Daniels Midland
(US)

Gama (Mexico) Food $258m initial 22%
stake

Sun brtf (Bahamas) Griffin Gaming &
Entertainment (US)

Gambling &
recreation

$210m Continues US
expansion

UnHover (UK/N’tenda) Lloyds Irish Holdings

Preland}

Tea S40m Otter stays

unchanged

Barlow (S Africa) Taubmans (Australia) Paints S27m Courtaulds sale

Protean (UK) FTS Systems (US) Refrigeration $25m Metis purchase

Smtt bid (N*lands) Land & Marine (UK) Civil eng SIBm Costain sale

Polygram (Nlands) Go! Discs (UK) Music pub n/a Dutch take control
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ATHENS STOCK EXCHANGE August 16th - August 23rd 1996 GREECE

ASEKJEX 94005 P£(atorm19SeQ5e lianas
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Psetas 20,000,000,000

KINGDOM OF SWEDEN
Yield Curve Notes due 2000

Issued 25th August 1993

Interest Rate 10.53385% per annum
{18% less 6 month Pta. Ubor)

(calculated according to the Prospectus)

Interest Period 26th August 1 996

25th February 1997

Interest Amount per

Ptas 100,000 Nates due

on 25th February 1997 Ptas 5,266-925

BANCO BILBAO VIZCAYA, S.A.

Madrid

Agent

To inform all our clients
& readers that the final

Worldwide
Property

Supplement
will t»e published on
September 21

For further information contact:

Jon Banks on
Teh. 0171 873 4744
Fax: 03.71873 5098

I
FT Surveys

LesEchos

The FT can halp you reach additional business

readers In France. Our link with the French

business newspaper. Las Echos, gives you a
unique recruitment advertising opportunity to

capitalise on the FTs European readership

and to targe! the French business world.

For information on raws and further details

please telephone:

Toby Fmden-Crofts on +44 I7l 873 3456
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>: This Week

Investors struggle in Vietnam
Of the dozens of investment
proposals that have crossed
Mr John Pike’s desk in Viet-

nam, only a few have caught
his eye. As chief Investment
officer for Fin-ansa, a Bang-
kok-based fund management
company, his job is to find
suitable candidates for
investment in by the Viet-

nam Frontier Fund, one of
eight Vietnam country
funds.
One proposal involved set-

ting up a factory to manufac-
ture tuk-toks (three-wheeled
scooters). The idea was to

sell some to Ho Chi NOnh
City, which lacks a public
transport system, and to

export the rest The deal
went ahead, he says, with
the fund making an invest-
ment of 81 .6m.
But such proposals are

rare. For the eight Vietnam
country funds, the past few
years have been a chasten-
ing and, so far. mostly
unprofitable experience; and
the type of investments they
are making are, in many
cases, a Ear cry from those
first envisaged three to four
years ago. At that time,
investors in emerging mar-
kets were bullish, and there
were hopes of a stock mar-
ket being set up as early as
1994.

Since then, however, talk

of an equities market has
evaporated, farcing strate-
gies to be radically altered,

with managers packaging
their own deals and func-

Vfetnam funds
Fund Manager Size Closed

9m
Wt

burned/

wiiMiirn

Beta Vietnam
Fund

VFtaame.

v.k-.’svjfrate&Ssfe
tncocttra 71 Sop 93 57
asset Mot

-Asst Mat. . . .* . i-t

Vietnam Enterprise Dragon 1&5 Sep 95 53
Investments Capital

The Lazard Vietnam VletnsmVest 56 Jan 95 30
Fund

MV-UtatV
'"&

. 8?

UOB-WaWen UOB-Waiden 30 Oct 95 riU

Vietnam Fund Cpt Mgt
Private
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tioning more like venture
capitalists than portfolio
investors.

The central bank, charged
with overseeing the launch
of a stock exchange, admits
that the country does not yet
have the expertise to run
one It has yet to decide on a
regulatory framework and
lacks a critical mass of suit-

able companies that could be
listed. Analysts suggest only
half a dozen might qualify
for a listing soon.
“We don’t see a stock

exchange for at least another
four years, and even when
we do have the start of one.
it's going to be so small that

there are not going to be
enough stocks for another 10
to 15 years to make a viable

market for portfolio inves-
tors,” says Mr Charles Moore
of Guernsey-registered Indo-
china Asset Management,
which manages the 871m
Beta Vietnam Fund, one of
the first Vietnam funds.
Because foreigners are not

allowed to Invest in local

companies, the challenge is

to locate investments of suf-

ficient quality to guarantee
target returns of between 25
and 30 per cent, while ensur-

ing a secure exit strategy if a
market takes longer than
expected to materialise.

ING BARING SECURITIES EMERGING MARKETS INDICES

Index 23/0/96
Week on week movemant Month on month movement

Actual Percent Actual Percent
Year to date movement

Actual Percent

WOrid (431) 158-18 -#-1.34 +0.80 -036 -023 +10.62 +7.19
Latin America
Argentine (22) 86.74 -4.27 -4.69 -7.79 -824 -6.04 -621
Brad p3] 238.01 -353 -1A6 -2.03 -0.84 +5102 +2730
Chile (16) 169^52 +3J24 +1.74 -528 -2.71 -6.15 -3.14
Cohxnbia (14) 165^0 +1.65 +1.01 +AJBZ +301 +005 -028
Mexico (24) 8754 +2.95 +3.49 +9.00 +11.46 +1325 +1825
PenX13) 114556 -20.72 -1.76 +17.82 +1.59 +7631 +7.14
Latin America (11 2) 140^16 -Oil -ais +1^7 +121 +1722 +1329
Europe
Greece (18) 116.36 +7.67 +7.06 +7.46 +605 +1839 +ia78
Portugal PQ) 137A5 +0^5 +0.40 +120 +008 +20.99 +1802
Turkey (25) 101.98 +3^6 +040 -2JB7 225 +19.18 +23.16
South Africa (30) 13334 +1 ,57 +1.19 -7.00 -407 -19.44 -12.67
Europe (134) .-iiafie +2.67 +2^0 -1.86 -123 -2.68 -220
Asia
China (24) 47^5 +1.40 +327 +£LS7 +6X6 +603 +17.19
Indonesia pi) 133.19 +3.78 +202 -059 -606 -5.45 -3.93
Korea (23) 102.02 -5.72 -501 -9.94 -8.88 -3428 -2548
Malaysia (23) 256^0 +5.05 +2.01 +532 +220 +2824 +12.68
Pakistan (14) 77^3 +1^0 +222 -4.07 -429 +324 +525
PWSppIne# (14) 332.74 +iaio +5.09 +5.73 +1.75 +73.56 +2829
Thailand (25) 210.45 +63B +3.38 -11.11 -5.02 -41.44 -1645
Taiwan pi) 171.80 -2.04 -1.17 +322 +107 +4027 +3122
Asm ties) ..-215.15 2.41 1.13 -137 -0.91 +12.11 +526
Al Micas M S rarma. January 7m 1992-100. Souck MQ Baring Secwtfaa.

Managers spend most of
their time criss-crossing the
country In search of well-run

projects with foreign invest-

ment that offer the prospect

of good growth through hard
currency returns, usually
export earnings. The Viet-

namese currency, the dong.

Is non-convertible.

Some managers, like Fin-

ansa. tend to pre-package
investments, seeking govern-

ment approval for a project

before finding an industry
partner that has an appetite

for Vietnam and is willing to

take majority control.

Funds will either co-invest

with other corporations,
exercising a put option two
or three years after the proj-

ect starts, or they will enter

on a purely venture-capital

basis.

But even this ha s its limi-

tations. "The issue here Is

that there is a fairly limited

number of business entrepre-

neurs who can write busi-

ness plans and run with
them,” says Mr Guy Eugene
of VietnamVest, investment
fund manager of the Lazard
Vietnam Fund.
Another problem is joint

ventures. Most funds prefer
wholly foreign-owned ven-
tures, as joint ventures can
mean protracted negotia-
tions with Vietnamese part-

ners and time spent conduct-
ing due diligence checks on
the Vietnamese partner.
For most, the ideal exit is

a foreign listing of the off-

shore vehicle used to invest
in Vietnam. Frontier Fund
has seen one of its invest-

ments. Australian mining
concern Indochina Gold-
fields, listed cm the Toronto
Stock Exchange.
Others, like Dragon Capi-

tal, are taking a medium-
term bet on the proposed
stock exchange becoming a
reality. Earlier this year, it

completed a 85m convertible
bond issue for REE Refriger-
ation, a private Vietnamese
air-conditioning manufac-
turer in HO Chi Minh City.

The bonds will be converted
into shares in 1998.

The deal was the first of
its kind in Vietnam and, in

spite of the tough environ-
ment faced by the funds,
offers a sign that their origi-

nal hopes for an exchange
may not have been in vain.

Long-term view

may deliver in

South Africa

The Board of Investment of Sri Lanka is an autonomous statutory agency that formulates

investment policy, promotes investment and appraises new projects, acting as a central

facilitation pointforforeign investors.

The BOI is now devising a global investment promotion strategy to accelerate foreign direct

investment into Sri Lanka.

THE TASK
To create an unique brand identityfor Sri Lanka as an investment location by establishing its

attributes and the comparative advantages internationally. An image building and brand

management programme which focuses on positive reinforcement needs to be formulated and
implemented through a targeted multi-year international marketing and public relations

campaign.

To execute thisplan, BOI requires the senices ofa multinational

We invite agencies that meet the following criteria to submit their credentials:

* Demonstrated experience inplanning and conducting national
investmentpromotion campaigns aimed at multinational
markets .

* Strong international and localpresence,uritb a special emphasis in
theAsia Pacific region.

* Access to relevant market research data and expertise in the use
ofmulti-mediapromotion tools and delivery mechanisms.

Please send in your credentials to the Deputy Director General

(Promotions) on or before 10th of September, 1996.

Nr

BOI
SFH LANKA
PD. Box 1768, World Trade Centre,

Echelon Square, Colombo 01, Sri Lanka.

Fax 94-1-423723

Mr Trevor Manuel, South
Africa’s finance minister, la

not saying whether he will

appear at next month's
European roadshow to pro-
mote the country’s forthcom-

ing D-Mark eurobond.
The arranging banks want

Mr Manuel to join the gover-
nor of the Reserve Bank, Mr
Chris Stals, in a morale-
raising tour of the European
institutions. But memories
of the minister’s last world
tour in April, which failed to

stem the collapse of the
rand, are still fresh in Mr
Manuel's mind.
The currency has lost a

quarter of its value against
the dollar since February,
wiping out many of the
spoils for foreign investors
in the capital markets.
As it plumbed new lows of

BA58 against the dollar last

week, foreign buyers
notched up net bond sales of
more than R240bn for the
second successive week. The
volatility has soured senti-

ment to such an extent that
net purchases by foreign
buyers have totalled only
R2^5Ibn for the year to date,

as substantial outflows have
offset purchases of
R103,401hn.
Uncertainty has been fur-

ther fuelled by international

currency speculators, who
have pummelled the rand to

a point where it is doubtful
that anything Mr Manuel
says will restore confidence.

Vigorous Htmiala haw failed

to abate rumours that 78-

year-old President Mandela
is unwell, or that Mr Stals is

about to resign.

Mr Ben HaH, bond analyst
at Hsmbros, says the ner-
vousness is in port a reac-

tion to the relative stability

of South Africa’s infant
democracy. After years of
recession and double-digit
inflation, the economy is

expected to grow by about 3

per cent this year and econo-
mists predict a 1 per cent
rise in last year's inflation

level to 8-9 per cent.

"Nothing is going to hap-
pen overnight to Improve
the situation any further,"
says Mr Hafi. That premise
will be tested on Wednesday
when Mr Stals unveils
money supply data for July.

Since raising the central

hank rate to 16 per cent In

April. Mr Stals has largely

succeeded in containing
inflationary pressures. But
speculation has been rife

that the latest devaluation

could force a further
increase in the bank rate.

“Chris Stals is sticking to

his conviction that ha will

not have to raise the bank
rate to keep the currency at

R4.50—4.59. The longer he
can hold out, the more
expensive it is For specula-

tors with short positions,”
says Mr Fran La Manila,
head of International fixed-

income sales at Rand Inter-

national In New York.
Media reports of violent

crime and uncertainly over
foreign exchange controls
continue to upset sentiment
But most of the currency
volatility has been driven by
London-based speculators,
say analysts. The rend set-

tled at R&54 to the dollar on
Friday, after intervention by
the Reserve Bank and posi-

tion-squaring by UK dealers
ahead of the weekend.
Propping up the rand has

taken its toll on net gold and
foreign exchange reserves,
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vatisatlon would bolster

investor confidence. But in

the short term at least, the

bearishness seems largely

justified. “The currency has
gone too far and most funds

cannot stomach the volatil-

ity,” says Mr La Mantia.

He recommends a policy of

reduced exposure coupled
with partial hedging against

a further depreciation of the

rand- In the longer term,
conditions are more favours-

mmm

which fell by a third
between February and July
to R10.4bn, or five weeks’
export cover. If the bank has
to draw on short-term credit

facilities or seek help from
the IMF, the government
may be forced into more
rapid economic reforms.
Most analysts agree that

clarity on a schedule foe the
abolition of exchange con-
trols and moves towards pri-

performance from existing

eurobonds, especially the US
dollar global bond, whose
spread has been tightening

despite the gyrations in the “a

South African markets.” said

a bond syndicate manager in
E

London. The bonds, c

launched in late 1994 to yield =

193 basis points over US
Treasuries, currently trade

at around 150 basis points. /

This has raised hopes that

Investors will look favoura-

bly upon the forthcoming ;r

D-Mark offering, likely to r

total DM400m to DM500m of *f

five-year or seven-year bonds
yielding 120 to 150 basis

points aver German govern-

ment bands at launch.

While some of this paper is

likely to be placed with Ger-

man retail investors - tradi-

tionally keen buyers of m
South African debt - more
than half will be targeted at

European institutions. The ~

offering will be South
Africa’s first D-Mark issue

since 1991, when it sold
*

DM400m of bonds expiring
this October.
In coming weeks, the gov-

ble. For sophisticated buyers emment may also announce
with the stomach to take an US dollar Yankee bond,
longer positions over two to expected to total 9250m to
three years, bonds yields of $300m. Dollar buyers are tra-

15.60 per cent are better than dittonally more sceptical of
in any other world market . South. African .boodstfean,.. ^
with reasonable liquidity. ~ investors in Europe, who
Despite the recent' turbu- acquired a taste for the gen-

lence in South Africa's erous premiums on South,
domestic markets, its out- African debt placed during
standing international bonds the apartheid era. Mr Man-
have been faring well uel may yet acquire a taste

“We've seen a very good for promotions.
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The Financial Times plans to
publish a Survey on

Social
Housing
on Thursday, September 19.

Covering developments within both the
Housing Association and Local Authority
Housing movements as well as profiling

innovative lenders in the face of further cuts In

the Government grant. This survey will coincide

with the N.F.H.A. Annual Conference, with
special distribution to all delegates.

For further Information please contact:

Alan Cunningham on 0171 873 3208
or Fax. 0171 873 4296

CONTRACTS a TENDERS

SUGAR Sc INTEGRATED
INDUSTRIES COMPANY
PROJECT AFFAIRS -

HAWAMD1A - GIZA
FURFURAL PLANT

GUIRGA
TENDER NO. 8000/135

Sugar & Integrated Industries Company
invites eligable tenderers to submit their
bids for the design, delivery of
equipment and supervision of erection of
factory to produce furfural from Bagasse
with a capacity of 5000 Ton of
furfuralfyear as detailed in bid
documents which can be obtained from
a.m. title against payment of LE. 500 to
Project Affairs safe with an application
addressed to the General Director of
Project Affairs.

T1» bid opening will take place on 2
October 1996, at 12.00 noon. Cairo local
time.
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LONDON RECENT ISSUES: EQUITIES
Issue Amt MkL Close
prtoe paid cap 1BB6 price Net

p up (Cm.) HBtft Lcm stock p +/- (flu.

> (IMM) DM 125900 par DM

Sep

Open

06714

Sait price

06773

Change

+05061

High

05790

LOW

05703

Eatvol

28.137

Open inL.

65519

POM
Aag 23

Id In New
—Owe -

York

- Rev. dose

Dec 06782 05812 +05061 06825 057B2 1221 5580 £ap* 15560 15505
Mar - 05856 +00062 -

.

“ 3 87G 1 mo
3 am

• 15655
• 15553

15500
• 15497

swt*S NUNC nmiRES VMM) SFr 125500 per SFr I* 15582' 15503

Sep 05300 05395 +05097 05420 n 15515 35504
Dec
Mar

05380 08462
05536

+00099
+05102

08485
05440

08374 205
2

3551
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§100 FP. _ 100
- FP. 12.7 B8

§110 FP. 188 158
* FP. 5.17 4

§ FP. 075 67813

§145 FP. 507 248
§ FP. 252 53
10 FP. 646 10

too 100 Amer Opps Ln 03/06 100
68 68 tBabiesn HShcra 66

158 120 jGhBrrinl Design 158 +2

4 4 fttefamaster 4
575lj Egypt Trust GI&2 -2*2

Open Sett price Change High Low Esi. vol Open InL

Sep B4.47 94/44 -o.ee 94.47 94.43 42.372 377,190
Dec 9422 94.1S -007 94.22 94.13 66.622 477.463
Mar 94.10 94.01 +099 94.10 93.99 62220 295,366

US THKASUKY BUJL nmiMS (IMM) Sim per 100%

Sep 9459 94.96 -0X11 94.99 94,96 124 7.095
Dec 9451 94.75 -0.05 94.81 94.73 40 1.905
Mar 94.62 9451 -0.07 84.62 94 82 17 829

I Open Intareat flg9. are lor previous day

FT GUBE to WORLD CURRBK85
The FT Guide to Worid Curendea
table can be found on the Markets
page in today’s edition and an the
Commodate page tomorrow.

5 FJ>. 10.7 S3 Thomson Era 60-1
§65 F.P. 182 85 65 Hamtxts 8m Aan C 85
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12 tLlfe Mur
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Nuntbes
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& Ed Pubi I5lj
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§ F.P. 628 37 31 Schroder Em Wts
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Cloring
price p +or-
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Sett price Change High Low EsLvd Open kit
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09518 +00017 - .3 188

UK INTEREST RATES
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LONDON MONEY RATES
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250 NS 30/B 55pm 50pm Scottish Power
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18pm +2
2pm
Slpm -2

15pm

UKctering bank boas lendng rata 53* per cent font June 6L 1998

uptai i-a s* 8-91-3 3-8 6-9 9-12

worth montha montha montha FT* INSURANCE
WBAimWA IK C76QPnoiWE3i9gO (cento par pound)

Strike

Price Sep

- CALLS -
Oct Now Sep

— PUTS -
Oct Nov

1530 . 253 258 003 036 076
1540 122 1.63 2.07 022 086 1.12

1500 0.60 1.07 153 080 . 1.09 . 157
1560 022 065 1.09 123 157 - 2.13

1570 003 055 0.75 2-03 *'

Carts ol Tax dep. (210Q90C9 2h Sfc • S '5
'

Carta el Tat dap. tatdwCTxmooriafrpg Owmalw t khrtenintaroaah i1*pc.
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Piarioua triYh vaL Gala 6316 Puri 4937 . Pwr. rrifrla open Irt, Cte 183324 Rte -Maiaa

BANK OF ENGLAND TREASURY BILL TENDER
Aag 23 Aug 16 Ai« 23 Aug 16

BANK RETURN

Bto ril (flier EBOOni ESOOra
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TotU flAKSEd gflQpm E600B1
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fan. fata ol ttcant 53335% 59648*
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MB- accept bid 182 dte
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Public dapo8Ka
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C
14953900
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2,004^91966
3.146.690^93
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£

. -85.443966

+118i8&279
-45.079.738

6.05CL20M13

Government sacurttte

Advance and other accounts
Premte. sqiipment and other :
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3962445
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-23919

6950904,413
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Notes In crieutadon
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| |
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With the increasing conqplex&es and competition within the

insurance market it is crucial thatyou stay aware ofthe core

developments shaping theglobal insurance industryl

Benefit from the unmatched analysis of key industry issues

within the following reports, priced between £250 and
£350. Please tick relevant boxes for further information:

The Marketing and Distribution of European Insurance

A Strategic Analysis ofUK Insurance Markets
The Future of Lloyd’s and the London Market

Captive Insurance

The Global Insurance Market
Direct Insurance in Europe

Global Marine, Aviation & Transport Insurance

Global Commercial Insurance Broking

European Property Insurance Markets

D European Health Insurance Markets
European Life Insurance Markets

European Liability Insurance Markets

European Motor Insurance

Insurance in the EU, Switzerland & Norway
Insurance in France

Insurance in Asia

New Opportunities in the Latin American Insurance Market

German Insurance Industry

The US Non-Life Insurance Market

Market Opportunities in European Pensions

The Top 20 UK Insurance Companies
Hie Top 20 Global Insurance Companies

The Top 20 European Insurance Companies
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Democrats in Chicago

The US Democrats go to Chicago for a
convention for the first time since 1968
and will find the city still has a mayor
called Richard Daley. However, both
the party and the eldest son of the
legendary Dick hope comparisons with
the anti-war mayhem at the convention
28 years ago stop with the names. The
schedule is true to tradition, with
approval of the party platform (no big
controversies here), candidate
nominations on Wednesday and
acceptance speeches by President Bill

Clinton and A1 Gore on Thursday.
Hillary Clinton will speak, although
she Is unlikely to copy Vice-President
Bab Dole's wife, Uddy. in doing it from
the convention floor. Mr Clinton plans
to “make news" with policy
announcements and will expect to

restore his comfortable lead in the
opinion polls over Mr Dole.

m. wNitltyStIfcW a

.v-M

two-day meeting in Sydney. Issues will

include the liberalisation of

markets and how the region consource

the necessary investment to meet its

burgeoning power requirements into

the next millennium.

FT Survey

Aerospace.

Public holidays

Peru, Turkey.

Ruling on US bases in Japan SATURDAY

Japan’s supreme court rules on a

lawsuit filed by the central government

against Masahide Ota. the governor of

Okinawa prefecture. The central

government is seeking a court order to

force Mr Ota to sign documents

required to renew leases for US
military facilities.

Weightlifting
European championships. Burgas.

Bulgaria (to Aug 31).

ISKT:.; G"Ti Public holidays
Georgia, Sri f .apKa.

Japanese budget requests

Ministries in Japan must

spending requests for fiscal 1997 to the

finance ministry. Attention will ho

focused on how far Ryutaro

Hashimoto. the prime minister,

succeeds in achieving a budget that

breaks away from the tradj
if
JO“Tji'

rigid allotment?. The use of a \ 30Qtm

(El.TObn) special disbursement for

programmes beneficial to the

structural reform of the economy will

be watched with particular interest.
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Ulster inarches end

Conciliation effort in Bonn
I THURSDAY

Political life resumes in Bonn after the
summer break as the conciliation

committee of both houses of
parliament meets In an attempt to

resolve differences over government
plans for spending cuts and health care
reform. Up to three days have been set

aside for the discussions, indicating
substantial disagreement between tbe
Bundestag and the opposition-
dominated Bundesrat, representing the
states. On Tuesday, Chancellor Helmut
Kohl will review a crowded legislative

agenda ahead of a Bundestag meeting
on Thursday.
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On the hoof. President BIU Clinton rounds 19 the Democrats Tor the start of the party's Chicago convention, where he plwis to ‘make news"

Seoul leaders sentenced Public holidays Deadline for Lloyd’s Names

Pollution protocol sought

Experts from
some 30
countries meet
in Geneva to
discuss
pan-European
restrictions on
nitrogen
compounds
responsible for

air and water pollution (to Aug 30). Tbe
UN Economic Commission for Europe
hopes to produce a protocol before 1998
to limit emissions of nitrous oxides and
the use of other nitrogen compounds.
The main villains are vehicle exhausts
and fossil-fuel power stations, which
produce smog-causing nitrous oxides,
and nitrogen-based fertilisers poisoning
rivers and lakes.

Former presidents Chun Doo-bwan and
Roh Tae-woo. who ruled South Korea
consecutively between 1980 and 1993.

will be sentenced on sedition and
corruption charges. The prosecution
has requested the death penalty for Mr
Chun and life imprisonment for Mr
Roh for leading a 1979 army coup -
which brought them to power - and
subsequently ordering the massacre of
pro-democracy protesters in 1980.
Although tbe court may uphold the
sentences, most political analysts
believe that President Kim Young-sam
would eventually reduce them.

Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Macao,
Namibia, UK (not Scotland).

I TUESDAY

The deadline falls for Names at the
Lloyd's of London insurance market to
accept its £3^hn recovery plan, thrown
into last-minute confusion by a US
legal challenge.

Philippine peace accord
Senior Philippine officials meet leaders

of the formerly separatist Moro
National Liberation Front (MNLF) in

Jakarta to finalise details of a peace
and autonomy plan between Manila

and the Philippines’ 5m Moslems. Tbe
plan was endorsed last week by
President Fide) Ramos and Nur
Misuari, the MNLF leader. Philippine

officials hope the peace deal will be
signed formally in Jakarta on
Saturday. The separatist conflict has
claimed 100,000 lives since 1972.

Ireland’s

marching
~ season comes to

a formal close

’m when the Royal

Black Precep-

tory. the senior

fcjoKl branch or the

Orange Order.

bolds its annual parade. The group will

stage six marches - the main one in

Carrickfergus, where tbe Protestant

William of Orange landed before his

victory over the Catholic King James U

of England in 1690. Police hope the

unrest which has marred recent

marches will not be repeated.
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Rifkind in Pakistan Royal decree absolute

Hashimoto visits Peru

Estonia elects president
The Estonian pariiamont meets to elect

its president. Lennart Men. the popular
incumbent, may be bard pressed to get
the 68 votes - out of 101 - needed for

victory in a secret ballot which may
last two days. If no candidate wins
enough votes, local government leaders
will join the voting on Wednesday. The
urbane Mr Meri used the largely

ceremonial office effectively to press
Estonia’s case for Nato and European
Union membership. But his sometimes
arrogant demeanour antagonised
parliamentarians.

Ryutaro Yashimoto. the Japanese
prime minister, arrives in Peru. Mr
Yashimoto is expected to sign loans to
modernise Lima’s airport and the main
seaport of Callao. Japan is also
contemplating co-financing the
highway between Desaguadero in
Bolivia and the Peruvian port of Ho.
Alberto Fujimori, the Peruvian
president, is the son of Japanese
immigrants, and Japanese loans awH
support have been a constant feature
since he assumed power. Direct
Japanese investment, however, has
been conspicuously absent.

Malcolm Riflond, the British foreign
secretary, arrives in Pakistan (to Aug
28). He will meet Farooq Leghari, the
president, and Benazir Bhutto, the
prime minister. He is expected to

discuss the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty negotiations and the
Indian-administered state of Kashmir,
where next month tbe Indian
government plans to hold state
elections - opposed by Pakistan.
Meanwhile, two large anti-government
rallies are planned for Karachi and
Lahore during the week.

Public holidays
Moldova, Philippines.

Hie divorce of

fgjffii
WpS&SSi’ /Map the Prince and

W&y ' * * lySgx Princess of

W Wales is
r
V(jf expected to be

ft —% finalised when
"

- - 'll
the decreeU

.

absolute - the
last legal

*3*2: requirement to

end their 15-year-old marriage — comes
into force. A delay is not anticipated.

The hearing will take place in a divorce
court at Somerset House, London. It is

unlikely that Prince Charles or
Princess Diana will attend.

Brazil prepares Vale sale
Brazil’s national privatisation council

is expected to finalise a model for the

sale of Companhla Vale do Rio Doce.
the world’s largest iron ore exporter.

The privatisation is touted as Latin
America’s biggest - the company’s
value is estimated at between $l0bn
(£6.4bn) and Sl4bn. The sale will be a
big boost to Brazil's privatisation

programme, which has been beset by
faisp starts arid delays.

Cricket
England v Pakistan, second one-day

international. Edgbaston.

Equestrianism
British horse trials championships.

Gatcombe Park, Gloucestershire (to

Sept 1).

Public holidays
Malaysia. Moldova. Trinidad.
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lliescu seeks third term

Tennis
America’s Pete Sampras seeks an 8th
major tennis title at the US Open
championships, starting at Flushing
Meadow, New York (to Sept 8). That
would put him in sight of Rod Laver’s
record 11 grand slam titles. “Sampras
is the favourite.” says Wimbledon title

holder Richard Krajicek of the
Netherlands. “He’s on a different
level.”

President Ion lliescu ofRomania
formally launches his campaign for

re-election on November 3. The
66-year-old former senior communist is

seeking a third term and running on
the ticket of the governing Party of
Social Democracy (PDSR), the core of
the group that has held power since
the overthrow ofthe Ceau$escu
regime in 1989. His main rivals are
Emil Constantinescu, a former
university rector, and Petre Roman,
the country’s first post-communist
prime minister.

Japan survey released
The Bank of Japan, will release its

Tankan - the quarterly survey of
business confidence - a week earlier
than usual. The central hank h«a often
announced a change In monetary
policy following or immediately before
the Tankan release, and its announce-
ment led to speculation it planned to
raise interest rates. However, It is more
likely the move was made to avoid
leaks. The survey is likely to show a
moderate improvement in confidence.

Garry Kasparov competes in the Credit
Suisse Masters at the CS-Forum. -

Geneva (to Sept 1). The world number
one’s invited rivals are led by
India's Vlshy Anand and the
number one woman, Judit Polgar of
Hungary.

SUNDAY n<tKue
•

Cricket .

England Pakistan, first one-day
international. Old Trafibrd.

Golf
European Masters, Crans-sur-Sierre.
Switzerland (to Sept 1).

Rio group holds summit
The Bolivian city of Cochabamba plays

host to the Rio Group, celebrating its

10th anniversary. Fourteen Latin
American presidents are on the guest
list. It will be the first encounter
between Peruvian head-of-state Alberto
Fujimori and Abdala Bucaram. who
assumed the Ecuadorean presidency
this month. Last year's border conflict

between tbe two countries continues to

cast a shadow over bilateral relations.

m

Apee energy forum starts
Energy ministers from tire 18 nations
which make up the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation forum begin a

I FRIDAY 30 I
Cricket
England v Pakistan, third one-day
international, Trent Bridge.

Athletics
IAAF grand prix meeting, Berlin.

Compiled by Simon Strong
Fox: (+44) (0)171 873 3194.

ECONOMIC DIARY

Other economic news Statistics to be released this

Monday: German data this

week is expected to show
inflation pressures on the
high street and in industry
remain subdued.
Tuesday: US consumer

confidence is expected to
bave fallen this month from
last month's levels. Swedish
producer prices are thought
to have declined again in
July.

Wednesday: Japan’s tan-
kan survey Is expected to
show a slight recovery La

business conditions but con-
fidence is still expected to be
depressed. Economists
expect UK trade figures to

show tbe trade deficit con-
tinues to widen as import
growth outstrips exports.

Thursday: Figures are
expected to confirm US GDP
grew at on annualised rate

of 4.2 per cent in the second
quarter or the year. US new
home sales are expected to

have grown last month at a
similar rate to June.

Friday: US factory orders
are forecast to have
increased last month after

June's decline. UK consumer
credit is expected to have
grown strongly again last

month- Italian GDP is pre-

dicted to have declined in
the second quarter.

Economic

Statistic
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ACROSS
1 Herb delight In holding sil-

ver? (6)

4 Console principal directors

(8)

10 Theatre for Kismet? i7>

11 Vivid red colour of vehicle-
pit in

12 Star part chosen by Bassa-
nio 14)

13 Stock tine in repository HO)
15 Plaintiff Is a man who goes

to court 16)

16 Congregate for part of ser-

vice O)
20 Capacity of an American

bar? (7)

21 Discharge bill and leave (6)

24 Pieces of pear inside sharp
cheese (10)

26 Cooler part of West
Ireland? H)

28 Oblivious of a battle in a
French environment (7)

28 Vegetable from Spain with
phtm starters {Tt

30 Rather robust porter is

helping, initially IS)

31 Delighted with quartos in

forest clearings (6)

DOWN
1 Term reduced In flat 1S1

2 Resourceful relatives all

over the place {9)

3 Larva found in food, com-
monly (4)

5 No fast food for the
French? (8)

6 Natal, say. is where one
arrives (10)

7 Go out. dressed in gold, for
so long (5>

8 Dredge out swan on river

(6)

9 He appears in “Same Like
h Hot” (5)

14 Hyacinth, perhaps, building
factory? (10)

17 Jack is one to woo eccen-
tric sort (5-4)

15 People who handle shoes?
(8)

19 Reinforces street vaults (8)

22 Watches for talent-spotters

(6)
23 Apathetic, being left in

camp (5)

25 Muse spilling tear over
love? (5)

27 Notice bishop off-colour? 14)

MONDAY PRIZE CROSSWORD
No.9, 156 Set by DINMUTZ
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A prise trf a Pehkan New Classic 380 fountain pen for the first correctBomnon opened opd five runner-up prises or £35 peiifean vouchers
will be awarded. Solutions by Thursday Septembe\5, marked Mon-
day Crossword 9.JB6 On the envelope, to the Financial Hines 1
Southward

. Bridge London S£l SHL. Solution an Monday September
9. Please allow 28 days for delivery of prizes.

Address.

—

James Herrick
Winners 9,144

P. and K. Burns. Gants Hf»
.

Essex
M.N. Henstock, Suttoa-in-
Ashfield, Notts
BP.ffill, Londoh Wl
H- Hollingsworth, ffitchin,
Herts
Dawn Lawrence, Aylsham,
Norfolk
Mrs B_A. MarfleeL Thornes.
West Yorkshire

Solution 9,144
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